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PART I 
I W T R Q P U C T I Q N 
Aaong the draBatic changes in human ecology 
which have been brought abotxt by the imprecedented and 
accelerating growth of the sciences and technology» 
two stands out as presenting probleas of peculiar 
scc^e and urgency* First , of course* are those 
resulting froa tk» l iberat ion of f i s s ion and fusien 
«Mrgies of the atorat these are the subjects of daily 
discussion* ThiB second c a t e ^ r y cooprises the profMMid 
ecological disequdllibriua brought about by the vjorld wide 
application of s c i en t i f i c aedicine and public health to 
reduction of death rates without corresponding reduction 
of birth rates* She result ing •J|>l08ive increase in 
peculation which I s outpacing any practlcal^le incr^Laae 
of resourcest 1B ^ cause of grave concern to every 
thoughtful observe of human ecology* The two categories 
are interwoven because the pressure of population growth 
on natural resources has throughout history been an 
excit ing cause of aggressive and often a i l i t a r y expansion 
and warfare* 
DEFINITIONS OF POPULATION 
The s tate of a country with r e j e c t to numbtrs of 
people} the degree in which a place la populated or 
Inhahitedi hencet the total number of persons InhatAtlng 
a country, to«ni or other area; body of inhabit«its« 
(Oxford English dictionary). 
Population 
X« All the people In a country, region e tc . 
2. The number of these 
3 . A (specified) part of the people in a 
given area. 
4 . A populatin^i or being populated 
5* in biologyt a l l the organisms l i v i n g in a 
givem area 
6. in s t a t i s t i c s , a groip of items or individuals, 
POPULATION LXPLQiilQU 
The lery great and continuing increase i n human 
population In modem times. (Webster's New Twentieth 
Century aict ionary) . 
The population problem has become one of the 
most fundamental of a l l human problems. I t affects every 
aspect of man's social l i f e « individual, national and 
international* I t affects the health and happiness 
of individual femilies; i t af lects trie material prosperity 
and social progress of nation,; and i t Affects interna-
tional security and peace^ for problems of population 
pressure are connected, allMdt latent lyt with issues of 
peace and war* 
And to many countries of the vorld today • f^ee and 
colonialf developed and underdeveloped • no socio economic 
i ssue i s more grave or more urgent than that of population 
growth. The question of over population i s mainly a 
Batter of "too many people i n relat ion to the whole s e t 
of facts" or the sum of resources of a l l kinds. Whether 
the problem takes the form of troMmdous pressure of 
population on a country's available land and other 
resources or a conf l ic t between a high f e r t i l i t y 
cultural milien end a desire for a higher stendard of 
l i v i n g , or the degree of technology development, being 
inadequate to cope with material needs, the socio 
cconcxBic conditions i n many countries axe such that 
r pid population gronrth mi l i ta tes against r i s ing 
standards of l iving* The nature and degree of the 
inccMapatibllity are of course C(»oplicated by factors 
suhh as p o l i t i c a l status, re l ig ious ^ d soc ia l taboos, 
snd colour and cultural barriers to the free migration 
of peoples* None the l e s s , i n most countries, p a r t i c u l ^ l y 
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under devcXoped on«s such as our own country, exces Ive 
population growth defers or n u l l i f i e s most prograouaes 
for li^rovMient in education, public health, sanitation 
and rural recovery, i^art from the st»agg«ring total of 
the vR>rld*8 population and the rspid 1 pace at which 
i t i s growing, there are two other disturbing factors 
i n the present vorld demographic s i tuat ion. One i s the 
international unev«ness of population distribution and 
the other, the unevwiess in the growth of national 
populations* And perhaps the aost disquieting feature i a 
that great majority of the world's populations, including 
an overwhelming part of our ovn population, has a poor 
standard of l iving* Despite the great advancement of 
modern science and technological s k i l l , a majority of the 
world's people are denied ev«i the Hare necess i t i e s of 
c i v i l i z e d existence, nie l eve l of l i v ing of the v<oild*s 
population as a whole has not r isen pr^ort ionate ly vdth 
the growth of population and particularly in south east 
Asia and Latin America* On the contrary, in some 
reasons agricultural production i s not only not increasing 
but i s actually didndling* Atf far natural, non -
renewable resources, they do not,of course, im^ease 
with the growth of population* 
Nov^ere i s the d i f f i c u l t s i tuation more in evidence 
than i n India, where the population problem ha^ become 
alaralng in recent years* 
India's papulation problem arises primarily out 
of an extremely high Tertllity accompanied by a relatively 
high but declining mortality* Ihe resulting Increase in 
population, viiich amount tx> nearly five million a year, 
cpart from i t s very low survival value, need not 
constitute for us problem i f the Indian level of l iving 
are veryh high imough to absorb the additional population 
without reducing the existing stendard of l iving. But 
our level of living i s so low that any further addition 
to the number of poor faniXies may wellbe disastrous, and 
as they are so mmerous i t may be generalized that the 
total population as such will find further increase a 
^ e a t problem* India's density in agri-cultural as well 
as in the poorer strata of urban societyt though not 
as great as in certain crowded parts of the vorld, i s 
too great to permit an attitude of Laissea»>fairet i t 
i s difficult to see how more people could be taken care 
of adequately at the present level of national production* 
The net addition of 4 or 5 million a year or 
about 50 million in a decade, or a grand totftl of 365 or 
more million in India can be an asset and become really 
a resource i f an over-whelming majority of the population, 
not to Bp9sk of every man, women and child, enjoyed the 
lrr«<iueil>I« Binijnra r«quir«iffit8 of (tec«iit human 
•sdst^nee in ttrms of foody clothing* sholtor* 
•ducation* hoalth ttployaent and Idouro for 
recreation* But this i s not so in Xndla« aid, what 
i s worse* i s the well knoiA and d^ressive qualitative 
a^ect of our population problem* Pad as the quality of 
am people i s related to Uie quantity* i t cannot be 
in^roved* in the context of our available resources 
without controlling the quantity* Hence the danger in 
the number of India's teeming millions not only to her 
overall economic and social development but also to 
her place in modem world* 
The decline in the infant mortility rate has been 
very impressive* particularly since 1921* This refers 
to the nuDber of infants imder one year* who die per 
1000 l ive birth* in the course of a year* This i s a 
very sttisitive Index of the total public health situation* 
Prom 1901 to 1921* the average Infant mortality rate 
was around 220* FVom 1921 to 193^* i t came down to 
about 174* Since 19^1* i t has fallen steeply and i s 
around 100* It i s tnie that this rate i s considerably 
higher than the rate in industrial societies* During 
1956 - 60« lit was 36 per thousand in Japan and 25 per 
thousand in United States* The lowest infant mortility 
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rate was in 3%ie«(ltii which was only 17 per thousand* 
This reduction in India from 220 in 1901 to 1921 
to around 100 since 1951 i s really a very imposssive 
success death control* 
Infant oortality nay be gpovpttd roughly into 
two main classes, nanely, those dying within one month 
(neo-natal aortality) and those surviving the f irs t 
BKmth of l i f e tout dying before they cooplete their 
f irs t year* Deaths in the f irst grotp are due 
primarily to pre-aatal and natal influences* The 
second group covers those who have suocunbed in the 
main to causes arising from post natal influ«ices such 
as the various epidsoiic diseasesf diseases of the 
respiratory and digestive system, faulty feeding, 
and oAvirwuiental factors* The reason behind the 
ooormous wastage of infant l i f e in India belong to 
both these categories and reaige from ill<-adviaed 
prei^anoies, absence of antinatal care, malnutrition 
sad low v i ta l i ty of the e3q[>ectent mother, to meddlesome 
midwifery of the 'dai* and poor mother or aft* 
There i s a close relationship between decline 
In infant mortality rate (fig* 2)* The figure also 
indicates the influ«ice of drugs, OUT, etc*, on mortality 
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rates* TbkB the dtollne In mortality i s more due to 
Ifflprovaaait in health services than to any iB^roveiaent 
in social end economic conditlc«is of the people* Ihe 
decline in infant mortality rate aid in general deaUi 
rate has been accospanied by an increase in expectation 
of l i f e at birth* The increase in trained medical 
and para • aedical p^rsonnely DDT spraying, and B.C.G* 
vaccination for tuberculosist have all helped to bring d 
doun the infoi t mortality rate, the general mortality 
rate and extend the expectancy of l i f e at birth since 
1931 and very i^reasively since 1951* However, since 
this has not be^i matched by a corresponding decrease 
in birth rate, the country i s facing the encurmous 
problem of fast rate of population groitrth* 
Why has not this population explosion anticlj)ated 
by the demographers, economists and other social 
scientists? According to Cunnar Kyrdal, the main 
reason Wsiy the population e39>losi&n in India was not 
foresean by the experts eras that ti^y believed that 
mortality rate could not be brought down until the 
levels of l iving isproved* Further, on the analogy 
of the experience in Western Europe and i^ 'orth iimerica 
i t \«as assumed that with the inci'ease in levels ol 
l iving, automatically the f er t i l i ty rate will go dovn, 
and aot there %«>uld not be this problon at a l l . 
The \Mhole poaltlon of mortality control has 
undergone a rapid change since world war XI* The 
extensive use of antlDiotics and DDT and other i n s e c t i -
cides has enabled mortality is|>rov«Bents to occur i n 
the low income areas in the world. Thus the prewar 
assuD|>tion that mortality inprov^nents are linked 
with r is ing per capita income has been completely 
null if ied* Mortality reduction can occur even when 
there i s hardly any econonaic development* 
The growls of population^ or i t s reverse, i s 
affected not only by f e r t i l i t y and mortality rates but 
also by migration* During the l a t t er half of nineteenth 
centuryt there was migration from India to Ceylon, 
Burma, Africa and other parts of the world* But, 
Idiough these numbers were quite high, they did not 
e f fect substantial ly the population f igures, since 
they formed a very small part of the total populati(»i* 
Since independwice, there has been hardly any scqpe 
tor the excess papulation to migrate to other countries* 
On the other hand, there has been an inf lux of people 
inm Ceylon, Burma, Africa and other countries* But 
even these figures do not real ly Jlffect the rate of 
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growtii of population* Thus international migration 
ot India's population has been negligible. I t does 
not play any significant role in the steady growth 
ot population* It i s really the internal movement 
of population from the rural to the urban areas that 
i s of signifieanoe* Gopalaswamyy has clearly ahowi 
that i^iMre has been a new trend in p(^ulation 
growth in India* since 1951« du« to *the combined 
•ffect of throe ii^>ortant causative factors • the 
f i r s t of these factors i s the prevalence of normal 
conditions of freely available food supply* The secoiui 
factor i s acctlorated progress in the prevention of 
pr<Hia-tore dealdis* The third factor i s the continuance 
of traditional habits an uncontrolled child » bearing* 
If'PQ'SOm RESPOnsiBUS FOR POPULATION QiO/.'ia 
A coroprehensive esqplanation ot the factors and 
forces wtiich iopinge <m human rt^roduction would take 
one into several ititer connected sciences such as 
physiology* sociology* economic* psychology* polit ical 
science* anthropology and medicine* 
In a trend report and bibiliogr;^hy <m htnan 
ferti l i ty* RonaldFreedman has provided a classification 
of variables that affect ferti l ity* They ^re ? 
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1) Tb» means of fiHrtillty control which stand 
between the social orgeynization end the social 
norms on the one hand and f e r t i l i t y on the 
other, that isp the intermediate variatdes, 
2) Social norms about family s i z e . 
3} Social norms about each of the intermediate 
variables, 
4) A^ects of the social orgsnization wiriich support 
the norms for family s ize by providini^ social 
rewards and punishments which depend on the 
number of children in the f a n i l i a l unit . 
3) Other aspects of the soc ia l organization which 
affect fidbtility by their influence on the 
norms or actual values for the intermediate 
variables* 
6) The mortality l eve l which determines how lar^e 
a surplus of births i s required to produce the 
normative number of children. 
7) l!he net migration l e v e l , which determines the 
number and ages of persons available to the 
families and to the society as a wriole and thus 
affects f e r t i l i t y , 
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8} Factors in the environra«nt which affect the 
InteriDedlate variables* 
The Intermediate variables has been spelled out 
in greater detail by Davis and HlcUce* They state* 
the process of reproduction involves three necessary 
steps sufficiently obvious to be generally recognized 
in humsn culture i (X) intercourse (2) conc^tion» 
8n<l (3) gestation and partiurition* In analysing cultural 
influences on ferti l ity* one may well start with the 
factors directly connected with these three s t ^ s * 
Such factors would be those through % c^h« and through 
^^ch* cultural conditions can affect ferti l i ty* For 
this reason* by way of convenience they can be called 
the 'intermediate variables** 
Following i s prtsentecl as a more convmiient 
taxoncKBy of the socio «- cultural variables which must 
be considered for an adequate sociological e)q>lanation 
of ferti l i ty* 
A* ECONOMIC VAKI/^ BLE^  
X* Productive l eve l 
2* Technological XeveX 
3* Economic ins t i tu t ions 
4* Food supply 
!^ * Public health 
6* Housing 
1^  
B, POLITICAL VAHIABLE^ 
U PoliUcal stablUty 
2* Attitude of the state towards natality, 
C, SOCIAL VAHIABLI:^ 
! • Caste 
2* Socio-economic status 
3« Kinship organization 
4, Forms of holding and inherit ing property 
3» Literacy and education 
6, Social mobility 
7t Proportion of working vomen 
8« Urbanization 
9* Religion, 
D, ie40GRAPHlC VAHIABL£S 
X« Age at marriage 
2. Proportion of woman never entering mairia^ ie 
3* Duration of marriages as affected by divorce» 
separation, dissertation or death of ^ ouse, 
4. Morbidity 
3« Infant mortality 
6« Adult mortality 
7» Migration, 
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E. CULfUHAL YAKlABLfca 
1« Noma governing family s ize 
2« Size o£ parental family 
3* Preferiuice £»r male children. 
4, Es^ense of raising children 
3* Econoolc and social value of children 
6* Norms j^vemlng age at laarrlage 
7* Norms governing entry or nonentry Into 
marriage, 
8* Norms governing divorce* separation 
and deser^tlon* 
9* Norms governing widow rwaarrlage 
10• Norms governing voluntary abstlnance from 
Intercourse. 
11. Norms 0>venilng co i ta l frequency 
12* Norms governing use or n:>n use of contraception. 
13. Norms governing voluntary fecundity or 
infecundlty. 
14. Norms governing voluntary foetal raortallgy* 
15. PhUosf^hlca «• re l ig ious att itudes of 
fatalism* ratlonalii^* secularijast and 
activi^a. 
A word of ejq^lanatlon on the dist inct ion ^Bong 
above c lasses of variables i s in order. Social 
variables are operation defined as those variables 
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vblch are generally studied imder the rubric of 
sociology^ md doaogrephic variables are those 
variables which generally in teres t demogrs^hors* 
More ^ e c i f i c a l l y t social variables refers to i n s t i t u -
tions» roles and interpersonal relations^ whiile 
d^aogr^hic variables stand precisely for the 
variable of number or quantitative variation in 
hUBim society vdiich affects also iMs quality* 
The greater par t of cul tural var ia t le i s taken 
up by norms* Robin Willi as defines norms as 'standards 
by reference to «^ch bdlaviour i s judged and approved 
or disapproved* A norm in th is sense i s not a s t a t i s t i c a l 
average of actual behaviour but rather a cul tural 
(shared) definiti<m of desiratde behaviour.* Since we 
accipt t h i s definition of norms^ some of the variables 
have epp eared both in the d^nographic and cultural 
classes* We feel that there i s a real dist inction 
between age at marriage* prt^ortlon of women entering 
marriages* and the proportion of marital unions 
terminated by div(»rcef s^a ra t ion and death on the 
one hand end the cultural noarms that govern these areas 
of behaviour on the other* Certainlyt norms have 
def i n i t conse(|uences for behaviour, but the correopon* 
d&nee i s by no me^ns one to 4Qae* 
The forces that determine the level of the 
biriai ra te are primarily social and economic* But the 
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specif ic cconoBtlc and social variables ^^^ch have an 
iB|>ect or f e r t i l i t y are not tiie same In a i l societ ies* 
Caste I s considered to be an luportant factor In 
Indians birth ra te . But th is type of ascriptlve 
s tra t i f i ca t ion does not e x i s t In other societ ies^ at 
l e a s t not with the vigor with tdilch I t rules Indian 
society* So the socle l and cultural variables which 
govern f e r t i l i t y l e v e l s are Intimately connected with 
the structure and inst i tut ions of a given society* 
Hot CMnly do the factors \idilch influence f e r t i l i t y 
d i i fer from one society to aiothery but the same 
Variable can have a different type of relationship to 
f e r t i l i t y In different soc iet ies* Socio - econotalc 
statusi by whatever instruaent i t i s aeasured« has a 
negative correlation with f e r t i l i t y i n t^e incsustrially 
develi^ed countries* But in the underdeveloped areas 
of the world* the relaticmshlp between c las s and 
f e r t i l i t y i s not at a l l so clear cut* Therefore, 
knowledge of the precise variables wlilch are l i^ortant 
I s f e r t i l i t y analysis said the type of their relat ion 
to f e r t i l i t y gives us an Insight into the dynamicsof 
th i s social behaviour* By observing the changes 
produced in f e r t i l i t y by the variance of one or another 
determinant we have a me ens of predicting future 
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bthaviour by aeasurlng the present treads of the 
Casual variables* 
The demographic s i tuation of any region i s 
largely the product of i t s peculiar social character-
i s t i c a affecting in their turn births , deaths and 
migration* The peculation problem in India vould be 
very different i f the social irnstitutions of evirly 
marriage, universality of mariilage, the soc ia l b ^ 
OB widow remarriage and the Hindu joint faoiily and other 
ins t i tu t ions and attitudes result ing in a high birth 
rate and a sex ratio i n favour of males, did not 
exist* But as these ins t i tu t ions in the a m>9io 
rel ig ious tradition and cultural sanction behind them 
e x i s t and condition the l i v e s of an ovendhelming 
ma^rity of the people, the deiaogrephic problem has 
become vbat i t i s today* 
Early and universal marriage are domiiMnt 
features of the Indian social scene* Indian g i r l s attain 
puberty betwe^i the ages of twelve and f i f teen and 
tiiough often physically and emotionally immal^are, they 
are physiological ly ready to bear children* Though 
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according to the Indian law (the child marriage 
restraint Aet« I929t Act XIX of 1929) child 
aarriages (males under 18 and females 14 years of age) 
are punishable offences* Aat now this age l i a i t has 
been raised 21 for males and 18 for girls* In India 
most of the people are i l leterate and this adds to 
population^ by bearing child early^ with no adequate 
i^acing between child births etc* 
The second factor i s the wiiversality of the 
married state* Everyone in India* sooner or later, 
gets married* I t i s a quasi religious duty* As an 
individual's econtMoic security i s not usually a 
pre • requisite to marriage and as there i s no individual 
choice* by and large in obtaining a partner* there i s 
no econotaic or emotional deterrent to marriage* In 
the country as a whole* fbr people of all ages* roughly 
every other male and more than 3 out of every 3 f«Bales 
are married* 
A third striking, characteristic of the Indian 
social scene i s the paucity of females* There has been 
a deficiency of %omen in the Indian population throughout 
the %rtiole of her regular census history* This low 
psoportion of fwaales in tdae population ^pears to be 
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re la t ive ly steady* Ihe olgratlon of males from v i l lages 
into toimsf added to the high proportion of males i n 
urban areas, contributes to the alsnorfflality of the 
urban sex ratio* The psueity of woaen in the Indian 
population eppears therefore to be a fact* 
What i s the escplanation? Some have argued 
(from a very unbiological point of view) that excessive 
Basculinity i n an index of "racial" decadence^ \M.t the 
sex rat io i s more unfavourable in the north and north 
west region of undivided India, parts of present Pakistan, 
Wiere the so cal led *tear^al races" once l i ved and 
presuBably continue to l ive* This s i tuation i s true 
within India today* The lowest fenale se t -rat io i s 
found in the north west region while an almost equal 
sex ratio i s found in South India* we have l i t t l e 
knowledge of what const i tutes "racial decadence" and 
s t i l l l e s s 8Ci«ntific evidence of the causes and sys^toms 
of £Aach decadence* If there i s any truth in th i s 
t3q}lanetion, the stj|}posedly v i r i l e pe(^le of the north 
west oust be tl:^ most decadent people* As we cannot 
have i t both ways there seems to be l i t t l e truth in 
this es^l Elation* 
Some others, l ike the census commissioner for 
Bombay (1921} aid the census Commissioner for India (19?1}» 
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have offered a biological eaplanation* According to 
the former "the Indian endogesoua caste with i t s 
exoganous divisions i s a perfect motbod of preserving 
what i s called in gezMtics the *pure l ir»*. The 
endogamy prevents external hyliridization, while the 
exogamy prevents the possibil ity of a fresh pure line 
arising within the old one by the isolation of any 
character not common to the whole l i ve , Witi^ i the 
preservation of the pure line the perpetuation of all 
characters common to i t necessarily follows. And there 
i s no reason why sex ratio should not be a transmissible 
character. An excess of either sex may in this view be 
iMcaused either by (1) the birth of more of that sex 
than of the other, or (2) the possession by the childroi 
of that sex ot aome character which tends to their 
preservation, probably greater resistance to certain 
diseases* 
The latter, accepting this view, comments, 
"Vsihether this(above) proposition be entirely acceptable 
or not, i t may be conceded that i f «ice a caste, vdiether 
as a result of in«*breAding or some totally different 
factor, has acquired the natural condition of having 
an excess of finales, this condition i s l ikely to be 
perpetuated as long as in breeding i s maintained* Caste 
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therefore would appear to be of definite aasiatrjice 
to the Hindu in his 8ii|}ftrlative anxiety for male 
childr«i} ffloreovery since the higher the caste the 
sttieter^ in the past at any rate, the ban on 
external exogany, this t«iUl«icy would show more 
pat«itly in the hi^fier caate and esqplain why the 
proportion of females to nales increases in inverse 
ratio to social status*" This esq^lienation i s at best 
plausible but we have very l i t t l e knowledge about the 
presence of a g«)etlc factor, i f anyg in the Hindus 
Caste system* Possibly not* vvhile there may be some 
t r u ^ in this ejplsaation in the sense that excessive 
in breeding i s harmful, i t does not e^qalain the sex 
ratio at birth* 
The available s tat is t ics t e l l a different 
story* Actually, as one vould esqject, there i s a 
definite excess of male births over female births* 
This i s the view of the Indian Registrar General (1953) 
but one cannot be too sure of this In the face of 
obvious lacunae in the registration of births* 
ilay way, males and females are not bom in equal numbers 
and possibly male births are slightly 8U|>erior in 
numbers* Secondly, the infant mortality rates for males 
are higher than those for female infants al l over Indie* 
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Units the male babies lose the Init ia l acivantage by the 
end of the f irs t year* Betv««:i the ages of 1 -» 5« 
India has an excess of girls but at the next age gro^p» 
6 - 1 0 and aub8e(pMaitlyt the sex * ratio appears to be 
reversed in favour of males* 
A more rational es^jlanation for the pcanity 
of females appears to be that though the female infant 
i s definitely better equipped by nature for svurvival 
than the male, the advantages she has at birth are 
probably neutralized in infsnoy by coi^^arative neglect 
end in adolescence by the strain of bearing children 
too early end* too often* As Hindu parents* by and 
larget at least in rural areaSf put relatively a greater 
premium on male children, they are apt to treat female 
children with relative and sometimes unconcioua neglect* 
•specially ^iben they are assailed by infantile ailments* 
This* coupled with early marriage and frequent deliveries* 
results in greater and early death eooong \tf(Maen* 
In India traditions in the sphere of population 
seem to have been defined in U^snishads* According to 
some of the fantastic discoveries according to which 
man cannot gain selvation without being bom in this 
sacred land of ours* possibly ejiplains growth of 
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population* Accordlnc to Bhagvad Qita one must have 
a son because be saves h i s parents from being consigned 
in to a subdivision of heXl* Gi r l s are byproduct i n 
the process of search of boys* Th«re i s a powerful 
S t r a n g hold on our ainds viAiich has made us 
i n c o r r i g i b l e supersti t*ous» so much so we do not 
analyse our econ^iy which has grown so wretched trxat 
i t goes on swelling the ranks of the l e s s i n t e l l i g e n t 
and the beggar* 
PQPULATIOM GHOfelH AND ECOUmiL iiEVtuLQPi-lENT 
Ihe s a i n floous of the developing s o c i e t i e s a f te r 
l i b e r a t i o n from ooloniali«B and in^er ia l i sm i s economic 
development* The fundamental reason for the emphasis 
on econcMdc changes are s a) the s a t i s f a c t i o n of 
new Mpirat icms for b e t t e r food» more c lo th ing , more 
adequate housing etc*» and b) be t t e r education for 
<nie s e l f and for one*s ch i ld ren , i i^ roved health* t r a v e l , 
r e l axa t ion and achievement of soc ia l p res t ige* According 
to the economic s tandpoint , the l a t t e r are not looked 
vpon as consumption goods, but t h e i r g r a t i f i c a t i o n 
for the whole socie ty requ i res ecoxKuaic resources beyond 
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the capabi l i t i e s of the agricultural^ subsistence 
economies* In a subsistence economy» the l a t t e r are 
the pr iv i leges of the new and the former are enough 
only for stutvlval of i^e masses* The sat i s fact ion of 
these new a^lrat lons In the masses I s possibly only 
«hen sc l« ice and technology are ippHed to agriculture, 
Industry, transportation and communication. This I s 
c lose ly linked with high l e v e l s of general education 
and technical training* As a result t higher l eve l of 
urbenlsatlon thsn In agricultural society I s necessary, 
to trlng about econ^olc development* 
Schreeo) and Haggles have caloulated the 
Inter-relatlonshlps between l l ters^y , education, 
urbanization and the gross national product* The 
following table gives the inter relatlonsirilp* 
INTER RcLATIi^ aHIP B&lAEiH tJCQ^miC DliVU-O.-'i^ I^ 'T, 
URB/iNIZATION, X^lTRRmf AND EDUCATION 
1 i 
1* Urbanization *• • •66 *69 .66 
2* Literacy *• • • *92 *69 
3* Pr^ort lon of children 
of 5-14 In school •* - • - .TO 
4* G*N.P per capita 
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Th« interooiTttXations show how all these £ovr 
socio • economic aspects are closely related* Ihey 
appear to form one system so that with the Increase 
of one there I s e correj^ondln^ increase in the others* 
Tbit gross natlcmal produett I s one o£ the beat Indices 
ojt econcNidc developments I t la clearly related to 
llteracyt education and urbanisation* l£ the parents 
are literate* thoy send al l their children of school 
going age to school* when the oltlsens are l i terate 
and well educatedy tiiey have ski l l s to lo^rove their 
eccmomle position end that of ^ e country as a ^^le* 
The production of the country goes vpm 
A great fulf divides the economically develc^ed 
natlc»i« which are industrialized and the under developed 
nations which are agricultural* The significant feature 
for us i s ^ a t the develc^ed countries with hardly 
30?^  of the vtiorld population contribute &I% of the eoods 
and services in tlie world as a whole* 
According the United Nations estimate a cocoitry 
i s looked upon as *poor' if the per ccpita income i s 
below $ 300 ptfT enmn end as very poor i f the per capita 
income i s below $ 100 per annum* llie income of India i s 
aroimd $ SO per annum* I t i s one of the poorest 
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countries i n the world* Xndiai l ike many other poor 
countries of the vorld including Chi ana has the 
dist inct ion of being not only poor teit a highly populated 
country* One of the characterist ics of a poor country 
i s that a high percentage of the lal>oiir force i s in 
agriculture and that agricultural production makea a 
lar£^ contribution to national incorae* 
Leas Vxen one f i f t h of the peculation are engaged 
i n Indus try t trade euid coamercet constnaction, trans-
portation and oaoDunication. I t i s these industrial 
Categories that rea l ly produce wealth, goods and 
services . This fact helps us to uyoderstend the utter 
poverty in our country* 
I t i s now generally recognized that there i s a 
c lose relationship between the development of the 
econ(»iy and the occupational structure. Low incoiie 
per head i s always associated with a low proportion of 
the people working in the nanufacture* construction, 
trade, eooauerce, transportation and communication. 
Agriculture i s the l e a s t renunerative of occu|>ations. 
Economic progress has been associated with a decrease 
i n the prc^ortion of population engaged in agricultiare 
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and an increase In those engaged in a^iufacture» 
trade and tran^ortat ion. In particular economic 
development i s associated with the manufacture of 
goods using nachines and non-^nuscular sources of 
energy. This i s also true of trensportation. Poverty 
has been characteristic feature of India because 
agriculture i s a ganble dep«uiing on monsoons* 
Further^ i t i s a seasonal occupation i i^osing enforced 
id l« ies8 on the people for several months in the year* 
The f ive successive plans have not made any change 
in the excessive d^endence of gross national produc* 
tion on agriculture, 
Thwe ex i s t s a close relationship betwe«:i the 
growth of peculation i n a country end i t s economic 
deveLopaent* The tvo interact on each other very 
c lose ly; each affects the other* According to the 
theory of demogrcphic transit ion economic development 
has a s ignif icant impact on growth rate , on p^ulat lon 
after IndustriaUzation, since the end of the eighteenth 
coitury* Beibre an economy uBidergoes development« 
there i s population s t a b i l i t y because of high f e r t i l i t y 
fate and high mortality rate* The birth rate i s hi^h 
beeeuse in pre-industrial soc i e t i e s marriages are 
universal and t ^ e place at an early age* There i s also 
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the ecoiumlc necessity; children start woricing early, 
since fac i l i t i e s for fomal schoolinc"^ are not available 
and their vork or earning, supplements the faoiily 
income. Since death rate i s high, the family must 
have many childr«i so that at least sooe will survive. 
One of the characteristic features of pre*industrial 
society i s hie^ infant mortality. I t i s because of 
h i ^ death rate ti»re i s no possibility of population 
ejq}losi<xi in the pre«industrial socie'ty. with economic 
development there i s an i^ >rovGm«eit in diet and standard 
of l iving of the people, with the application of 
knowledge to living conditions, not only does food 
production ioprove, there i s also an improvement in the 
medical fac i l i t i e s . Public health measures become 
increasingly affective and there i s a decrease in 
death rate. I t i s when death rates fa l l , but birth 
rates do not, that the Malthualan theory of population 
i s valid. But with a higher rate of economic growth, 
there i s a deliberate limitation of the size of the 
fonily. There i s a wider use of contraceptive devices 
so that birth rate also f a l l s . The chsnge in the 
structure of production, leads to a decline in the 
importence of the family as a production unit. Due to 
higher aspirations, children are scoit to schools and 
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training institutions rather than being aLlo\itfed to 
work in the house or outside the house* With the voa«i 
also going to work outside the house, the house and 
taadly lose the old significance in terms of production. 
A small fsally faci l i tates economic mobility* All 
these changes reduce the economic advantages of a large 
fafldly* In fact* with economic growth a large family 
becomes a disadvantage; with the increase in the cost 
of education and equipping the children to take their 
proper place in the non agricultural and urban society, 
a large family becomes a burden* With the adoption of 
the small fi^nlly norm, the birth rate declines and the 
rate of peculation growth slows down* Thus, with 
economic development small families and low mortality 
rates become the characteristic pattern* The birth 
rate and death rate become almost equal and a gradual 
rate o£ growtii of population i s re-established; as in 
pre « inchistrial stage, the populatlcm in an industrial 
society becomes fairly stable* 
Thus, with economic development great changes 
take place in the fanlly as well as in the society* 
Xii|>roved standards of l iving lead not only to fa l l in 
death rates but also fal l in birth rates so that the 
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rate Q£ population growth Is slowsd down. Because 
Infant mortality Is redxiced and because children 
have to toe well educated* the desire tor a large family» 
a cwisplcuoxas feature of an agricultural society, 
Is replaced by the desire for a small family, the 
characteristic feature of an Industrial society. 
Population growth la a stimulant to economic 
growth ^) to a point, but afterwards, as we are today 
witnessing In India and other tinder developed countries, 
I t constitutes a serious liQ>edlment* A large population 
provides abundant labour as well as a big market for 
consul^tlon, \i^ an a country Is under populated; but 
I f the papulation growth continues In an over populated 
country. I t Is a serious m«iace to economic development* 
Population growth necessitates large Isport of 
food grains, which consme a large smount of foreign 
exchange which otherwise would have been available to 
promote economic groirth* Though the food production 
Increased during that period I t was not enough to feed 
the excess population. 
High fer t i l i ty rate Increases the ntaber of 
children and thus brings about a high prc^ortlon of 
dependents population which Is tnprodiKstlve. This Is 
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one Qi the main reasons for the increase in the 
unrest in the coisttry in the recent years* so the 
country r«aains poor and under developed* There i s 
also another a^ect • Frequent maternity disables a 
lari^e nisaber of «ma0i{ they ceomot participate in 
productive activity tor iairXy long periods frequently* 
Another very serious c<»i8e(|uence of fast grovdng 
population i s that i t redwses the edac i ty to save 
and invest*Capital formation i s Vaie most crucial 
^^ect of ecom»iic growth* All the resources are used 
in 8i4}porting the growing and unproductive population 
so that the f a&ily as well as the country continue a> 
l ive in poverty* The per c ^ i t e income i s too low to 
leave any margin for saving and productive investment* 
lihis also reduces the purchasing power of the people 
and so there i s defici«icy In effective demand vidiich 
in i t s terms affects production* Xhus* there i s a 
vicious circle* Ihus over population and poverty are 
very closely linked* 
As Ashish Boss wrditOy "The present reproductive 
pattern in India i s wasteful* uneoonoaaic and highly 
Inimical to the health and wealth of the nation* 
Further9 the aize» density* rate of growth* and age 
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structure of the peculation ere a l l imfavourable to 
economic progress* Our land i s liiBitedt ccpital i s 
scarce^ and organization i s ineXricicnt* Vast natural 
and human resources in themselves cannot bring about 
econcnnic progress; they can only sustain a primitive 
economy* And that i s ^ a t i s actually hcppening in 
India*" 
A f a s t growing p^ulat ion also aggravates the 
unen^loymoit problmi* 
OVER POPULATION AND UNS?PLOYM£HT 
The problem of unen^loyHBent and under en^loynent 
has been a serious problem facing the country since 
many decades* With growing peculation there i s 
excessive pressure on lend* More p e ^ l e are etie^anjed 
i n agriculture then i s rea l ly necessary* This surplus 
when withdrawn from agriculture wil l not lead to any 
dimunition in the agricultural output* Econ(»ii8ts 
estimate theX the withdraws! o f the surplus labour uay 
even increase the out put* However» since Indian 
econcNoy under dev^oped» i t i s unable to absorb the 
growing rural popialation; traditional agriculture i s 
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not profi table; the rural people s t i l l cl ing to land 
because i t gives Hum social prestige* Agricul^ire in 
India i s notorious gcable; i f there i s ^ o d r a in l a l l 
there l a prosperity in the rural area; i f there i s 
failure of isemsoont there i s near famine condition in 
the rural as well as in the urban areas* 'Ihe present 
ei^^erience has sho\si, tha t in spite of the "green 
revolutlcm", the f ailtire of aonsoon in 1972 has 
absolutely crippled the food si tuation so that the 
governaent has taken over the wholesale procurement of 
what and paddy with a l l i t s conse<|uences end import of 
s ix million tonnes of food grains* iis a resu l t the 
Indian farater i s jtei a s ta te of chronic indebtedness; 
he lacks cspital» adiH^atlon and sk i l l s to adopt the 
new techniques* 
In the urban areas again thtf*e i s a surplus 
population due to two reasons; excessive increase in 
peculation and a steady migration troQ the rural areas 
of i l l i t e r a t e and unskilled people* Further, there i s 
t ^ pxpblen of unaqployment anong the educated people* 
With the increase In educational fac i l i t i es^ there i s 
a treoiendous Increase among the matriculates and the 
l ibe ra l a r t s graduates every year vba v&it only white 
collared ;}obs* 
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One of th» paradoxieal features of the Indian 
situation today i s that while eiqployraent i s increasing 
tdth the io^Ieaerrtation of the successive five year 
plaost there i s also a steady increase in the number 
of the imeiqjXoyed people* 
The main reason tor this situation i s t^at the 
Opportunities of ei^ploymeat have not k ^ t pace with 
the additions to the labour force as a result of the 
rapidly increasing population* Another reason i s the 
highly literary character of education* ii^ wsh education 
does not f i t the young persons for any particular job 
in Ufe* 
ODB of the principal objectives of ti:ii> uco^ iomic 
planning is to increase prodiK;tion bye^ peB:KUlr% Uie 
eoployment opportoizities; thusy one of ti:ie objectives 
of planning i s to mitigate the unemployment probleiji* 
Econofidc planning has not been able to solve 
the probleia of unuiiployment because the population i s 
growing at &Ck alarmiiig rate* Planned development has 
not been aU.e to create as many jobs as required by the 
actual gn>wth of peculation* 
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OiM o£ the s a ^ r n—Am of th* dcvtlopJLng eountrits 
Ist additional inveataant on highways* raHroadSt oonauni-
eation ayatcout, alactric powar ganarators* irrigation 
puapa and ao forth* Aa iq;>ort6ntt i f not aore inportant* 
i a inveataant in hunan iMinga* Effleiant application 
of the axlating taohnoXogy naada not only literacy but 
fairly good aducatlon* One of tha acarea raaourcaa in 
an un(terdevalopad country ia capital and ono of the 
abundant reaource ia i l latarate and unakillad population* 
India haa been trying to get the eepital froa internal 
reaoureea aa well aa by loana froa foreign countriea. 
Tha point for conaideration ia how a decline in 
population growth rate achieved through fer t i l i ty 
reduction^ affeeta the ability of the country to raiae 
additional c^pitalf to increaae i ta productivity* A 
decline in f er t i l i ty will reaiilt in fewer dependenta per 
wage earner and ao he can be aotivated or forced to aave 
a larger proportion of hia total incoBe* There ia another 
aspect* A nation with a growing population has to ipend 
a eejrtain proportion of i t s inveatable cipitalt aerely to 
provide the additional population with the saae aaount 
of eepital equlpaent pT person already enjoyed by the 
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•xlstliig populatloiu A crowing papulation^ will need 
additional houslngf school bulldlngt hoipltals and 
•o forth. In other wordSf not a l l the cipltal available 
can be spent on cq;>ltal improvements «^ch will Increase 
the per e^>ita productivity sod raise the level of 
l iving. 
Coale and Hoover have shown* how their projected 
50 % decline in f er t i l i ty might affect the total aaount 
of cepital investaentf the proportion of total cepltal 
which can be used A>r ii^proving productivity rattier than 
in providing for population Increases as a result there 
will be an increase in inooae per equivalent adult 
consumer. 
The only way to s i ^ vp c o i t a l formation i s to 
lower the birth rate so that the population becomes 
stable or grows at a slo%fer rate around one S per year. 
An increasing population actually means an increasing 
dependent youth population and a continuously decreasing 
proportion of the economically active population! and 
a eontimally increasing eaipenditure to meet the needs 
of the additional dipendent population. 
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Xtaa primary li^pllcation of th« d«BWgraphlc 
varial>I«s l a •conomlc planning Is that the efforts 
and resoiireea of the economy should be diverted froD 
currtfit consiai|>tlon to the aihanceaant of the future 
productivity. I t Is the rate of net Investment on 
factories, roadSf lrrlgatlon» fertlXlaser plants, 
and sueh other productive fac i l i t i e s well as on 
education and training, iihleh are crtKlal tor economic 
development and not mere stepping vp of esqpsndlture, 
The Important thing la the mobilisation of resources 
for productive purposes. This Is lAiere the effect of 
such Investment Is linked with the type of rate of 
Increase In population* If f er t i l i ty continues without 
any reduction. In the perc«itage of the dependent yming, 
the economic development at a algnlflcant rate cannot 
take place. Consequently current oonmuqptlon will eat 
i;|> the Cflpltal and the U t t l e will be l e f t for Invest^-
ment In the growth In productivity. 
Zf there Is no reduction In the size of the 
faoBlly, I t I s diff icult . If not ln|>08slble for I t to 
save In order to Increase capital formation. As Ceale 
puts I t , *Hlgh fer t i l i ty can depress private savings 
In two ways I (1) by reducing the volume of saving by 
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indlirlduaX jtailli«fl ybma such savings ttrs an ioportant 
coBponsnt of the national total) (2) by Increasing 
ttie proportion o£ national Income that mist accrue to 
non savers i f standards of consunptlon play any part 
in deteralning the earnings of the low income f£anilies*, 
The s i^at ion i s similar when i t i s the goverruntfit 
rather than private entri^reneurs that provide a large 
proportion of national investment* H i ^ fer t i l i ty 
affects the level of Investment through i t s effect on 
the oepacity of the Government to raise money by 
taxation* ThuSf a conclusion i s obvious that a low 
fer t i l i ty population can achieve a higher level of net 
investm«it than a high fer t i l i ty population. If the 
femilles in tiie population are large rather than small» 
more construction efforts must be diverted to house 
building and school building rather than for factory 
building or putting up hydro » electric plants so 
necessaryf for economic development and social welfare. 
I t i s also obvious that a pQpulatl<m growing at a 
slower rate will have a higher per capita Income ndien 
the national production increases* 
Thus « f er t i l i ty reduction and stepping \xp 
investment in the productive ccpacity of the economy 
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are both •sstntiaL tor «con<Maic growth and the decrease 
in the povertyo of the •meses, 
PpPULAlIQN GROWTH AND BASIC NEiC£:i3ITIii,3 Qf HFE 
ArtloXe 38 of the Directive principles of 
State Policy of the Indian Constituti(»i lays do%in« 
'Xhe state shallf in particular^ direct i t s policy 
toirards securing l^at ttie eitizensy men end w»«i« 
equally have the right to an adequate aeans of livtiJLhood** 
The Governmait of India* in i t s Resolution of March 19S0t 
asserted laiat the aim of planning in India i s to pro«>te 
r^^id increase in the standard of l iving of the people 
by efficient e:q;>loitation of the resources of ttie 
country, increasing production end offering opportuni* 
t i e s to all for eg^loyment in the service of the 
coimminity* • 
The basic probloa facing the country has been 
the utter poverty of the vast Bill ions. Yet the rqpid 
growth of population has nullified the efforts of 
plarjKd econosiic developaent. 
Poverty la a relative tera ia^plying that the 
po(Mr aan does not possess what the rich nan possesses* 
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Notions rogarding poverty end riches vary from country 
to country and frosi tiae to time in the saae country. 
Though i t i s impossible to define the terms 
povertyt i t i s possible to describe soae indicators of 
poverty for the tiae being« It i s possible to state 
that a aonthly income below a certain A level today» 
will not be sufficient to provide the basic necessities 
of l i f e at the current prices. Most poverty in India 
i s involuntary. It i s due to low productivity of labour, 
Poverty in India i s due to social and environ-
mental reasons. Ihe millions of tribal people^ the 
scheduled Caste peopley the agricultural IrU^ourers, the 
small farmers and the artisons are poor because they 
are using primitive technology and were prevented by 
social traditions from in^ooving themselves t i l l 1990. 
I t i s the Indian Constitution which has tried legally 
to l i f t the social barriers in the way of their social 
mobility. It i s also since 1990 that the Coawounity 
Development Project has been tryixkg to improve the 
technology so that productivity of ikabour can be increa** 
sed. s t iUf millions continue to be poor. The Five 
Year Plans have not been able to make any dent on the 
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altuatioxu Th« pxobloi i s further complicated by 
the fast growth of population* 
Xo prevent poverty from being self perpetuating 
each fanily saist be ensured a minisna st&ndard of 
l iving 80 that the children are brought vp with 
anbition and be in a position to u t i l i ze the opportunity 
to break the chain of poverty* As Galbraith wrote, 
"the f i r s t end strategic step in an attack on poverty 
i s to see that i t i s no longer self perpetuating* Ih*s 
Beans ensuring that the investnent in childr«i from 
families presently afJClicted be as l i t t l e below normal 
as possible* If the children of poor faeoilies have 
f i r s t rate schools and school attendance i s properly 
enforced* i f the children, though badly fed at home, are 
well nourished at school, i f the community has sound 
health services and the physical well being of the 
Children i s vigilantly watched» i f there i s opportunity 
tor advanced education for those Wfio qualify regardless 
of means, ift^specially in the case of urban comntiiliitlf St 
law and order aF0 well • enfbreed recreation i s adequate 
th«i there i s a very good chance that the children of 
the very poor will coat to maturity idthout grave 
disadvantage** 
L' 
FOOD 
Oi}« Of th« oliiwiie features of India ia tha 
uttar Xaok of prspar nouriataBant for the bulK of tha 
populatlozu I t la aatlaatad that about 25 to 30 96 
of tha paopla ara undaiN»iiouriahad« The izusidanca of 
•aliHitrltion i s even greater. According to 8ulchatMa« 
*the evici«ice indicates toat i t i s far hightf* and can 
be placed at leaat at f i f ty percent for India as a 
vAK>Ie« Further, the aiajority of the under « nourished 
are also aaL*iiourishad« * Thua tha problem facing the 
country la to find tiie aeana to supply adequate food to 
exiating and the growing population ao that there i s 
the aliaination of under nourishnant and nal « nourishoiant 
in the country* 
As Madalgi writes* *food prohLem In I»lia i s 
essentially a food grains problea* since the vast 
ma;}onty of the Indian people have very low levels of 
income. It i s estimated that over sixty percent of 
the population has a par capita conaimar a^enditure of 
l e s s than f i f ty paise per day* So -ttiere i s no question 
of the consumption of protective foods l ike vegetablesy 
fruitat Milk etc* The vast • aa^Jority of the people 
l ive on caraala* 
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Sine* the population Ic increasing at about 2«5 %» 
the food production progranuM will have to be planned 
on this basis* Since there i s very limited scope Xor 
bringing additional land under cultivationy the 
strategy i s to concentrate on intensive agriculture 
by the (npmiBion in the suq>ply ot fertilizers» plant 
protection aaterials end ttrm aachinery and AiUy 
e:q3loit the poss ibi l i t ies of high yi^ding seed varieties* 
I t was the aia to stop inport of food grains froa 1971* 
However, since there was %flde spread failure of the 
•onaoon in 1972t the Oovemawnt was forced to ii%>ort 
food^prains* 
Ihe food grain production has not only to aieet 
the demands of the additional 10 aiUion or more population 
per year» i t has also to meet the demands arising out 
of rep id urbanization* The following tables shows the 
uqpreeedented Increase in the urban population since 
the second world war* 
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IRENOS 01 URBAN POPULATION 
Y«ar 
X921 
1931 
1 9 ^ 
X991 
X96L 
1966 
1971 
1976 
UriNUi population 
(MiUion) 
aB«i 
33.5 
44.2 
62.4 
78.9 
93.0 
109.0 
124.8 
It is Mtiaatcd en the basis of sanplt surveys 
that ttks urban population has boon inert asing at the 
rats oX four per eent during tlie sixties* In order to 
•alatain the stability of food prices in the urban areas» 
the si|>plyof food grains will have to keep paoe with 
the increase in urban population* 
She third factor which deter nines the aagnitude of 
the deaand for food grains is the per capital incoae* 
An inoreaae in the per capita incoat raises the effective 
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dtaand for food grainsi thero i s a groator capacity to 
teiyi in the lig^t of the fact that a large mass of 
the people are below the subsistence level* this 
ii |}lie8 a higher level of consunption. 
With the increase in urbanizationg with the 
increase in per capita incoae and with the increase in 
general awareness regarding the velue of protective 
foodSf such as vegetableai fruits* ailk and other dairy 
products* poultry* livestook* and their products* 
long term prograBne for a balanced diet for the population 
has to plan for adequate production of these food 
products slso* 
Ihe eophasis in the la s t few decades has been 
on food grains because over sixty per cent of the house 
holds* spend l e s s than &• 19 per capita per laonth on 
food* ABOording to Mikhatae* about one-third of the 
population i s under nourished* The calorie intake i s 
far l e s s than the average of 2*000 among millions of 
people* The J^int eoomittee of the Indian Council of 
Medical Research and the Indian Counsel of Agricultural 
research had recommended a diet 3rielding 2*700 calories 
per day* 
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tiMBp th« alB of th« food policy should bo, 
not only to stip ^p food grain produetlon to moet 
the demands of the fast growing population and to avoid 
the ioport of food grainSf it must also be to step up 
the production of protective fSsodSf so that the minimum 
oonsuB|>tion of 2t700 calories a day is possible* As 
Agarvala puts itf *for every 10 million increases in 
population* roughly tio million tons of food grains, 
half a million tons of fruits and vegetalsles and four 
to five million tons milk and animil products will be 
required* 
ffjQTHXNG 
As for clothing, i t i s very diff icult to make 
an acc^table estimate since warm climate needs l i t t l e 
clothing* Tbough India has been from times ionemorial, 
a eotton producing and cloth manufacturing country with 
world fame, the mast majority of people have hardly 
had sufficient clothing* This i s one of the reasons 
«hy Gandhiji eflf>hasised the need tor the intensification 
of cloth meomfacture as a cottage industry, so that 
each ftanily could produced l^ i t s own labour, cloth 
sufficient for i t s needs and a surplus idiiich would enable 
i t to buy the other necessities* 
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Whll« the gro%diig population has resulted In 
focKl defioitSf there i s no such proULen regarding 
cloth Banuf aoturet since India i s a leading e3Q)orter of 
cotton BB well as textiles* The prohIeiB« i s one generated 
by poverty* The average Indian i s so ^oor with a p9r 
capita incoae around l e s s ttum Rs* 30 a monthf that he 
i s not able to purchase the necessary clothing for the 
BMmbers of his fcnily* Added to low incotae, there i s 
the problem of the large faaily* with a low income and 
a large feBily» he i s unable to provide himself and his 
family with anything but mere foodgrainsf he i s not 
able to provide any protective foodsi he i s unable to 
purchase the clothes neoesaary; he i s unable to have a 
abater* According to National Saq;>le survey results* 
the bulk of the people ^ e n t 70 9( of their income on food* 
So they hove very l i t t l e eioney l e f t for e9q>enditure 
on clothing* housingi rent etc* 
According to National Council of implied £conomLc 
Research tad the Statistical outline (India* 1970) the 
per capita consuoption of cloth in India i s 14 meters 
Of cloth per person per year* This figure reveals the 
utter poverty of the pe^le* The preswit par capita 
figMTe* dear ly indicates that millicois of the poor 
hardly purchase any cloth at all* I t i s a familiar 
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fast that the aald scnrantst a«»ap«r«9 gardtiMrs and 
others in the c i t i e s , aak for old clothes to wear, 
because they camot afford to buy clothes* But there 
i s also a social nom that i s in operation here* I t 
i s not a mere econoaic phenoBenoa* I t i s estinated 
that a sweeper's family in the c i t i e s earn not l ess 
than Rs* 300 per annthf because the husband as well as 
wife work and oft«a the grown vp sons and daughters also 
are appointed by the Municipality* St i l l f the vast 
Majority of the sweepers isove about aearing torn clothes* 
This i s because of the social norm ^ a t i s operating. 
Nowt to go back to a consideration of tiw impact 
of population growth on cloth con8UB|>tiott, the SiCASB. 
has given figures to show that the total consumption 
Of cloth increased fron 3t630 Billion yards in 1950»9f 
to 69>6a Billion in 1 9 9 > ^ or an increase of alBOst 75% 
during the f irs t plan period* Thougfi the production 
i s inoreasingy i t i s not keying pace with the increase 
in the p<9ulation| so there i s CMitinuing poverty siz^e 
the per cepita consuoption does not increase* The 
aggregate increase in consittption i s not reflected in 
any increase in the per capita consuaption (HCAER 1962)* 
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Housing constltut** OIM of the aost univorsal 
forma of aaterial ciJlture in human socioty* It also 
repvsmitB an Inportant eleioant in aLX cspital foraiation» 
vhoth«r for tho individual or for tfao nation* Housing 
eonstitutos tho largest single cooponont in the total 
building effort of any nation* There la alao the 
social anpect* Housing plays a aajor part in ensuring 
the continuity of eooounity l i f e , 
According to tha current opinion in the European 
countitiiiB» the lower l i a i t of housix^g area should be 
170 fi<i» feet of floor area per persons in the faaily* 
In the developing countries in Asia^ Africa and Latin 
Aaet*ioa i t i s eatiaated that i t i s leas than 2D square 
feet per person* TIMB a large population and a small 
floor area of housing per person afppear to go together* 
The vast iia;)ority of people in the under developed 
countries* l ike India« l ive In substandard houseai 
Many of then have no hou&es at all» l iving as they do 
on paveaienta of below trees* 
fhe United Nation have reoooaended the construe-
tlon of at least 10 houses per 1*000 population per year* 
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in ord«r to fMutralizs th« backlog and to ne*t tho 
2Utitf*e d«n«a<U Bat th« present annual rate of new 
eonatruction in Indlat i s r^ortad to be only in VM 
naigbbourhood of two houaas ^9r lyOOO poptaation. It 
i s aXoo astiaatad that tba rata of deterioration and 
depreciation of the existing housing stock i s at the 
rate 9t Z % per eewuB* 
So the probLwM that are facing the house 
construction prograome t to nahe up the baoklogt to 
provide for reconstruction of the houaea that are 
deteriorating and to build houses for the additional 
population nhioh i s increasing by ten Million par year 
in the country as whole» or about 2*5 Billion additional 
housing units for the country as a whole per year* 
The lj|»8Ct of the high rate of populaiioi) growth 
on the houaing deficit i s threefold i 
(1) H i ^ iiljrth rates and fallixig death rat^s rtsult 
in larger fa&ily size* i^orm babies m^ms 
aare over crowding in the already craoped 
dwellings* 
(2) High birth rates end large fanily size aean tore 
babies and acre faoily ej^enditure* This 
r 1 
adverstly affsots (a) t te rat« of family savingst 
end (b) the rate of inoreasa of the national per 
capita incoat.Unleas theaa low • Izicoae faal l ies 
save, they caimot inveat i n private housee or hope 
to pay higher renta for better housing* 
(3) Future population grovth i The current 
situation with respect to population growth 
and houaing conditions i s coo|>lioated* The 
proe^ >eGt for future rapid growth ad is to the 
gravity of the problera* 
In tarns of houaing needed or of new housing 
required in the future, the rate of growth of the 
adult population i s the awat relevant factor* By study 
ing the age distribution of a population, en estimate 
can be made of tha number of housing unite needed in 
the future* 
Two of the Bailor problems oon£ronting the c i t iea 
are «sute ahortage of houaing and inadequate municipal 
services because the slums are increasing* There i s a 
natural increase of two percent and an iiwrease by 
migration from rural and other areas by three percent, 
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or r o u ^ y there i s a five pero«it increase in popula* 
tion per year; a e i ty of 1»00»000 population needs 
at least an inereeae of one thousand houses per year, 
The actual construction reported i s only one*fifth of 
this demand, Tfausy the SIUB conditions are constantly 
increasing, 
Provision of fac i l i t i e s to ioprove the health 
and educational level of people i s a basis to inprove 
the quality of the fauaan beings and their efliciency. 
The health eyiid education services are generally kno«m 
as the social aervices, 
In the preanAxle to the constitution of the World 
Health Organization^ health i s defined as "a state of 
Goi^lete physical^ nental and social well being and 
not aerely en absence of disease or in f imi ty ," The 
quoitity of the various types of medical fac i l i t i e s 
availablet namelyt the medical personnelt hospitals* 
clinics* medicines and so on give some clue to the 
i«ell being of a nation* 
The educational level of a country can be 
understood in terms of the percentage of the literates* 
the pr<^ortion of children of school going age vho are 
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in aetaooly th« txttnt of th« vvstage and atagnation 
•tc» fhtts* are al l indicators of tb« level of 
education in a nation* Another aspect i s tbe fac i l i t i e s 
provided for such important educational efforts such as 
agricultural extension «orlCt technical training for 
Vck9 itforkers in the industries and so forth* The 
quality of the teachors and the quality of the teaching 
techniques and teaching aids are very important to 
determine the quelity of the education that i s being 
ii%>arted« 
In a succeeding sections an attempt will be 
made to study the way in which r«|>id peculation growth 
has prevented the ia|>rov«iweit of the educational and 
health fac i l i t i e s in India* 
EDUCATION t 
One of the important tasks of education in India 
i s to counteract the attitudes antagonistic to develop-
ment and promote the speedy diftemlnation of attitudes^ 
knowledge and akil ls favourable to development* As a 
society stagnant over many centuries» the attitude 
towards ediKation i s that i t equips one for personal 
devel^ment or to do the clerical and administrative 
>>bs with efficiency* This attitude i s totally antagonistic 
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to deveXopcitnt* Th« task oS e4uoation in the loodtrn 
context i s to devdop rational attltuaas in the 
children so that th«y ae<|uira the knovded|>,e and akUls 
which Mill help tla»m in developaental isrork* "In gencraljp 
educational policy oust have the central ptir^ose of direc-
ting and apportioning educational efforts so as to give 
a laaxiiBura iqpetus to national developaent*" C^ the 
contraryt the rapid increase in peculation i s aaking 
the country to conc«atrate on tUm rapid Bxpwtalon of 
educational fac i l i t i es to aeet the needs of the situaticm 
and 80 there i s a cry on all hands that the standards of 
education are falling* 
Host of the people of India are unable to read 
and urite* thus liquidation of i l l i teracy i s one of 
the aaln tasks feeing the country* flhuipite of the steady 
increase in the percentage of literacy* there has been 
a steady Increase in the total number of i l l i t era tes 
because of the rapid increase in population from decade 
to decade* ^ t h reapect to the need of knowledge regarding 
the fast increased in populati»n» ^m Education Coiwniasicm 
observes* "Mere persuasion or coercion cannot «rrest 
population ^owthi people oust understi»d the iiqplication 
of unchecked increase in population* acquire sorae knowledge 
of the laws of l i f e and appreciate Individual responsibility 
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in programfflcs of family planning* "Th« result of the 
fast rate of growth of population at 2*5 per cent per 
yeaTf an estinated 13 Billion being added to the 
population every year, have intensified the prograrmee 
to bring the dangers of over population to the attention 
of the people and to make then realise the need to liiolt 
the individual families so that there could be a 
substantial iaprovement in the level of l iving of the 
fsoBlly and thus of the nation as a whole* 
Rapid inerease in population has nullified the 
progress made in educational f ie ld | there i s an 
increase in the number of i l l i t era tes in the country 
ini^ite of the rapid increase in primary sciK>Ql 
enrolment* 
Till now there has been very l i t t l e done to 
introduce population education in schools* The Family 
Planning Association of India has been carrying out 
pi lot pro;)ects on population education in Bombay and 
i t s environs and in Dharwar and i t s ^ivirons* The 
National Council of Educational Hesearch and Training 
as well as the Cttitral Health Education Bureau have been 
preparing the ayllabi to be incorporated in the school 
curricuIuB* 
Z^proTed health condition are intimately related 
to increase in efficltfney. In India the number of 
Bwdical colleges and doctors have increased considerably* 
Yet doctors are not easily available to people this i s 
all due to high population i^wth* The situation in 
rural areas i s auch worse than in the McXtan areas* 
%«here nuerely four fifths of the people live* The health 
centres in rural areas do not have adequate sti^ply of 
drugs. One of the chief problems facing the health 
services i s to persuade the doctors to do vork in rural 
areas* The fac i l i t i e s are ao inadecpate in the hospitals 
and the civic amenities are so inadequate that the 
doctors are unwilling to work in xniral areas* 
Better healtii conditions can be sectared by 
ii^ljroved medical faci l i t ies* better sanitation and 
hygiene and h i^er l iving levels^ particularly in regard 
to nutration* But the sxapply of all these factors i s 
dependent on the economic level and a population that 
i s increasing* Two^thirds or more of total private 
consunption esqpenditure i s with respect to food* the 
intake of nutritious food i s at a low level* It i s 
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I t la •atiaat^d that soawthing l ike 75 ^ of the incidence 
of physical disabilities^ other than those due to 
Infectious diaeasest can be prevented by suitable food* 
The country la ttaua in the grif|> of a vieloua clrclei 
the nain cause of under nourishment ia poverty; dietary 
defioienciea reduce people's ability to work} these 
situations perp«tuate both poverty ^d under nourishiaent. 
Due to the increasing population the Increased 
personnid as well as ^ e increased fac i l i t i e s do not 
aeet «ith the deaeonds of the situation and there la a 
general cry that the health facl l i t lea have deteriorated* 
I t i s because the population problem has been causing 
grave concemt that there is eaphasis on Family planning 
in the Primary Health Cmitres* 
POPULATION POLICY OF INDIA 
As an agrlcultral country the central problem 
of India's economy has been the utter poverty and 
the low level of l iving of a great majority of the 
people* The task of raising the level of living of 
the pecple has been nullified by the unpreced«ited 
rise in the population i^ it>wth* Ttoe level of constoptlon 
of the basic necessities of l i f e in terms of food* 
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cIothin£» houelngt •ducational opportunitl«s and 
health fac i l i t i e s haa b««n diatreasingLy low for 
the average citizen and aetually hundreds of miXliona 
are l iving below the poverty line* Though in the 
las t quarter of a century India*8 agricultural and 
industrial production have been is^^resaive in 
relation to the conditiona before lndi^endence» the 
leveL of l iving of the vast najority of Indiana continue 
to be below the poverty l ine . The gains in the national 
incoaw have been diluted by the rapid increase in the 
population 30 that the per capita incc^e continues 
to be leas than a n^^ee a day* 
As Chandrasdchar writes, " ^ e baaic econoadLc 
problem i s really demosraphic,• A statwaent of India's 
populaticm problea can be suanarized as followsi How 
can India raise the standard of living of her peqple 
and cut down the s t i l l relatively high death rate when 
i t is so difficult to sipport the existing peculation at 
a low standard of l iving, i f the population contimies to 
increase at about 13 Billion every pear? 
It i s this problea that has led India to 
formulate her population policy* A policy i s a 
deliberate atteiqpt to solve a problem intead of leaving 
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•vents to shapt themselvts* India's poptxiation policy 
i s a deliberat* attempt to nHMt tine current situation, 
Though there was population policy as such in India 
in the paatf the individual families desired a large 
muBber oX children since the infant aortality rate was 
high, and since a large family i s an eoonoiaic asset 
in an agricultural economyt and since a large family 
did not mean an iconomic burdtfi because the level of 
l iving was law* A pair of hands could feed the 
additional mouth* 
Before independence some social scientists as 
«pell as some polit ical leaders were aware that India 
was facing the Meltiiusian diaemmat that her population 
was growing so fast that i t endangered any substantial 
i^provemtnt in the st^idard of l iving of the vast 
masses of people. 
Marxists l ike Dutt believed that i t i s under 
developawnt rather than ov«r population that was 
responsible for the utter poverty of the people. He 
wrote "lAat mdces the decisive differwaoe between the 
conditions of India and Europe i s that the economic 
devtilopgent and extension of production which have taken 
place in the European countries saad have facilitated a 
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•ore r<^>ld eroirth of population have not taken place 
in Indlat and have been art i f ic ial ly arreated by the 
working and requirenents oX Britlah oapitalisoi« driving 
an increaaing proportion of the population into 
dipendence on a prlnltive and over burden agriculture* 
The Oovemaent of India recognized the ia^jlicationa 
of uneheeked population growtiti for i t s eeonoaic and 
devAopaent plana and waa the f i r s t country to adopt 
a faoily planning prograone aa an integral feature of 
i ta l ive Ye«r Plena* The progranme waa atarted in 
the First Plan period aa early aa 1931* The flrat 
five year plan obaerved "The recent increase in the 
population of India and the pressure exercised on the 
Halted resources of the country have brought to the 
forefront the urgency of the problea of feDlly planning 
of population control* The epplication of medical 
knoidedge and social care has lowered the death rate* 
while the birth rate reaains fairly oonatant* This has 
lead to the rapid increase in the growth of population* 
Population control can be achieved only by reduction 
in birth rate* This can be aecured only by the realization 
• f the need for family liadtation on a wide scale by the 
people* "It consisted of the opening of soae faodly 
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planning cl inics i«htre tiM contrac«ptive advice was 
givfliu In ttie Initial stages the approach was very 
conservative* However, a dranatic change occurred 
in 1965 when a decision was taken to give the programoie 
a new shapet operate an active outgoing extension 
methodology and greatly •xpend i t s resources* To bring 
in these diaensions a separate dipartnent of FaaUUby 
Planning was created in the Central Health Ministry in 
April 1966* 
The progrone i s developed as an intregral part 
of health services, in particular with MCH work* Under 
the Indian Constitution, the ret^onsibility for health 
activit ies rests with the State Govemmenta end 
consequently so also for fanily planning work* However, 
c\uT«itly the «ntire cost of faoiily planning conponent 
i s borne by the Central Ministry* Besides the financial 
control, the central Faeaily Planning Department plays 
a dominant role in policy making and directing i t s 
ispleraentation* 
The Central Ministry thus issue directions but 
for escecution the Centre i s virtually depend«it upon 
the States* In the states, family planning bureaus 
have been authorised within the Health Directorates for 
menagea«it of inputs, coordination and general s^>ervision* 
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Fturther doviit District Family Planning Bureaus 
play ths key role in SYJpsrvision and direction 
of f ie ld ytork Wiich i s carried out at service outlets* 
Special Government organisations l ike the 
Defence Services* Railways etc** have Internally 
administered family planning programntes and receive 
financial sypport from tee Central Health Ministry 
for this work* Voluntary organizations, local bodies» 
public snd private sector undertakinga» plantations» 
Bines etc.9 are eneouraged to set \3p family planning 
services and provided with aateri£a and financial 
si4>port« 
the e3q;>«:ided programme envisaged the formation 
a network of a variety of units at various levels 
performing (^ecified functions* There has been a 
steady progress to buil4 19 the organization but in the 
States the pace has not been uniform* In soae the 
prospects continiM to be poor* In rural areas thwe 
aTB problems that beset progress, particularly in ttae 
fbrmatlon of subotfotres * Amongst them are diff icult ies 
in the construction of c l in ics and residences for 
workers and non «• availability of the alternative of 
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hlrtd aeconnodation* Workers ar« oostXy reluctent 
to t>9 posted to renote rural areas and in many states 
there i s a paucity of trained workers* The reasons 
of slow growth in urban sreas are sMstly those of bureau* 
oreatic inertia and a low level of bureaucratic oonudtBient 
to -ttie progranme* 
The centre has stipulated that in the foarmation 
of the organization a variety of posts be created at 
various levels anA has prescribed requisite qualifications 
for each category* As new elements of activity are 
added the creation of further necessary posts be 
perndtted* Accordingly there has been a steady increase 
in the number of personnel M>ridLng in the pro^ouame* 
Howevery i t oay be noted that many of the key positions 
refliain unmanned* This i s true of the Central Oepartoent 
and i t becomes more martied in the States* 
The reasons for the deficiency are not that 
there i s lack of candidates with requisite qualificatiotis 
but that the States do not create maiy of the required 
posts* Further the selection procedures are such that 
long delays occur in f i l l ing i;^  the created posts* 
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the d«fleieiiBi«s ar« s t i l l nore narked in rural 
areas* Reoruitaent of physicians end their util ization 
poses special probleas* Iheir undergraduate training 
i s heavily Mased to cl inical work and l i t t l e to 
community health and so they lack both the sk i l l s and 
inclination to work in the field and be effective* As 
far as the para-professional gro^>8 are concerned their 
out put fa l l s far short of the numbers that are needed 
in the field* A besetting problems i s the reLunetance 
in al l categories of personnel to %K»rk in rural areas 
under conditiMia «bich are often exacting* 
PIAINING 
From the very inception of the programme 
training has received high priority* Tb handle the 
training requiremwnts there are 9 Central Institutest 
44 Regional Training Centres and 16 Mobile Central 
Family Planning Units* 
n&e central Institutes provide leadership* 
guidance* and technical assistance to regional training 
centres do develop their capacity for systematic state 
idde training and also train the trainers of these 
emitres* The institutes also train key personnel 
tMorking at state end District levels and in establiatMents 
in Railways* Defence etc* 
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The rttgl<»)al training c«ntr«s are the major 
training resource for the personnel in the progrsouae. 
Many of them, however^ are inadequately eiiulpped and 
in many of th&a important staff positions have remained 
unocct^ied* There i s also the paradox that though 
a sizeable proportion of the fieLd personnel remain 
untrained* these centres are not working to full 
capacity. I t i s reported that more than SO 96 of the 
Training centres function at below 25 % of their capacity. 
The programme administrators in the f ield are reluctant 
to release personnel for the ins«rvice training as i t s 
takes them off the tasks of achieving targets* 
In early years of the programme the contraceptive 
metiiods that were offered started with the rhythm 
method and went on to condoms^  diaphrai^t Jolly* foam 
tablets and in 1956 sterilization* In 1965t lUCO %iras 
added after i t had been cl inical ly tested for over a 
year* In 1966, an exercise was done about the objective 
of reducing birth rates on a stipulated decline over the 
next decade and aecordingly annual targets were made 
to secure contraceptive users* I t was decided to 
viforously promote a "cafeteria" of methods* These were 
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classif ied In three aajor oategorlest Sterilization 
with aore eephaals on males» lUCD and conventionals -
mainly condoms* 
CHANGING PAITEKN OF ACCBPT0R3 
There has been an increase of contractptive 
use every year and the number of acceptors in the 
peograsDoe has risen* The totalSfhowever^mask the fact 
that there i s a chan^ in the pattern of acceptance 
of the available methods* Miereas the number of 
acceptors of steril ization and lUCO have decreased 
the acceptors of Nirodh have continued to increase 
end pushed 19 the totals* 
The implications of the changing mix of acceptors 
need some elaboration* Several sample studies have 
been done on the characteristics of acct^tors of 
different methods* These show that the acceptors of 
steril ization are in the older age groip* of higher 
parity and pre->dominaktly rural* The steril ization 
may be in the male of female* but calculating the age 
of the vdfe at tb» time i t i s performed* i t comes to 
ttie average of about 56 years* In the case of lUCD the 
average e^e of vwMm i s Jl years* Nirodh on the other 
hand i s yet not very acceptable in rural ooinmunities and 
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i s Bore popular with the younger and educated urban 
cot^les* The trend in the aeeept-or pattern indicates 
that the ifl|>act of prograarae i s somei^at static in 
rural areas but la drawing laore response in urban 
coiUBunitles* 
Another iiBi|)lication follows from the birth 
prevention value of each aethod end subsequent 
dwBOgraphic iiapact* A change in the aix of methods 
changes the value of birth prevented by the prograiome, 
The departnent of Family Planning uses the 
following relationship for purpooea of cwivertin^, aco^tors 
to birth prevoition by taking into account the age of 
acceptors* 
1)1 Sterilization - 2*47 birth prevention over the 
l i f e . 
2)1 lUCD • 0*98 birth prevention over the l i f e . 
3)1 Ck>nv«itional contracttive oou|>le year of protection • 
0*13 birth preventions, 
PROSPECTS AND NEEDS 
The Aiture prospects and needs nust be considered 
in relation to decision • action generated at the afore-
mentioned three "Fovter** structures s the target pq>ula» 
tiont the policy administration gro^} and the services. 
C8 
The nost crit leal Xactor i s the individual 
coi^ley the final arbiter who accept or reject contra-
c t tive use and choose the offered oiethods. The 
program policies and* services in consequence oust be 
geared to take cognisance of the consumer factor. 
A number of surveys on the characteristics of acceptors 
show the significance of intermediate variables like 
ediK:ation» economic levels^ eaployment situationt 
urbanization etc*» But l i t t l e Mork has been done to 
find out the reasons for non acceptance and the means 
to overcome them. 
About 7% ot the budget i s uti l ized on mass 
education. All available media are used to carry informa-
tion and messages to the peculation. Very l i t t l e 
evaluation has been done on the relative merits of 
different media use. However, awar^iess i s now well 
spread but the Icirge gap between awareness and adoption 
continues to exist . I t i s contended that repatitive 
use of slogans like "Stop at 2 or 3 children" and high 
sale promotion of terminal methods have created an image 
of family planning as a prograiame that i s mainly one of 
f er t i l i ty limitation with terminal methods. It should 
have a deeper impact and spread over all parity cohorts 
i f contraceptive use of promoted instead as a measure for 
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f er t i l i ty regulation. As the benefits or f er t i l i ty 
regulations are es^erienced the credibility of family 
plaxming would be established and lisdtation should be 
more easily acc^table* 
It anist be noted that the contraceptive services 
offered are not being accepted by el igible coti^les and 
the output perservice units in many instances i s very 
siBc l^* So demand creation continues as the crit ical 
problem^ not easily resolved* I t i s esswitial that the 
best sk i l l s in behavioural sciences are mobilized to 
find solutionsa 
%>ecific groups would require selective approaches 
and motivational techniques* There i s also now a ipreater 
need for grotqp and interpersonal ooraminication well 
co-ordinated with use of mass media* 
Some advocate ^ e notion that one way of achieving 
higher output i s by rapidly adding more inputs* i*e*» 
more service outletSy more personnel* more bull dings * 
more vehicles* All this would s t e e l y raise eiqijoiditure* 
For 
1!he prograiime needs new sense of purpose* «£Ltii 
centralised pi mining and finencingt t3a» states t^id to 
consider the programme primarily to concern to the centre 
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and tmnd to place i t sonttvhat low in their OVBI l i s t of 
priori t i t s . May be tiie situation could be izoproved 
i f the centre confined i t s e l f to broad strategic planning 
and iiqposed the function of ts^tical planning <»i the 
states. The States nould th«i face their individual 
problemsv create a linkage between local needs and 
local resources and es^lore alternative spproaches and 
delivery systwas to propagate faoily planning. There 
are already exanples of apecific in i t iat ive taken in 
the states which have led to useful results. The 
United Planters Association of South - India has a 
p i lo t project of **no-birth" bonus for female «Qi|>loyees 
in some tea estates. 
There i s great scope to isprove the pro^anme 
administration. Modern techniques and tools should be 
introduced at al l management levels and key personnel 
trained in their use. There shotild be a more effective 
communication between the three power structures^ 
i . e . f policy makers^  services and target peculation. 
The pr«Bitr ia9>ortance of the consume should be recog* 
nized and policies and work should be oriented at that 
end* The Nirodh Marketing project has demonstrated how 
marketing techni(|ute8 can e^preciably raise contraceptive 
acceptance thou^ i t must be added that the project has 
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not been alIow«d the tall use of marketing practices, 
A siniXar consumer oriented approach will greatly 
enhanee the output of the programme* An important event 
occurred in 1971 when the Indian Parliam«)t approved 
a hlXl on "Medical Termination of Pregnancy" viiich 
liberalised the indications for performance of legal 
abortions. This i s bowid to have an influence on family 
planning and opens p^ new (^portunities to advance i t s 
promotion. 
A very ia^ortant sti^ the Parliament has to te^e 
i s to introduce a common cl^vil codv in the country. At 
present the ^^lims have their o%in personal law which 
gives them a right to marry a second* or thirdy or 
fourth wife» when the f i r s t i s l iving, while the oth&r 
religious groi4>s have adopted monogmy as ^ e legal norm. 
It i s true thatp as a matter of fact* few Muslim men 
ever merry a second or a third wife. But the fear i s 
there, particiilarly in the majority community, that 
this minority groiq) i s pemitted polygamy while they 
are being forced to adopt family planning methods. I t 
i s also true, that studies have shown tliat the rate of 
acceptance of family planning methods i s about the same 
in all the various religious groups. s t U l , in view of 
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the explosive situation ceoised by uncontrolled emotions 
in groi;^  behaviour, i t i s wisdom to get the fflinwrity 
groves to fa l l in l ive Ddth the BOdern faioily 
of oonogGmy* Other Muslim countries have adopted 
nonogemyt thus showing that the r i ^ t to polygamy i s 
not connected with religious sentiments* 
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AIM. aCQPE AND METHODOLOGY 
The present study i s intended to bring at one 
place i n the form of annotations a l l the s ignif icant 
l i terature that i s available in the f i e ld of Indian 
peculation growth. Although the bibliography i s 
se lec t ive i n nature, an atteopt has been made to 
cover a l l the aspects of Indian population growth. 
I an confident that th i s bibliogrsphy will be 
helpful to a l l those who have some interes t in the 
f i e ld of Indian population growth. Mainly research 
scholars i n the f i e l d of Indian population growth 
wUl find i t helpful. 
The Part*! deals with definitionf* causes and 
cwisequences of rapid peculation growth. The Part-II 
which i s the main part of the present study consist 
of an eymotated l i s t of 250 periodical ar t ic les and 
contribution in coB|>osite books. 
While starting with th i s task a general survey 
of the l i terature available in i i^ortant l ibrar ies t 
v i z . , Maulana Azad Library at Aligarh, Indian Council 
of World Affairs Library, National Ins t i tute of Health 
and Family Planning Library at New Delhi was made. 
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A l i s t of periodicals and tooka (tocimented has been 
given in the las t of Part«>X. 
As far as possible the Indian Standards 
reconmended for bibli0£rq[}hical references (l5t23SI-X963) 
have been followed, 
After searching the literature entries were 
recorded on 7* x 5" cards* ©» atitries in the 
bibliography contain abstracts giving essential 
information about the article docuaented*or 
Efforts have been made to arrange the entries 
under the co^extensive sub;)ect headings, for this 
purpose a cosiereh«tisive l i s t of subject heading was 
coii;>iled« Althougjb there i s always scope for 
difference of <^inion of any issue* the l i s t of 
sub;)ect headings will generally be found following 
a logical helpful sequence* 
Under the i^ecific 8ub;)ect headings the entries 
have be«i made alphabetically by author* The entries 
are serially numbered* 
1^ 
Ind«x 
Tb« part*IZI of the bibliography contains 
itoathor and t i t l e Index In alphabetical sequence. 
Each Index guides to the specific entry or enlarles 
in the bibliography* Subject Index has not been 
provided since the bibliography i t s e l f has been 
arranged alphabetic ally by subject headings ond the 
subject Index %#ould have been a di;|)llcation oi' the 
ssoie sequence* 
I hap9 these will be found very useful in 
Bsicing use of the hibliogrephy. 
y S T OF PERIODICALS A BQOKa DOCUMENTED 
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India 
AlCC £eonoBdc Review New Delhi 
AEwrican Journal of Sociology 
Artha Vi^ana 
Aaian Sarvey 
Aaaan Infomation 
Aasaffl TritNine 
Bulletin of the Cultural 
Research Institute 
Bulletin of the International 
Statistical Institute 
Capital 
Chemical & Engineering News 
Coomeroe 
Conteii|)orary 
Current 
Deoographia 
Eastern Eeonoaist 
Econonic & Political weekly 
Econ<Maic Devel(^o«it & 
Cultural change 
Economic Weekly 
EcoiKMBic Times 
EconoEBia Internazionale Genoa 
Chicago 
Poena 
Berkley 
Gauhati 
ai,M 
u 
n 
H 
Calcut ta 
Washington 
Bombay 
New Delhi 
Bombay 
Hungary 
New Delhi 
BoBibay 
Chicago 
Bombay 
A 
w 
w 
H 
W 
u 
w 
w 
Q 
'« 
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£ug«ale8 Quarterly 
Europaan Econoadc Raviaw 
FaBdly Planning Haws 
Faraer & ParliaDont 
Financial asq^ress 
Froatiar 
Gandhi Karg 
Hin(^ 
nitsatratad Weekly 
Imprint 
Indian & Forei^ Review 
Indian EcoiMsiic Journal 
Indian Ej^ress 
Indian Finance 
Indian Journal of Agricultural 
Economics 
Indian Journal of Econoaiics 
Indian Journal of Public 
Health 
Indian Journal of Social Work 
Indian ^ociologlCQl Bulletin 
Indian worker 
International Labour Review 
InternaUon4f>l£klew of ^StfifQ 
Sociology! ^ ' ^aw Delhi 
Madiaon 
iUMtardan 
Hew Delhi 
Hew Delhi 
Bottbay 
Calcutta 
Hew Delhi 
Madras 
New Delhi 
Boabay 
Hew Delhi 
Boa^>ay 
New Delhi 
Calcutta 
Bombay 
Allahabad 
Calcutta 
Bombay 
Qha2iabad 
Hew Delhi 
Cenava 
u 
a 
H 
M 
D 
tf 
v<i 
D 
A 
M 
3«»M 
a 
D 
ii 
-j 
w 
w 
Q 
U 
^ 
Bi-H 
T-A 
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Znternation Rcvltv of History 
& Political science 
International Studies 
Janata 
Journal of BiologicaL 
Sciences 
Journal of Developoent Planning 
Journal of PaiBlly Welfare 
Journal of Gu;)rat Research 
Journal of Institute of 
EconoiBlc Research 
JtHirnal of Social Issues 
Kerala Labour & Industries 
Review 
Khadigram Udyog 
Krukshetra 
Link 
Maharashtra Medical Journal 
Mainstream 
Manag«&ent in Governnent 
Man in India ^ 
Modern Review 
Monthly Statistical Coatmentary 
on Indian Econooaic Conditions 
National Herald 
Organiser 
New Delhi 
Bombay 
Bonbay 
United Nations 
Bonbay 
India 
Charwer 
Ann Arbor (US) 
Xnvandrum 
Bofflbay 
New Delhi 
New Delhi 
New Delhi 
London 
Ranctxi 
Calcutta 
New Delhi 
Lucknow 
New Del til 
u 
w 
6»A 
Q 
Q 
S-A 
Q 
Q 
M 
M 
W 
w 
u 
w 
M 
n 
D 
^ 
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Pacif ic View Point 
People's Denocracy 
Population 
Population Review 
Population Studies 
Religion & Society 
Rural India 
Sarvodaya 
Science 
Science & Culture 
Science to«>day 
Scient i f ic American 
Social Action 
Social Change 
SocidL science 
Social Welfare 
Southern Bconondst 
Statesman 
Sunday 
Saiara;}ya 
The Ecologist 
l ines of India 
Thought 
Yojane 
Wellington 
PariB 
Madras 
London 
BanitLore 
Boisbay 
Tanjore 
Washington 
Calcutta 
Bombay 
New Delhi 
India 
New Delhi 
Calcutta 
Wadebridge 
Delhi 
Hew Delhi 
S-A 
Bi-M 
T-A 
3 Times 
a Year 
u 
H 
M 
W 
M 
H 
Q 
Four 
Monthly 
M 
W 
w 
M 
D 
F.N, 
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ladia*a Population 
Population Criais & the use 
of World Reaources The Hague 196^ 
Population Report Family 
Planning Progress 
P<^ulaUon Strategy in Aaia iiengtok 1974 
World Population Growth & 
Hesponae 
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ABBREVIATIONS ySED 
B l ^ 
D 
F« 
H 
Q 
S-A 
S-M 
T-A 
W 
Eastern Econ 
EA 
Eeon end Pol 
ET 
FP 
H 
n i w 
»< 
\viay •, 
» l 
Indian and foreli^ Rev •« 
IE 
Indian Fin 
Indian J of eoon «. 
Indian J of soc tik •< 
&l«MonthXy 
» Daily 
» Fortnightly 
) ftonthly 
» Quarterly 
, Sead annual 
» SttEii f>lontbly 
» T>doe annually 
Weekly 
» Baatem Eeonoaiist 
» Eoonoalc Affairs 
> EconoBic and polit ical 
weekly 
, EoonoBic 1!iae8 
. Farmer end ParHaiaent 
Hindu 
> Illustrated weekly 
f Indian and foreign Review 
> Indian B99>res8 
I Ikidian Finance 
India!) Journal of econonics 
» Indian Journal of Social work 
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2ttt Stud 
J &t Fan mlt 
J of Znstt of econ 
resoarch 
MR 
Pop Rev 
RtiLiglon and soe 
RI 
Sol and Ciat 
sm 
SOO AOtlOIl 
dOCH 
Soe neXfaro 
TI 
xm 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• « 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
« • 
ItatematicmaL studios 
Journal of family welfai 
Jdumal of institute of 
ooonoialc research 
Hodftm RoYiew 
Population Review 
Religi<»i and society 
Rural India 
Seionce and Culture 
aeientlfie ikserican 
aocial Action 
Social change 
social welfare 
ZlBes of India 
Young Indian 
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ANNOTATED BIBLIQGHAPHY 
POPULATIOr^, CiuNSU^, 1 9 6 1 . 
1. ETINNE (Gilbert)* 1961 Indian population census* 
PODulaUon. 191 2; 196^; 309-24. 
Sunrnarises the Indian population census* Data on 
growth of population 1951-61; prospects; roi^ional 
a^^ects (density and growth rate); sex rat io , a^ e^ 
groiips; rural populationi active population and 
i t s distribution; castes and tr ibal population; 
unemployment and underes^loyment; birth control; 
population and economic development* 
POPUL vTION, EDUCATION* 
2. BALASUBHAMANIiUJ (NS)* Population education in 
schools and colleges* Yo.iana* 23» 5; 1979 
March 16; 28* 
Population growth in a given period l o l l i e s excess 
of births over deaths i n the same period* India 
stands second among the top ten countries of the 
world having large popiilation* Problem of 
p ^ u l a t i o n became severe after independence due 
to advancement i n f i e l d s of medicine and surgery* 
The new population pol icy involves immediate 
measures and long term measures* Long term 
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aeasure i s Introduction of population education 
in schools and colleges* ^ a l l attract ive slogans 
may be coined i n regional languages and in|)arted 
to the children. Students should be provided 
with basic knowledge regarding dimensions of 
population. At col lege or university l eve l 
students must be in^arted with the need for 
population control. Though the MBbers of students 
are l a s s yet they wi l l exert e f fect ive influence 
on the society and thus help i n solvin/^ the 
problem of population. 
POPULATION, ESTIi .^TLii, 14TH CEtiTUtiY, 
3m DUTTA (Jatindra Mohan). Population of India i n 
1360 A.D. Man in India. 51» 4j 1971 October -
December; 334 • 63* 
An attaint to estimate the population of India 
i n l a s t half of the 14th coitury, aroiind 1360. 
The material and surrounding circumstancea 
gathered here are insuf f ic ient and sometimes 
conf l ic t ing . Any estimate i s at best tentat ive . 
The estimate of the population about 1 3 ^ i s 190 
mil l ion, with a 13% margin of error. During the 
next 250 years from I36O to 1605 there was a 
decline in population, to about HO mil l ion i n 
1605, 
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?Qt>i}LATim GROWTH. 
4» iiirMKm (BG)* Qftmogrsghy t Case study of inaia* 
A conprehttaalve overview oX the deiro^ ^^ sphy of 
India i s presented which exasilnea 4 principle 
aspects of deriogrophy ar^ i s based n^ 4 sources 
of data } (1) Vital s tat i s t ics resi3tration» 
(2) DeciiBiial censuses* (3) oacple surveys* 
(4) Giovemiaent SmiXy planning publication* 
India has &i enMraous population which i s character* 
ized by a high rate of growth and a h i ^ density* 
Projections of futoare ^owth* assuaine a declirMs 
in fer t i l i ty at various rates and a nor tal i ty at 
a specific rate* produce estiaates of future 
population that are s t i l l higher* India has a 
high proportion of youn^ ; population ond a hi£^ 
youth d^csndency ratio* an iabalance in the 
sex ratio* a high proportion engaged in agriculture* 
a low piK* capita income* diversity of leffi^ uoi^ es 
and r^Lij^ious groups* a low level of literacy axul 
a predominently rural population* The exceedini^ly 
r^^id rate of growth in India i s the result of 
extreocly hii^ fer t i l i ty acco8|}£nied by declining 
mortality caused by oiodern medical practice&i* 
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S. BAJPAI (RG)« Growth Of population in India* 
Jpadian Econoaic Jownal . X934| 1-4, 
Population growth in India 30 years before and 
30 years after 1921 has been considered^ as well 
as the per ecpita foraation and the necessity 
of family planning* 
6* BANvARI LAL & PILLAl (06) . India and world 
population year* Yo.1anft« 18v X^t 1974 JiAy 13$ 
10 - 12* 
India i s aarong those countries where population 
has been growing at a rate higher than the global 
average* With the birth rate remaining more or 
l e s s uneffected and the death rate declining 
Xaster» India and other countries of the world 
similarly placed^ are faced with the problem of 
population growth which has resulted in a certain 
anount of Imbalance between population and the 
means of subsistence* This phase i n the l i f e of 
a nation i s often described by demogrophers as 
the second stage of d^aographic transition* The 
problem needs to be vlevned not only from the 
national Init also from the international angle 
as deteriorating condition of l i v ing i n a large 
nuober of l eas developed countries should cause 
concern and anxiety to the developed nations as 
well* In India* the occasion* world Population 
Year* wi l l be marked by the release of a f e c i a l 
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stamp by the posts and telegraphs dq[>artment* 
7. FX}UR MIXUI^ CItPTIONS about population explosion. 
Organiser. 18, 47; 1963 July 4; 17. 
There are too mony mlsconc^tlons about population 
growth causing a population ejiplosion e t c . 
COMMENTAHY, the presteglous American monthly, i n 
i t s Nov. 1964 i ssue published an ar t i c l e on the 
subject of 'Population Myth*, by Dennis H. wrong. 
He makes clear that the problem i s neither urgent 
nor confined to India and China* First misconception 
about the population esiplosion i s that i t poses 
a problem only to the econonically under devel(^ed 
countries, itttother misconception concerning 
population es^losion i s that i t has resulted from 
a r i s e i n the birth rate i n the countries of 
rapid growth* Third i s £ i lure of adoption of 
birth control methods to balance the e f fec t s of 
death control* Another odsconccption i s that the 
balance of power involved p o l i t i c s i s l i k e l y to 
be alkirted by the r ^ i d growth i n the population 
of the under developed world* 
8* GHOciH (Sti)^ Population es^losion* TI, 1970 ^iept. 
27j 8 I > 5 . 
iB India due to the increasing gep between the 
birth rate and the death rate the population has 
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increased from 231.4 mil l ion in 19^1 to 3i>4 
million* I t i s a question of feeding an additional 
13 mill ion mouth every year* The problem of 
educating them and finding shelter and ^ b s for 
the unwanted mill ions has also to be t ^ a i into 
account* TO mal;e economic development y ie ld 
tangible benefits for the ordinary pec^le» i t 
i s necesaai^y ti:iat the birth rate i s brou^t down 
substantially as early as possible* 
9* INDIA HAS more thsn 15% of world population. 
Indian Worker* 18, 25| 197D March 23; 2. 
The worlds population reached a to ta l of 3»^3 
mil l ion in mid 1966t according to the United 
Nations Demographic Year book* The a r t i c l e 
contains a table showing population of different 
nation i n millions* India has more than 13^ of 
the world population snd stands at the second place* 
10* IimiA*3 MOST dangerous myth 'Population e^losion** 
Organiser. 18, 46| 1965 June 27? 14. 
''Economic survey", the %«ec^y economic featuz^ of 
the Hindustan standard, Calcutta, carried recently 
(May 24) an art ic le by i t s economic columnist 
*Yama*, bearing the caption "India's Most 
dangerous Myth"* Yama wrote India's most dangerous 
myth today i s that her peculation i s ejq^lodin^* 
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India's population problem i s not a raere 
deaograpliic probl«>« I t i s as well an economic and 
a p o l i t i c a l probloD, Facts and figures aho\i 
that the yiew that India i s over p<^xalated i s 
merely a fanciful concept of our planners and 
ac^ini str ators, 
11. KESIiivANI (CJH), Are WB too many? J I , 1980 March 
9; 6 t 1-5. 
The growth of population has been cougared to 
f i s ion i n an atom bomb* Auther reviews the 
thjsory of the growth of population and highlights 
the decisive influence that i t exercises on 
national proq[>erity« islien the population iirows 
abnormally and at some stage no land i s available 
for additioneiL men^  the s ituation could be even 
worse than that depicted by the arithematic al prog-
ression* This i s so in some areas of Indiag la 
India* currently* the birth rate i s estimated at 
33 per thousand and death rate at 14 giving a net 
growth rate of population of 1«9 /^ per yeor* 
Increase in national product was also cocopletely 
swallowed vp by the increasing population giving 
an annual increase percapita over the period I960 -
76* of 1*2 96 only. Future technology wil l surely 
have an ef fect on population* 
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12. NANDA Kmm (Preaa). Population escplosion. 
Swara:jva> 10, 52| 1966 June 25; 13 - 1^« 
Klngley Martin i n m a r t i c l e in the New :itateaan 
says t h a t the r a t e oX s^^wth of populat ion in 
India i s about 2.4 % a year, and a t t i i i s r a t e the 
population wil l be d^mbled i n t h i r t y years, 
This i s the explosion, and t h i s should s top . The 
check e^ los ioD government thinks ti-ict the proper 
thing i s to s t a r t a massive propaganda corapaign 
to popular ise b i r th control measures. But t h i s 
i s done with small d i s c r e t i on and lens imagination. 
As the economic cotKiitlon improves, f d a i l i e s tend 
to become small. The s t r e s s should be to ioprove 
the l i v i n g condit ions of the people, and not 
f i r s t a r b i t r a r i l y to make pe<^le l i m i t t h e i r 
fGmilies so t ha t thcdr economic condi t ions nay 
ix2|3rove. 
13 . PO^ULATIOIJ BUf'.B. Statesman. 1972 October 29j 8 :2 . 
The centenary seminar of the Indian census i n 
New Delhi has been understandably concerned, 
with the es^losion of population l i k e l y to occior 
during the remaining three decades of t h i s century. 
According to Dr, V.K.H.V. Rao the r a t e of growth 
had reached a peak i n 1969-71. Due to many 
f a c i l i t i e s provided i n v i l l ages the death r a t e i s 
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bound t o decrease d ras t i ca l ly* The r a t e of 
In fan t morta l i ty i s always the f i r s t to show 
a notable response t o iooproved condi t ions . The 
family planning programmes have made impact on 
b i r t h ra tes* With population a t i t s p resen t 
l e v e l , even a constant r a t e of growth wi l l 
rap id ly presen t ever most ser ious problems of 
over crowding* 
14* POPULATION BCRLASE* Farmer and p a r l i a a e n t . 8 ,3 ; 
1973 March; 5* 
The population of India has beai increasing a t a 
rapid pace* In India the main reason for increase 
i n populat ion i s the ie^proveraent i n the Medical 
f a c i l i t i e s provided and hea l th measures taken af te r 
independence* While e f fo r t s to check the unc^e 
increase i n population must continue, i t must be 
s t a t ed t h a t India has vas t rescAJurces and i f exploi ted, 
there can be no d i f f i cu l t y i n feeding even a popula-
t i on of hundred crores* For the welfare of the people 
of t h i s grea t country, the i r r i g a t i o n f a c i l i t i e s 
must be developed a t a rapid pace and much l a rge r 
f inancia l resources than as proposed in the 
^ p r o a c h to the Fi f th Five Year Plan, should be 
provided for i r r i g a t i o n . 
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13* PROBLEM OF population esqploslon. Contanporarv» 
21, 12; 1977 0«caBb«r ; 7-«. 
During the laa t f i f t y years the problem of 
population explosion has become very acute i n the 
developing coiantries. The atnormal population 
growth wi l l make the food problem more d i f f i c u l t 
and also creates d i f f i c u l t i e s i n education. The 
rapid population i^owth adversely affects different 
spheres of public l i f e . These d i f f i c u l t i e s arise 
due to the abnormal economic and cultural backward-
ness from colonial esqploitation for ages« I t i s 
not the shortage of food resources of the world 
and the unusual population growth which are causing 
starvation of hundreds of mill ions in the ne\dy 
freestates , but the backward social structures 
and unjust and unsc i^i t i f ic node of production 
and distribution of the food productions cockled 
with the continuous economic exploitation by the 
developed cap i ta l i s t countries are mainly 
responsible for the untold miseries of the vast 
population of the present day world. 
16, SINHA (RK), E^los lve growth of pupiaatlon in 
India. AlCC Economic Review. 9j 1957; 17-19. 
Deals with some of the results of the over population 
and i t s e v i l s and suggests r^sedies to io^rove the 
conditions by cutting dovtin the population growth. 
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17« SUBRAHANIAM S'AAMI» Myth Of populaUon e3?)loslon. 
Siindav. 8,12; 1980 September 2B| 21. 
In th i s art ic le author says that over population 
l 8 not such a problem^ although i t i s not a ^od 
thing. But by merely preventing the birth* 
problem cannot be solved* for th i s economic 
condition of the country should be raised. 
18. TAEUB£R (Irene)• Demographic transit ion i n Asian 
regions* jg|. Population strategy in Asia* 1974. 
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The ma;}or questions of deoiographic transit ion 
In south Asia pertain to India* uuestions concerning 
the economic and social transformations, the 
family planning programmes and a c t i v i t i e s and their se -
parate or associated lop acts on the age at marriage 
or remarriage and the child bearing of the married 
cannot be resolved i n analysis for a l l India. The 
country i s continental i n area and messive in 
population* These are integral re lat ions betv»een 
the econcmic and social development and denograpriic 
modernization* Rising pqpulatiCHis slow, i f they do 
not preclude economic end social developments. 
But economic and soc ia l developments are essential to 
creating the milien and the motivations that lead to 
planned and smaller feiBilies* Movements to the 
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solution of tbe l i f e problems of adults i n the 
present generation seem to be essent ial to 
solving the problems of population growth i n 
the next generation, 
AGE FACTOR, 
19« BM^AS\}dRmmim ( N ^ ) * Dependency load i n India. 
Khadi Gramodvog. 12, 8> 1966 May; 563-66, 
Not <mly in the case of the s ize of population 
but also i n i t s age structure, India i s i n an 
unfavourable pos i t ion. More than one third of 
our population depends on the earnings of the 
r e s t . This heavy d^endency load, co£^ared to 
'ttiat in other countries, i s further inf lated ovfing 
to the considerably large working force which i s 
either unffii|>loyed, or und^r esployed, or disguisedly 
un«q)loyed. Enormous population growth of India 
i s mainly the result of an unprecedented decline 
in the mortality rate unacco^anied by a corres-
ponding decline in the f e r t i l i t y rate . The result 
of the population growth in India i s that there 
i s an increase i n the density of peculation per 
kilometer from 129 to 13^ between the two census 
periods ( 1 9 ^ and 1961), Between these years the 
net quantity of cereals available increased from 
43*1 1»> 63*0 mill ion tones, where as the percapita 
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avai labi l i ty of the same Increased only by 13:^ * 
Thus there I s an lamediate need to reduce the 
total population to a considerable extent and 
thus to bring about a drastic change i n the 
structure of population* 
POPULATION GHOAIH jaQj| AGRICULTlSt/L PiiQJUCTlON, 
20. BUaKI (Shahid Jav«d) and SHAHZD YU3UF. PopulaUona 
Food Xert iUty Unk. Indian Fin>97> 5; 1976 
January 31; 94 - 98. 
SufficioQt information has been gathered about 
the relationship between various socialf econcMoiCi 
sociologicalt and physiological factors to sug r^^ est 
a way in n^ch food can be seen to influence 
f e r t i l i t y * By increasing the food out put and 
the food consunption of higher f e r t i l i t y groi|>s, 
we should be able to produce a decline in their 
birth rate* This appears to be the most appropriate 
way of solving the two problems of food and 
f e r t i U t y , 
21* CENSUS t Qrim picture* Cmita l . 166» 4160j 1971 
Jpril Z2i 7D4 - 05. 
The provisional population figures of India as 
revealed by the 1971 census operations show that 
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the ne t addi t ion between 1961 and 1971 was a 
l i t t l e over 107 a i l l i o n , recording an overa l l 
decinnial growth r a t e of 24,37 %• The census 
conmissioner has c l e a r l y sa id t h a t i n the 
absence of r e l i a b l e and vp t o date b i r t h and 
death rateSf i t i s not poss ib le to make co r rec t 
assessment of the i n t a c t of f a a i l y plannin^^ 
programmes* 
22. GlI^ DERTAtL (Jean • Michel Van). Population and 
n u t r i t i o n i n the year 2000. Indian and Foreign 
Rev. 5» 16; 1966 June 1 i 15 - 16. 
The world 's p (^u la t ion has been increcising s t ead i ly 
for centuries, but the growth i s acce le ra t ing . 
Only a few pr iv i l eged countr ies enjoy an abundent 
or indeed over abiindant food si;^ply. In India , 
i t i s hard t o imagine the gigcnt ic investments 
needed to c r ea t e a v i a b l e economy t h a t would 
y ie ld adequate reinvestan^its i n the form of 
housing, hosp i t a l s and roads for a populat ion 
t h a t has doubled i n s i z e . Yet even i f a l l the 
aid now avai lab le from the highly developed 
nat ions were devoted to India alone, i t would 
s t i l l not be enough to meet p r e s « i t needs. The 
only way out i s advancement i n iscience, for i t 
wi l l help us to win t h i s pecu l ia r race against time. 
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23* KOHLI (KL)« Peculation pressures and economic 
developaent in India* AlCC Econ Rev. 17t 1; 
1965 June 15; 31 - 33. 
H i ^ rate of population growth and low agricultural 
prodtaction are the most inEportant problems with 
%ihich our coxmtry i s faced* There i s shorta^^e of 
food in country due to rapidly grovdng population; 
insp i te of three fourths of our labour force 
eoployed in agriculture* A most in^ortant resul t 
of the rqpid population growth i s the e f fec t i t 
has on the age composition of the population* The 
distribution and con^osition of population i s not 
conductive to the prcKsess of rapid economic 
devel(cment* The primary responsibi l i ty for 
creating favourable climate for productivity and 
successfully in9>lementing the l a t e s t techniques 
thereof I has to be borne by management* 
24* KUMAH (P)* Population growth and food avai labi l i ty 
i n India* Rxxrel India* 31 # 2; 1966 February; 
7 1 - 7 8 . 
Food i s the prime *• mover of l i f e * I t wi l l be 
quixotic to aspire for s e l f sustaining: economy, 
devoid of s e l f • sufficiency i n food* The paradox 
of food « paucityf must go lock stock and barrel 
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£rom our *food • grains - oriented - economy'• 
There I s no economic rationale for food imports. 
India should not guard the aunmy of the 
Malthusian theory* All th i s requires a four • 
fold attack* Flrstlyt by the control of popula-
tion; secondly, by e f f i c i ent methods of 
prcKiuction; thirtdly* by changed pattern of 
production and fotirtiily by equitable distribution. 
25* N^RENDRA ^INGH* Too many people? FronUer. 
1975 July 12; 10 - 11* 
Gttierally i t i s told that food problem in India 
i s due to over population* Butt there i s no 
•over population* in India giving r i se to the 
food problem* nor a large population causing 
poverty* Instead, the fact i s that large numbers 
of people in India are poor and suffer from lack 
of food and other problems as a consequence of 
socio • economic di£qparitie.^v sustained and 
promoted by the prof i t motivated socia l system of 
essploitation of the masses* The problems of 
feeding or of economic poverty of the masi^ es have 
deep socio economic and p o l i t i c a l roots* They 
cannot be solved by technological or management 
or any other e l i t e ^onsored revolution* They 
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can be solved only throu#i a profound qualitative 
transformation of the socio <- econcMnic and 
po l i t i ca l system, 
20m Mi^i^ (MR). India 's population versus food production. 
g^dem Revleitf. 124, 8 $ 1969 August; 606 - 08. 
I t has been the generally accepted view that 
•cononic progress in India depends on an intofi-
sive drive for family planning. But l a t e ly there 
has also been a point of view that r i s ing population 
i s by i t s e l f a good thing. Economist Dr. George C. 
Zaiden writes» "The potential for economic growth 
i s much greater than the potential for population 
growth. Vdth the use of new high yielding food 
grains» cheoical f e r t i l i se r s* progressive 
mechanisation aivl modern i r r iga t ion techniques, 
India can expect to be self sufficient in food 
supply by 1971* Success i n the achieveiaent of 
food grains target i s principally linked vdth 
the success of high yielding var ie t ies and 
multiple cropping progr^nmes. 
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27. POPULATION GROrtlH and food supply, J^.- 10» ^j 
1975 June ; 5 - 6. 
Population growth has caused considerable concern 
to econcMBists and social vorkers. Thou^ India 
I s doing much to increase her productions much 
more can be done, While i n India the country 
can produce enough food for the increasing 
population the nation has to be alert and progress-
ive in exploiting various resources to produce 
food, Caaplactncy should not be allowed to creep 
i n . Aggressive approach to the food probleias 
must be maintained with vigour and energy and i f 
tiiat i s donet there should be no cause for undue 
anxiety for the future, 
28, PRABHUSWAMY (N), Two revolutions, Kurukshetra. 
(Annual Nimber), 1969 October; 99 * 61, 
The agricultural revolution that has started in 
India i s not the ultimate solution to the food 
population problem faced by India, Therefore, 
India i s currently engaged i n organising, 
equipping and financing a big revolution i n the 
form of family plaining i n order to control the 
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rspid gro%rth of population. In India the 
population growth rate i s about 2*3 % per annum* 
The needs of th i s r i s ing population i«>uld raise 
our food requirements to 112 mill ion tons by 
1971 and 127 mill ion by 1976* The nation has 
to face serious ecoiUMBic probl^ns* These 
problems can only be s61ved by a revolutionary 
programme population control* 
29. iimM^IiiGA6\'imi (V)* Paediatrics nutrit ion and 
population growth* aOGH* 1, 3t 1971 December; 
23 - 27* 
The gap between production and r^roduction i s 
widttiing* I t i s the soc io log i s t s who can provide 
the crucial information that we need to develop 
a con|)reh«nsive strategy for f e r t i l i t y control* 
Economic consideration of i i^ut s and ou^ut s , 
Orosa National Productf etc* are often highlighted 
in fen i ly planning programmes* Family planning 
as a population control programme purely for 
economic reasons i s l e s s l i k e l y to succeed in our 
enylroranental context to day than family planning 
as an essential ingredient of health programmes 
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orl«ited towarda me«tiag the f e l t needs of the 
conmunlty* Nutrition programmes can be 
important motivating factors for family planning 
programnes by ooatining f e r t i l i t y control 
services with measures to ra ise the v«l l beings 
of mother and children* AdBittedly» the intact 
of better nutrition services on f e r t i l i t y 
behaviour and on prodisctty i s iiiq;}recise* 
30* Si^ iAY (^)* Race between population and food 
production* atateaaa^ 1970 May 27} 6 : 4 . 
The Rockefeller Foundation report analysed India's 
agricultural problems and performance and poses 
the question how long will food production 
continue to run ahead of papulation? oome 
ej^erts believe the best the country can i s 
that the peculation l e v e l s off around 750 mill ion 
by the year 2000) others hold that the population 
i s l i k e l y to double hy then. This implies that 
the country must achieve a much gt^eater armual 
out put of food and also improve i t s quality. 
This, says the report wil l reviiiire every b i t of 
neu technology that s c i e n t i s t s can develop and 
farmers can use. Thia wi l l also require firm 
policy decision, particularly on food p o l i c i e s . 
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3I* SEN (i>R)« Population and agricultural develc^raent* 
Yo.1ana. 10, 3; 1968| 17 - 19. 
According to author, population increase has no 
definite relationship with food production, A 
developing society with help of existing technical 
kno«dedge can meet the challenge of food scarcity 
and increase production 8 times* 
32* SIMHA (JN)« If popiilation grows unchecked success 
on food front will be teni^orary. Yo.lana. 22^ 16; 
1966; 29-33. 
Article mentions tha t with the enormous leq> in 
ap i cu l tu re envisaged i n the next few yeara, the 
race between populaticma and food production may 
be nearly won by the end of fourth plan. But 
\tnless the pace of bir th control i s accelerated 
the victory may be a passing event. 
3 3 . SUBRAMANIAM (iJR)and MEENi\KSHI ciUNDi^/u*! ( V ) , 
Population and food supply in India. Rural India. 
31, 2 | 1968 February. 
The paper i s an attempt to bring to l i gh t the 
gravity of the food problem in the l i gh t of the 
velocity of eixicrease of population. The quadratic 
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f i t for the population growth and the l inear f i t 
for cereals si|>ply do confirm the Malthusian 
hypothesis postulated nearly a century ago 
regarding the es^jansicm of human species and 
subsistence. The analysis of balance sheet of 
d€»nand and for the supply of cereals indicates a 
numerical surplus over and above the requirement 
of the esqp ending population by 1980 - S I , ^ t 
the analysis of the data on velocity of peculation 
increase and the velocity of increase in surplus 
of cereals dan^ens the apparent numerical increase 
in • cereal production* The numerical surplus 
i s neutralised by the differential ra tes of 
velocity of population increase and velocity of 
increase in cereal surplus* 
34. THIPATHI ( R P ) . Growth of population and agriculture 
in India. AlCC econ ftcv. 18, 11; 1966 December 1^; 
15 - 28. 
India presents a be%dlderlng picture of a large 
coimnunity subsisting on on extremely low level of 
l iving and at the same time i t s population growing 
at a re la t ive ly rep id r a t e . Reasons for population 
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growth are - un lversa l ty of marriage, ear ly 
Darr iages, absence of any ef fec t ive vide spread 
family planning among the r u r a l popula t ion. 
There ore t^iO deteri&inints of populat ion growths 
b i r t h end death r a t e s . Food for i t s teaming 
pecula t ion i a I n d i a ' s biggest prol^Ldm. IrabaLance 
between the development of economy and the ^^rowtii 
of populat ion c rea tes many problems. All f e r t i l i t y 
cont ro l methods may be groqped under four ca tegor ies 
(1) abstinence (2) contraception (3) S t e r i l i -
sa t ion (4) abort ion. 
P(PULATIUN CSiU\*11i ^ ^ BHiTH COHTHQL. 
55. SEAGRAVE (JR). Note on sex pre - determination and 
populat ion growth. Population Rev. 1 1 , 1 | 1967 
January} 44 - 46. 
The purpose of t h i s note i s to examine the demogra-
phic and other conseqjuences of vihat seems t o be 
neglected medical p o s s i b i l i t y - the pre determina-
t i on of ch i l d r en ' s sex - vdth K>ecial reference to 
India . The typica l Indian wants a t l e a s t tvo cons, 
to care for hlra and t o cremate him, then c l ea r ly 
the c e r t a i n i t y of tvio sons, as h i s f i r s t two 
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children^ MtoxCLd r e s u l t i n grea ter acceptance 
and use of contracept ives thereaf te r i«e« , sex 
predetermination viould m ^ e family planning 
'b i t e** jQiere are tvo d i s t i n c t mechanisms 
leading to a lower b i r t h ra te^ one Immediate, 
one a f te r a l ag of generation* In the extreme 
Cases, no g i r l s \«uld be born, r e s u l t i n g i n a 
f a l l of b i r t h r a t e from kO t o 2.5 per tiiousand, 
and a near cessati(»i of pecula t ion growth, 
POPUL ;TIOtMGHO,.It]; and ECONOMIC •JbV.i-Ur..Li^ T 
36« AIYEH (Krishna 3 ) , Peculat ion gro\>rth end economic 
development. Mainstream. 9» 4A} 1971 July 3j 
31 - 33. 
Even from the days of P la to the ef fec t of 
population on h>imsn welfare engaged the a t t en t ion 
of p o l i t i c a l s c i e n t i s t s and economists. Four a ^ e c t s 
of populat ion i n l e s s developed areaa are r e t a ra ing 
economic development : the r e l a t i v e l y hich r a t e 
of population growth, unfavourable age s t ruc tu r e , 
mibalanced population d i s t r i b u t i o n and the 
comparatively lart"e proport ion of unski l led man 
power. All are aoienabLe to control provided the 
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ways in which they hamper e f forts to raise 
l eve l s of l i v ing are fu l ly understoodt 
cppropriate po l i c i e s are formulated, and 
necessary prograniaee put into operation, 
37* CAO^ SKN (Rovert). Developaent end population, 
Economic and Po l i t i ca l weekly (^eci^a llunuer;. 
11, 31 - 33; 1976 August; 1173 - 86. 
This ar t i c l e draws on recent p research to 
exaoaine the inter relationships betv/een develop-
ment and population growth in India, The f i r s t 
part enphasises the role of distributive develop-
ment i n reducing mortality and f e r t i l i t y , the 
second looks at inpact of population on that 
development. Least explored relationship i s 
that taetween population growth and the productivity 
of capital in productive sectors , 
38, CLARK (Colin) • Population and economic ^o\yth. 
Indian Fin, 83, 2 ; 1969 January 11; 35 - 38. 
P<^ulation growth throughout the develop in i^ world, 
As in India, did not begin unt i l ^^uite recently, 
I t was brought about, not by any increase i n 
f e r t i l i t y but by ii^rovements in medicine <jnd 
z^educed mortality. I t has been shown by economic 
theory and confirmed i n fact by international 
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COD^arisions t h a t population growth increases the 
proport ion of nat ional product saved* because I t 
Increases the pooportlon of young oMoiy i«dio are the 
aos t ac t ive savers . In the populat ion, end keeps 
the proport ion of old mesi low. Population gro%fth 
not only Increases savings but also makes poss ib le 
the raore economic use of c a p i t a l , by spreading the 
overhead cos t of l a rge i n d i v i s i b l e i tems such as 
the t r anspor t system over a l a rge number of pople# 
39* ChPaK (Collng G). More people , more dynamism, 
Xsi l^a . 18, 12 J 1974 JUly 15? 37 - 41 . 
Population I s general ly taken as hurdle i n the way 
of economic development* Indian production per head 
of population has been advancing a t an average r a t e 
of 1.5 % per year, or a t three times the highest 
r a t e which the most opt imis t ic IrKlLan economists 
were wi l l ing to estimate in 1957. Production per 
man i s observed to grow more r sp id ly when the r a t e 
of growth of the Indus t r i a l labour force i s h i ^ . 
An object ion to population growtti i s t h a t the nlgher 
r a t e s of populatlcm growth wi l l reduce ttys savings, 
y i i l e a t the saow time creating, a la rge demand for 
c a p i t a l . 
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kO» FLORIR (George A). Population and p r o b e r ! t y 
r i se and f a l l together. Or>.anl3er. 19» ^ j 
1966 May 22; 13. 
In India and elsewhere in Asia* poverty and 
unemployment at l ea s t provide a sijperficial « 
though obviously err(meous • Just i f icat ion for 
the crusaders of birth prevention. The Indian 
family planning association always tr ied to 
convey the impression that the red\x:tion of the 
birth rate would autofflatioally bring more food, 
greater welfare, general f u l l eQiployatent and 
a good t ine for a l l . For thoa i t vvas an 
already established fact that birth control i s 
the panacea to a l l p o l i t i c a l and social i l l s . 
41. GMGHJLl (BN). Contradiction between population 
increase and economic growth. Yo.lana. 18, 12 | 
1974 July 15; 13 - 13* 
Population increase may not only header economic 
growth, but actually promote i t» i f the 
population capacity of a region or a country i s 
below the l eve l of optimum use of i t s natural 
resources. In th i s case, growth i s retarded by 
the scarcity of the coiqplementary resource, labour. 
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It population were unduly dansei average 
productivity would fa l l* The contradiction, of 
vdiich we hear» now i s different from v^at has 
been tradit ional ly recognised so far. I t i s 
not siB|}ly one between peculation pressure and 
natural resources. The important variable i s 
the quality of the population, rwt merely the 
number of huaan beings* The other in^oi tant 
variable, growth, i s a function of two variables: 
(1) Production of material goods and serv ices | 
(2) Per capita avai labi l i ty of social services , 
The need for peculation control i n many countries 
i s undaiiable for reasons of individual and 
social welfare* 
42, GAI4G0LI (BN), How pOpillation growth retards 
economic progress* 2i» ^970 January 26| IV » 1, 
Rapid gprowth of papulation retards the economic 
progress, when the population tends to increase 
at a rate ^proximating the rate of increase 
of the per capita national incomet l e v e l s of 
l i v ing , would tend to show liLU.e improvement 
and in some cases, actual decline, A developing 
country should aim at "a faster rate of the 
reduction of the number of p«<cle l i v i n g below 
I l l 
sn acceptable mlniatxn standard than the rate 
of growth In aggregate income* 
43. GUPTA (Parthasarathl). Population growth and capital 
formation. Kurukahetra, 19» 7f 1970 April; 13-14. 
An increase in pc^ul&tion exerts two confl ict ing 
influences on the rate of cspi ta l formation. On 
the one hand^ growth of peculation may be a serious 
obstacle to capital formaticm unless i t h^pens 
to coicidew with the development of opportunities 
for ei^ploym«nt. If eo^loyment opportunities are 
not es^anded, the rate of saving wi l l f a l l with 
every increase in peculation. I f on the other 
handy en^loyment potential i s increased resources 
wil l be se t £ree for savings and investment as a 
result of absorption into enployment of those who 
would otherwise have remained unemployed. An 
increase in population wi l l be a serious in^edi-
ment to capital formation. The net e f fect of 
peculation on capital formation wil l be influenced 
not only by the marginal propensity to consume 
but also by the marginal propensity to invest . 
Thus* the growth of population i s functionally 
related to the rate of capital formation through 
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(a) •scansion of enpXoynent potential (b) the 
marginal propociaity to eonsuae (c) the marginal 
propensity to invest. 
44* HCK)Vl:H (EM)» Economic conse(|uences of population 
growth, WXm J9^rn4 9X ?\I^PU9 ^f^^X^p 12, 1; 
196B| 17 - 22, 
Discusses %rfiether population grovfth i s an aid or 
a hindrance to human ioproveaent after taking into 
account various meaning of both economic consequmces 
and population growth* 
43* HOONEK (Edgar M), Economic consequences of 
populaUon growth. Indian J Ecpn. 47, 1; 1966 
July { 1 - 1 1 . 
Economic consequences i s the effect of population 
growth upon economic growth inthe sio|}le some of 
arise in the per cepita level of real income. The 
economic effectiveness and the consuoption and 
investment damands of a papulation are inportently 
affected by the size, the rate of grovirth, and the 
age composition of that population. Faster growth 
means more consuaers per torker, or a greater 
'dep^ideocy burden*. Slower growth vitti reduced 
f er t i l i ty , and a higher ratio of produces to 
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ccmsuBtf^ Sf suggests more lavourabXe conditions 
for increasing per capita out put and income* 
46* HUoAlN (XZ}« Population and economic develop-
ment. Indian Journal of economics. AA» 171; 
19631 2>40. 
Seven hypothesis regarding correlations between 
crude birth* death and natural increase rates 
and socio economic variables^ by coa^arin^s 1959 
s tat i s t ics of nineteen countries r^resenting 
high* low and Intermediate ranges of per c ^ i t a 
income have been examincrd in this study* with 
special reference to India* 
47. INDIAN INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC OPEaON. Population 
end economic growth. Monthly StaUstical 
Commentary on Indian Economic conditions. », 5; 
1963; 35 - 38. 
Summarizes and presmts si^porting s tat i s t ics 
for pe^er* l^e io^lications of population trends 
and food supplies and requirements for the Far east 
with special reference to India* prepared by P.V. 
Sudchatme for the As i^ Population Conference of 
ECAFE* New Delhi* Dec. 10* 1963. 
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48* iCELLEY (AC), Population growthy the dependency 
rate, and the pace of economic development* 
Population Studies* 27» 3j ^ 5 - 14. 
It i s frequently hypothesized that there i s an 
inverse relationship between the rate of aggregate 
savings and the di^oideocy rate* It can be shovxi, 
however, that \Ader plauailile assiaz^tion, the 
dependei^y rate may be positively associated 
with the aggregate rate of saving* As the over 
all dependency rate changes, so does i t s con^oai-
tion as between the proportion of the dependent 
population distributed between i t s two cocponentst 
The pre-work force years and the post-work force 
years* If we assume the dissaving rate in each 
of these components i s different, then decreases 
in the d^endency rate may under certain conditions 
be associated with decreases in the economy wide 
saving rate* 
49* KRI^ HNy^ URTI (X)* Economic develt^ment and 
populaticm growth in low income countries : 
£tapirical study for India* Sconomic Developmqcit 
aid cultural change* 15,1; 1966; 70-75. 
An atteo^t to estimate the ioapact of economic 
development as reflected in per capita real 
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Income end other related variables I s atudied. 
Birth and death rates in India for the period 
1922 - 60 are included i n study. 
SO. KUZNETS (Simon). Population trends smd modem 
economic growth towards a his tor ical perspective. 
Soc. Action. 23$ A | 1973 October - December; 
372 - 91 . 
The d is t inct ive characterist ics of modem 
economic growtht rapid changes in production 
struc^ire* urbanisation and vast internal 
migration^ sh i f t s in conditions of participation 
in economic act iv i ty and the associated increase 
of emphasis on education and testable c r i t er ia 
of individual performance • had a profound 
influence on f er t i l i t y^ fani ly formation^ and 
the l i f e cycle of leamingy work, and retirement 
in the develc^ed countries. This analysis 
reveals that the coherence between the c^portuni-
t i e s and requirements of economic growth and the 
re^onse of the population trends was not an 
easy or smooth process but characterised by 
dispari t ies in adjustment gradual spread^ and 
the indirect influence of ins t i tut ional and 
in 
ideological variables* Acknowledgings the 
differences i n the specif ic iiqplic ations 
of the population ad;)ustmeiit problems betv«en 
the developed and l e s s developed cotintriesy 
l i k e India* the art ic le s tresses the importance 
of the transformation of soc ia l and economic 
ins t i tu t ions for the reduction of high rates 
of population growth, 
§1. LEIBENSTEIN (Harvey) • Population growth and 
economic development* Economic development and 
cultural chaige* 8> 1} 1959| 101 * 05* 
Reviews Ansley J Coale and Edgas* M.H. peper, 
Population growth Economic developmait in low 
income countries l i k e India* Significance 
of reducing f e r t i l i t y i s M^hasised to increase 
economic development* 
32* LORIMEH (Frank)* Dynamic aspect of the 
relat ion of population to economic development. 
Bullet in of the International S t a t i s t i c a l 
InaUtute. 33, 4j 1954j 243 - 54* 
The dynamics of age structures in a transisional 
s i tuation with i i i t i a l l y hi£^ l e v e l s of mortality, 
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Including the construction of model population 
departing friya the level or the Indian l i l e 
table of 1921 • 1931 and with t:»!0 h}^othesis 
as to fer t i l i ty , 
53* M£HTA (Asoka), Economic revolution of our 
time* Population Rev, U , If 1967 January; 
17 - 23* 
The economic revolution of our time i s concerned 
>dth(a)how to realise a higher expectancy of 
huaan l i f e (b) How to attain a greater produc-
t lv i l^ of human labour (c) how to achieve a 
greater tsioimt of creative led.sure for all 
human beings. The f irst i s biological concept» 
the second i s techno industrial ccmcept v^iile 
the third i s a cultural concept* itvith the 
biological ccmc^tf associated aim i s the 
achievemoit of lower birth rates^ lower death 
rates end lower infant raortility ratea. For 
over populated countries l ike India« population 
control through contraception has to be organised 
on a massive scale i f a further vorsening oi the 
condition has to be prevented* 
lis 
34* MEHT/i (Fredit A}* Economic ii^pllcatlons of 
dMBOgraphic growth In India* Economla 
Intarnazlonala. 8» 4) 1953} 810 - 27. 
Probable dftvelopment In the next three decades 
has been analysed covering deoographlc char^iCter-
Ist lcst rates ot capita formation, rate of 
growth of fbod st;^plles, rates of growth of 
population and available eooployment opportunities, 
and policy on fer t i l i ty control. 
55. MUKHERJI.E (Su.jlt K). Population growth and 
economic development In India. Mod Hev. 124, 5; 
1969 Marchi 180 • 82. 
Population growth affects economic development In 
a number of ways and economic development In i t s 
turn exerts due Influence on population ^owth. 
Population growth has I t s favourable effects 
on economic development by raising the per 
capita Income and hence the standard of living 
at a high level causes both the birth rate and 
death rate to fal l there by making the growth 
rate of population stable. The lxi|>act of 
population growth on our econcxnlc development 
already presents a very pessimistic picture. 
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The per capita incoiae which i s considered to 
be a cri terian of economic development and 
determinant of standard of l i v ing l a Increasin^^ 
at a miserably low rate* The growth of 
pqjulation when compared to the growth of food 
grains prodiK^tlon gives us a more pessimist ic 
picture* While the growth rate of population 
I s increasing day by day* iio per cq>ita 
al location of food i s decreasing gradually. 
56* HAilAYAHA (EL)* Economic consequences of 
population explosl(m* Eeoziomlc Affairs; 1967{ 
Reviews patterns of population growth in undtf* 
developed countries with f e c i a l reference to 
Lndia and the related problems of food production, 
man power planning, and f e r t i l i t y control* 
57* NEWMAN (Peter) . Population pressure and 
economic growth t operational treatiaent* 
Journal of Development Planning United iNaUons. 
2j 197D J 31 - 57* 
This psper describes methods of measuring -tiie 
e f fect of population pressure ipon economic 
growth* But does aLso suggest some aspects of 
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the lnt«r*relatlons between economic develop-
ment and population growth. 
58« OOMMEN (HA). Population es^loslon in Indlat 
I t s economic ixapllcations. Religion and SOQ. 
16, I ; 1969 March ; 43 - A8« 
Papulation problem* in a sense* i s the crux of 
India's p economic protdem* The s i ze and 
quality of the papulation* as well as the rate 
at which population grows* influence economic 
development* The purpose of th is ar t i c l e i s to 
spotl ight the econtnaic implication of the 
r ^ i d l y growing population In India* 
S#* PAKBANI (Kanti)* Population and devel(^ment 
plans* Sci and Cult> 42* 1 ; 1976 January; 
10 - 13. 
There i s always a recipocEtl re lat ion between 
population and society* i*e** that the social 
structure of a country influences population 
changes as well as being affected by them* In 
most of the develc^ing countries* l ike India* 
birth rates have remained high vAiile death rates 
are declining noticeably* Due to high birth 
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rates the developing countries are e;q>eriencing 
* excessive* population pres»ire vihich i i^edes 
greatly progress of national development p l f^s . 
Though the tremen<lou8 in tac t of the re^id 
population growth on national plaais for rural 
or urban develc^mwiits has duly been recognised* 
yet i t i s noticed that the development planning 
and population planning continued to be separate 
spt^dres In many countries* A c lose co«-ordination 
has yet to be achieved betvretfi population planning 
and planning for health services^ educationt 
housing^ eB|)loyment» industry^ a p i c u l t u r e , trade 
etc* 
60, PATEL (ST), Rising population and economy, ^ . 
1977 March 12; 7 i 3 . 
This art ic le examines the impact of increasing 
peculation on the following three expects of the 
economy in India, (a) food si^ply» (b) anployment* 
(c) value of per capita net national product, 
I t i s found that government has taken ef iorts to 
increase production and oi^jloyment but the 
increasing population has nu l l i f i ed the erforts 
to a great extent. Family planning progrtane 
should be implem&ited more vigorously, 
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61, PR/J(A3H (Som)« DiMogrephlc changes ^nd economic 
growth In India t Study of some basic i ssues 
in the Indian economy since independence. 
Diasertation abstracts. 20» 4; 1959j 1204- o#. 
The present study concerns i t s e l f vdth the 
basic problem of India's poverty in view of 
i t s considerable present population and the 
promise of substantial gains that the coming 
decades hold i n l a t t e r re^^ect* A twofold task 
of this study i s to specify the conditions of 
economic growth and to examine c r i t i c a l l y 
adopted and proposed policy measures which 
would seal to contribute to the chief goal of 
l i f t i n g real per capital incomes* 
62. RAJKUMiUi (ft). Inpact of papulation of India's 
economic development. AlCC l^onomic Review. 
19# 8 | 1967| 17-22. 
Author shows hov; the population e:q>lo8ion in 
India has had i t s e f fects in minimising the 
considerable economic growth in the country 
and that i s why the l a s t three plan periods have and 
achieved as much as they wanted t o . By economic 
growth i s mesnt not only increase in national 
income but also an increase in per capita income 
of an economy. 
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63* RAO (3K)« Peculation growth and economic 
development s Counter argutnent. Epon and 
Po l i t i ca l %<eeklv ( f e c i a l Nuraber), 11,31-32; 
1976 August; 1149-58. 
This paper argues that the often repeated 
mphasls on 'population control* as a means of 
generating economic growth makes aense only 
I f one can postulate that the nutaber ol 'births 
prevented i s a function of the e^qpendltiare on 
birth control*' The argument that control of 
population v«ould resu l t in economic benelits* 
involves making the following; statements. 
(a) As a prevented birth now wi l l not affect 
the s i z e of the labour force u i t l l after 13 
years or so, there wil l be no immediate 
reduction in the s ize of the labour force* 
Therefore, total GDP should not f a l l and per 
capita GW should r i s e In the f i r s t 15 ye;xs at 
least* (b) A r i s e i n per capita product sttouid 
oiable a r i s e in per capita saving leadin^^ to a 
higher rate of investment* (c) Any frdl in the 
s i ze of the labour force i n the period ;ifter 
15 years may not lead to a reduction in total 
GOP, as the suvings meanwhile would have resulted 
in higher capital per head, so that output per 
man should rise* 
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64* RAU (BRK). Adverse e f fec t of population 
e^qiloalon on economic development* >>outh«n Econ. 
18, 20J 1980 February 15; 9 - 1 1 . 
According t o the current projections, India's 
population wi l l reach a staggering one b i l l i on 
by 2000 A.D, that i s , I f the peculation growth 
rate i s allowed to continue at the present rate . 
><Lhen populations grow faster , more resources go 
for deaogrephic investment required to feed them, 
at the cost of develc^raental investments. Hcjpid 
growth of population eats away capital and otiier 
resources for indirect uses. The author points 
out that i f the undesirable ccwisequences of such 
an esiplosion i s to be avoide., the government 
should streamline i t s family planning measures 
in order to bring down the birth rate to an 
acceptable l e v e l . 
63. RAU (BRK). Some economic aspects of po;:>ulation 
problem in India. AlCC econ Rev. 17,3 ; 1965 
July 15 ; 35 - ^ . 
Ihe re lat ion betv/een the s ize of the population 
and the leve l of nationcd dividoid are inportant 
in economics. A continuous effort to maintain a 
harmonious relationship bet>«en the po ulation 
and the national income demands action to 
control the population and regulate the national 
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Income* Birth rate In India i s responsible 
for low per capita income end for the low 
standard of l i v ing . Of a l l the problems 
created by population growth, food scarcity 
i s the severest* vmile i t i s becoming d i f f i c u l t 
to bring down the annual growtti rate oi the pc^u-
l a t i o n . I t I s s t i l l more d i f f i cu l t to increase 
the growth rate of the economy in India. 
66. RUSsaL (WM3). Population and in f la t ion , 
I^ 9lr9fif,?1f« 1» S I 1971 February; A-8. 
ficonoffiists generally conoleve of population 
growth as a good thing. At the same time they 
are unanimously In their condemnation of 
in f la t ion . Here Dr. Russell shows that they 
can*t have i t borth ways. 
67. SATHYAPRAKASAM ( M ) . Economic progress and 
Increase of population. £^. 151 > 1 ; 1972 Jtdy; 
70-71. 
Today developing countries l i k e India are facing 
the menace of over population. The end and 
aim of economic planning i s to revolutionise tiie 
exfksting standard of l i v ing of the common man. 
12fi 
Both the naticsnal income and per capita 
lncom« are generally recognised as an Index 
o£ econonlc progress* I t i s admitted that 
as a resu l t of the ln^lenaitatlon of Five 
Year Plans a considerable Increase in national 
production has been registered bringing about 
thereby a s l ight r i s e i n national income. But 
t h i s increasein national wealth has fa i l ed to 
produce any i:u>ticable ef fect on the per C(^>ita 
income* I t i s estimated that the food production 
of our country in a year i s only 90 crores of tons 
and i t i s inadei^iate for the present population. 
66* SEN (SN), Trends in population, food and 
economic development, Sci and Cult, 33, 12 ; 
1967 December; 495 - 99» 
The problems of the economic development in 
general and of food in particular posed by the 
current population ej^losionneaiKi hardly be 
over estimated* This demogr&phic acceleration 
has been due to a sudden and continued drop i n 
morti l i ty in the under developed countries 
l i k e India* , xhe various factors responsible 
for th i s r i s e in l i f e e^ectancy, ere. basic 
econcKQic improvements, e f f i c i ent distribution of 
food, and public health improvement 
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69* 3ETHI ( J D ) * Sl0)lf icaace of some population 
theories as applied to India* Indian kx;pnc«aic 
Journal, 1 9 ^ ; 152 • 163. 
Theories of population ^^ rowth ^id their relevance 
for planning economic deveLopment are considered* 
Harxient Mai thus! en and Keyneaian theories and 
studies along with their significance i n 
estimating future papulation s ize in India* 
7D* SHAH (3L)* Population factors and economic 
development i n India* Eastern Econ* 511 17 ; 
1968 October 25 j 793 - 94* 
Our country i s an agricultural cotmtry vdth iiigh 
dois i ty of population. Population es^Iosion 
i s a great hinderance in economic development. 
Population esolosion means high birth rate but 
rrpid f a l l in de^ i^th ra te s . Drastic reduction in 
mortality aas tak«a place without marked economic 
development and without much change in the 
traditional birth rates* Economic growth In the 
l a s t three plans has been very low* In Western 
countries population grew as a consequence of 
economic develqpmentg but such i s not a case 
12S 
with out country* Reduction In f e r t i l i t y i s 
the nK>st basic si^proach to economic develop* 
ment in our country. Our objective therefore 
should be to have a structurally favourable 
combination of low death rates and low birth 
rates at high par ccpita incomes, 
71. SHliHOY (BR). In^jact of population on India's 
economic growth. Capital. 1973 .Annual; 27 - 52, 
I t i s unfortunate that popular writers as well 
as demographers should generally skip the basic 
i ssues altogether, said r ight way proceed to 
formulate prescriptions for population control 
as remedy to Indian poverty. They take i t for 
granted that population has produced poverty, 
The untenability of the argument of Indian 
poverty being related to population pressures 
gets reinforced tritxen we exsoine the, the intact 
of population on per cepita out put. There ore 
handicaps i n Indian agriculture vdnicn are 
hurdles i n the way of economic growth, 
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72. SINHA (JN). Population growth and balance in 
econofnic developmont* Bconoadc develojctent 
and cultural change. 7, 3} 1939{ 206 - 1^. 
Presents a model for India givin^^ growth and 
income pro;}ection8 with two integrated sectors * 
the agricultural and the non agricultural under 
two alternative assuB|>tion of rate of population 
growth* Discusses the eo^loyment i c^ l icat ions 
and the balance between demand and supply and 
terms of trade* 
73* i^HMA (JI0« What price population growth? 
a^ gWfilHi ftjl^ ^ t l r t \r t? 9jr ^9n9i t9 Kesearc^. 
1,1 t 1966 I 6 - 1 4 , 
The study outlines implications of population 
growth in India within a l imited time space of 
1$ to 20 years* Sections include t Trends in 
papulation growth and v i t a l rates ; prospective 
changes in v i ta l rates and peculation projection; 
alternative rates of pqiulation growth and 
required plan efforts; population ^owth» 
savings and re la t ive consui!pti(»i l eve ls* 
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74. SPENGL^ K (Joseph J)» Economics of population 
growth, ^ Population c r i s i s and the use of 
world resources* 1964| 73* 
This ar t i c l e has to do both with the economic 
adjustments that a population makes when i t i s 
growing and with the maimer i n which a population's 
r^roductive b^aviour may respond to economic 
chaiges* I t i s made up of f ive parts which 
re late to three somevdiat d i s t inc t problons. The 
f i r s t two parts deal with sij^ply aspect of 
population ^x>wth« Part I I I deals with demand for 
population* Part IV & V deal witi:i the economic 
policy io^lications of what has been aet down in 
the earl ier parts . 
75* STEPHiuN (Euke)# Population growth and economic 
growth* PubUc Interest . 32; 1973; 86 - 96. 
Population growth seems to be declining and this 
has predictable economic and social consequences* 
Althotagh i t i s believed that population growth 
i s some how necessary to make business profitable^ 
extra population does not necessarily mean more 
customers perfirm in the long run. Other factors 
influence business far more than population ^^owth 
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or declixi«« l«G«t technological advances^ e tc , 
If ZPG would be good for the economy, not 
harmful to business, and beneficial for the 
environment. I t I s possllxLe i t s attainment 
would beccxae a national objective, 
76. ZAIDEN (George C). Population growth and 
economic development* fiaatem iacon> 52, 10; 
1969 March 7j 528 - 33. 
Many people have been alarmed by the population 
eiqploslon and s<Mae writers have made forecasts 
of intending famine* However, although the 
populationof India today i s largor than ever, 
the standard of l iv ing of a large proportion of 
man kind i s also much higher than at any time In 
recorded human history* Equedly,looking into the 
future, i t sppears that the potential for economic 
growth i s far greater than the potential for 
population growth* For instance, new s t ra ins 
of wheat, r ice and other foods have been discovered 
that could increase yields by two to five times 
over short periods of time* 
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77. ZEAUDEEN (?)• Hunan resources and economic 
development. £!• 38, 9 J 1975 September; 197- 98, 
I t i s gen ia l ly ace^ted that population and 
economic developiaent are closely related* Popula-
tion has tvo pronged relationship with econcHoic 
development, as a resource and as a consumer, 
The quality s ize, rate of growth, cooposition, 
and distribution of population are the basic 
determinants of the pace and level of economic 
development* The rate of growth of population i s 
an ifl^ortant factor determining the rate of 
economic deveLopoent* Abnormal size and increase 
in population reduces the growth of national 
income p ^ cepita income retarding the economic 
growth of the nation* Rising population leads to 
various types of mefi^loyment problem, worsened 
by the rate at which the population increases 
every year. There are several demographic 
distinction between the rich and poor countries 
which help explain the existing gap per cspita 
income leviO-s, as well as the difficulty in 
narrowing the gap* One factor tmding to keep 
the per capita income down in India i s the high 
proportion of dependent people* Success of family 
planning prograoow will help in creating a concjujcive 
atmosphere for the quicker economic development* 
POPULATION, CSROVmi ^ j ^ ECONOMY, POVErtXY. 
78, KULKARNI ( V B ) . Population and poverty. iE*. 
1973 July 4$ 6 i 5. 
I t i s a coiomon knowledge that over peculation 
i s at the root of India's aany hungers and 
miseries. I t i s not the percentage but the 
actual s i ze of the addition to the exist ing 
population that real ly matters. Viewed in th i s 
l ight* there i s absolutely no room for con^lacency 
about the gravity of India's population problem. 
Poverty i n th i s country i s not only ^ d e spread 
but chronic. Growth of population must be 
checked by faai ly pikanziing. 
POPULATION, GROWTH aad EMPLOYMENT. 
79* BOSERUP (Mogtfis). EB^loymont aspects of population 
growth in India. ^ India's population. 1939; 13 3 . 
The question of ^sployment i n re lat ion to p r o j e c -
t ive population growth i s o f t« i thought in the 
terms that how shall tie find eoployment opportuni-
t i e s for additional mi l l ions . The purpose of th i s 
paper i s to argue that th i s i s perhaps not the 
most fruit ful approach. A better way of looking 
at the prold.em i s to ask that how can we, in the 
face of increasing numbers, improve the degree of 
u t i U z a t i c n i n the labour force. 
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80. OATAfi (BR). Population and oi^loyment in India. 
^ Zndia*s population. 1939{ 107. 
In t h i s art lc le t tables rej^arding age distribution 
of Dales end females in 1996 i s given. The 
analysis of table reveals the magnitude of our 
aoq;)loyment problem. Assuming a backlog of 7 
•d l l i on and new entrants at 14 raillionf there 
would be a colossal task of providing ei^loyment 
opportunities to about 21 mil l ion. 
fid. DAV£M>ORT (H). Eii^loyment and population growth 
i n India* JQ^ India's population* 1959} 119. 
In th i s papery an atteapt i s made to suggest a 
few of the factors \^ich need to be kept i n mind 
when considering enploynsnt aspects of population 
growth* No atteoapt i s made t» discuss each of 
the factors at length* 
82* RAO (VKRV)* Population growth and i t s re lat ion 
to ooployzoent in India* I|i India's population. 
19591 87. 
The large s i ze of our population makes for a 
large sized enployment problon even with a small 
rate of increase, and begteis to res^h alciost 
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astzx>noialeaL figures with an adfumaX rate of 
Increase of 2 percent or so* Details by sex 
and quinquennial periods of the additional 
esploysient In agriculture and non agriculture 
vlsuLlzed by the adoption of the different models 
are givon In the s t a t i s t i c a l eppendlx to th i s 
p ^ e r . 
83* 3ZNHA (JN)* Eoployment lopl icat ions of population 
gro%rth in India* £n India's population. 1 9 ^ ; 
124, 
I t I s the puz^ose of this p £ p ^ to bring out the 
employment liapllcations of peculation ^^^wth in 
India* In the view of the dangers and p i t f a l l s 
Involved in making population forecastst no 
atteopt I s made here to chart a def inite course 
of population growth and evaluate the poss ib i l i t y 
of f u l l eoployment* Alternative rates of popula-
t ion growth are se t Ibrth and the l i k e l y affects 
on eoployaent p r o j e c t s are examined. The 
approach i s i l l u s t r a t i v e end explanatory rather 
then predictive* 
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POPULATION, GKUV.TH ,§Q^ ETMICS. 
84, CALLAHAN (Daniel)• Ethics and population 
l imitat ion. Science. 175» ^ 2 1 j 1972 February 4 | 
487 - 94. 
While In the past* child bearing v;as unlforaly 
assigned a high social value* present conditions 
make unrestricted population gFovtti a source of 
grave dangers to the human race. Formulation o£ 
pol ic ies require 3 concernji» the ends pursuedt 
the means available* and the c r i t e r i a for evalua* 
tlon of means and ends. The primary hiaaan values 
have been freedomt ;}ustlce and survival; each 
can some times validly be traded off for the 
others . The value of freedom l i ^ l l e s that child 
bearing I s primarily a parental choice* subject 
to the r ights of othersi government may Intervene 
to protect these rights* but must show clear 
danger to them. Ck>vemments must f i r s t prove 
that volimtary progranuaes have been tr ied and 
have failed* and that crucial humdn values are 
threateiMd by population growth* to Justify 
coercive measures* which even then can be over 
thrown by d^K>nstratlons of severe harm to the 
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crucial humsn values} they are obligated to try 
the l e a s t coercive p o l i c i e s f i r s t , 
POPULATION, GROWTH jg^ FEti'HLITY, BIH/^, 
B% BmhiiJEL (Shallendra Nath). EiTfect o£ changes i n 
age patterns oX laarriage on f e r t i l i t y rates in 
iiihar, 1961-68. Man in India, 55» 3j 1973 July -
Sept«ttber{ 262»78» 
A^e at marriage i s an ic^ortait intermediate 
variable affecting f e r t i l i t y . A r i s e i n marriage 
age ftay reduce f e r t i l i t y * The extent of reduction 
i s coii|)uted for Bihar* Census data for Bihar in 
1961, eA^nxated for known error patterns, are used 
to compute the e f fects on f e r t i l i t y 1961-66 i f 
mean age of females marriage liad be&n raised from 
15 to 19 years* The result of t h i s changed 
pattern i s a s ignif icantly lower f e r t i l i t y * 
POPULATION, GROWTH jjfj^ Wli/^i D£VLLOPI^ .NT. 
86, PATHAK ( G S ) , Population growth and human develop-
nent* Indian worker. 22,9 | 1975 November 26} 9. 
The reason for the increase in the population 
i s well known, namely, the shaxp decline i n 
mortality rates , v^ile birth rates , thou£^ they 
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have also shown sone decline^ continue to be 
maintained at re la t ive ly h i ^ levels* No 
population policy can be efjfectively foxraulated 
and ia^lenented i n i so la t ion but always as an 
integral part of the total socio economic 
development strategy in the country, oocial 
growth and economic growth are so inter*laced 
that they cannot be dissociated from each other. 
In short run high population growth tend to 
retard social and economic development because 
they al ter the age structure of the populations, 
place a very heavy burden on edijcation, employe 
menty health services , food and natural resources, 
POPULATION, GROVvTH ^Q^ INCOME, 
87, BECKMAI^  (M), Income growth and peculation ^^owth, 
or, the race i s not always to the swift* Eurooeai 
Economic Review, 1,4 j 1970; 546 - 552* 
Presents and discusses a mod^ i n wiUch p<^ialation 
growth i s t ied direct ly to out put ^^rowth, 
88. SAXEl^ JA (JP). Regional imbalances in population 
and income. Eastern Econ, 55»aO}197D Ttovember 13; 
850-54. 
An atteoopt has been made in th i s ar t i c l e to analyse 
the growth rate of population and incoffle In 
India by states, wiiich can provide guide l ines 
for the fonaulation of population policy* The 
per ccpita income in India i s among the lowest 
in the world even after the inplementatlon of 
three five year plans* I t i s a paradox that the 
national domestic product i s rising whereas 
per capita income i s decliningf naturally as a 
result of a more rapid growth of population than 
of liJOP, 
POPULAXIUN GROvTH QQ^ INDUiiXhl/A. Di^ ViiLOPMiurr. 
89* CIRVANTE (Suresh R)* Growing population a drag 
on industry* Yo.lana. 12, 25; 1966 December 22;9* 
In Industrially advenced countries, increasing 
population has a beneficial effect* But, in 
India where indtistrialization i s yet to attain 
the developed country*8 standard higher rate of 
saving rather then consuinption would help to 
g^ierate higher income in future by making possible 
a rapid rate of inveotoent. In the l ight of this 
situation a fast increasing population is bound to 
I4n 
aggravate the problem of uneiaploymait etc, 
The remedy to this diff lc iat and un«tivlable 
situation l i e s In securing a marked Increase 
of both agricultural and Industrial production 
at a rate i«hlch Is onich faster than the rate of 
Increase of the population* 
POPULATION GROWTH a|^ LABOUR, 
90. CHELLASW/iMI (T)« Population trend and labour 
force in India, 1951-66. Population Review. 2,2; 
1958; 42.A8. 
The main object of this p£p«r i s to provide 
estimates of the future labour force in five 
year intervals ipto the year 1966 by the coii|)onait 
method. Before applying the labour force particle 
patlon rates to different sex end age groups, the 
promoted population has been distributed on 
certain single assua|}tions by rural and urban 
sectors tor both the sexes in different age groips, 
91, D/\R (Usha), Some observations on labour partici-
pation based on feunily size, Jj^ India's population, 
1959; 137. 
This brief p^er i s based on the data collected 
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In an Occi;^ationaX and fiBBployment durvey conducted 
by the Denogrqphic Research Centre^ InstiUite ol 
Economic GR>wth, Delhi University, i n Mukhaelpur 
v i l l a g e . The study i s l imited to ci i l t ivating 
families and ptirports to show the impsK t^ of 
fEmily s i ze on laliour participation and adult 
female lalx>ur participation i s examined separately. 
The analysis i s based on unchecked data and the 
resuCLtSy therefore* are tentat ive . The numbers 
involved are very small and* therefore* the 
conclusions need not be taken to be firmly 
established. 
92. TATA (Naval H). Population problem. E£. 1975 
September 12 | 6 t 2. 
I t i s a ^each at the Asian i!^loyee*s .ieminar 
on Population and Family Planning ^onsored by 
the ILO at C^ ew Delhi in March 1971. Size of the 
national labour force i s bound to expand rspidly 
during the next few years, as the new entrants are 
already box'n. Unless we act promptly and decisively* 
we wil l never be able to come out of the morass 
of poverty and enstire a higher standard of l i v ing 
for our people, whilst the formulation of a 
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population policy I s a matter to be dealt vdth 
at the national l e v e l , the s u b l e t offers a 
apltfidid opportunity for a meaningful collabora-
tion between labour and management in the interes t 
of ensiiring the workers a heppy and contented 
U f e . 
POPULATION Ci^ .'.TH and LAW, 
93* L££ (Luke T)« Law» Human rights and Population i 
strategy for action« |a . Population strategy i n 
Asia. 1974| P 334, 
Today there i s a conf l ic t between the pace of 
growth of the human race and the di^roportionate 
increase in the production of resources necessary 
to s)4}port mankind i n peace, p r o ^ e r i t y and 
dignity* I t has been only within the p c^ st 
decade that the problem associated with population 
growth have seemed to be a proper subject for 
legal concern* iiecause research in th i s area i s 
of so recent an origin, th i s ar t ic le i s designedly 
exploratory i n nature. I t seeks simultaneously 
to stimulate and provoke further research, 
thought and discussion on the subject. To th is 
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&ad i t I s divided into three parts t f irsts 
a review of the status and relevance of the 
concept of huraan rights; second, a discussion 
of the link between human rights and population 
control; and third, a proposal for a search 
strategy of action* 
POPULATION, GROWTH ^Kl LITERSY. 
94* LAL (RB) • Literacy levels and population 
growth* Population Review, 12, 1*2; 1966; 
55-59. 
Presents literacy rates for the States of India 
in 1961 and analysis* Crude birth rate, child 
wcman eatio, and rvareH urban differentials* 
95. SUE (AK)* Han, diet and literacy in India* ^ ; 
127, 6 I1970 December; 417-21* 
nie problem of the human factor in India reqfuires 
to be given a treah look* There i s need for 
bringing about a better balancing betwe^i space 
and pc^pulation by restriction of iimaigration 
into areas of high congestion* Th@i there i s 
need for checking further growth of population in 
areas Of h i ^ birth rate* There i s need for 
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iB|>roving the phyalcal eff iciency of the people 
by a crash prograome of adequate production of 
both protective and Don protective foods. 
Lastly* there i s an urgent need for l iquidation 
of i l l e t eracy . 
POPULATION, GHOWTH jgOi MAN POWEK. 
96. (^ ANAJEKAFiAN (K3) and lYKK (R. Raoalinga). 
Population grovrth and mar^ower i n the s ta tes 
of India* Ker«la Labour and Induatries Review. 
3 , 3 I 1965J 163 - 73, 
A Study of inter-casual change 1901-»6il i n seven 
States (Assam, Punjab, Uttar Pradesh, Maharashtra, 
Gujrat, West Bengal and Kerala)* Aspects consiaered) 
QLfferential poptalation growth in the States; 
Education and man-power develor^ment; har^ower 
u t i l i z a t i o n i n the f i r s t and second plans; 
Ifl^lication for future planning* 
97* TXLM (VHK). Future mar^ o%i«r s ituation in India, 
1961^76* ;p^?rnat^9i)^ i^ a^ V r^ "^fYJ^ eyy^  87, $; 1963| 
435-46. 
Ejqjected population increase analysed and then 
coinposition of the future labour force by age and 
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sex estimated. Projections of eraployment by 
industry and occi;patlon are given and also 
balance between future su)ply of new entrants 
to the labour force demand for manpower at 
different l e v e l s of education are estimated, 
POPULATION QiQvvTH ^]g|, NA'i'iuN.i. LJTr.Giv/uIuN, 
98, HIAVK (Vinoba), Population esqploslon and national 
integration, Sarvodava. 24,3; 1974 oeptember; 
75 - 78. 
This I s Vinoba;)i*s addres. at the conclusion of 
^ils dliscussions with the secretaries of Harijan 
SevdK Sangh and Gramdan Board on 10-5-74. According 
to Vlnobaji's In the next 30 years India's 
population would be doubled, today's population 
i s 55 crores and by th i s end of th i s century our 
population would be 110 crores. The population 
of the world woiild be 720 crores at that time, 
According to him we nnist practice s e l f contxx>l, 
Secondly, we must Increase our agricultural 
production, svhat our country needs most today 
i s national integration. There may be many 
reasons for dissat i s fact ion aiKing the people of 
different s ta tes , but they must preserved the 
unit of the country. Strengthened national 
14B 
integration c ^ be brought by ioprovin^ agricul-
tural production and encouraging cottage 
industries* 
POPULATION GROWTH SQ^ NUIKITION, 
99* GINDEHTAEL (Jearv-Michel Van)« Population and 
nutrit ion <- 32 years from now* Yo.lanat 12,6 ; 
1966 March; 18 - 20* 
In India there i s a rapid r i s e i n population. I t 
i s hard to imagine the gigantic investments 
needed to create a viable econcmiy that would 
yie ld adequate reinvesta«its i n the form o i 
housing* hoi^italsy and road for a population 
that has doubled in size* We must hope that 
advances i n sc i ent i f i c knowledge wil l ease the 
pressure which soaring birth rates are already 
creating i n country* 
POPULATION, GROvmi ^n^ POLLUTION, 
100* DEORAS (P3), Population and pollution* TI ; 
1973 January 21; 8 i6-7* 
While Malthusian philosophy linked population 
growth with the problem of food stpply, some 
advanced nations are linking i t sow to pollution* 
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Endless statemaats are made about the starving 
population of India and advising Indians to 
reduce their iareeding. Industrialisation 
without pol lut ion, urbanisation without 
destroying the natural balance» spread of proper 
education, better indigenous health services and 
raising the marriage age to 20 are the factors 
that wi l l contxx)l the rate of growth of population, 
POPUL-aiON GJiOWTH Qj^ POVliiTY, 
101. POPULATION AND poverty, Aasam Tribunei 1972 
December 20; Ac • f, 9c, 
In the particular case of India, population 
growth has undoubtedly been a retarding factor, 
off sett ing the gains of GNP growth and keeping 
per capita income pract ica l ly around stagncnt 
l e v e l s . What adds a particularly distressing 
dimension to the Indian population problem i s 
the disproportionately large mmiber of childrrai 
In the total peculation. This age group i s a 
consisning section, not a productive section and 
i s therefore, a net l i a b i l i t y on the population, 
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POPULATION, GHQV.TH ^jg^ POWiih POLITIC^, 
142. 3HARMA (PM). Power-poll t lcs and p<^ulat ion, 
Uplted Asla^ 22, 1 j 197D January^February; 
3 - 3 4 . 
Papulation i s r e l a t ed t o every other problem 
of a na t ion . I t i s Inseparably r e l a t e d to the 
VvtiU being of the vrorld. I t s secur i ty pecce and 
l »2^^e r l t y . I t Involves economic, technological , 
p o l i t i c a l and cu l t u r a l problems and the over a l l 
i n t e rna t i ona l game of pomer p o l i t i c s . Generally, 
the populat ion growth of a nat ion inev i t ab ly 
produces pressures for ea^ansion and war. Some 
assiaaie t h a t a general increase In the world 's 
populat ion wil l produce pressure i n favour of 
more e f fec t ive In t e rna t iona l co-operat ion, India 
with i t s great populat ion, i ndus t r i a l development 
and mighty mi l i t a ry s t r eng th , can prove a 
balancing force for es tab l i sh ing peace. I f vie 
f a H to make use of t h i s opportunity, i t may 
prove a blunder, 
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POPULATION, GROV^ H g^ PROSPERITY. 
103. Dm (Andre Van). Population versus prosperity? 
Int SJQ «^ 15* 2t 1976 ilpril • June) 287 - 94. 
Highest growth rate ot papulation occurred i n 
the Third vorld, ^ e o i a l l y in India, where three 
b i l l i o n people l i v e . On the other hand, most of 
the afHuence i s centred i n industrial nations 
where one b i l l i on people have their home. This 
lends an extra dinwnsion to the crucial question 
whether i t i s peculation growth or the increase 
i n affluence that exerts the greatest pressure 
upon the world's v i t a l and scree resources. If 
i t i s ess^atial to reduce the f e r t i l i t y rate i n 
order to lower the pressxire of population on 
scarce resources, i t i s correa|>ondlngly v i t a l to 
bend the expon«:itial £^wth curve of abundance 
into gentle saturation. 
POPULATION GROIVTH aad PUBLE; POLICY. 
104, MEHTA (BC). Population esqplosion and public policy, 
£ ^ I6,12t 1971 Deceraberi 5 1 7 - ^ . 
Population explosion poses one of the most 
ijqportant problems of economic development and 
15n 
public pol icy i n India* The relationship 
betweoi population growth end economic 
development i s a t%io way relationship. 
Economic development causes poptilation to 
increase at a rspid rate in the In i t ia l 
stages of economic development of the under 
developed coiantries thereby set t ing in motion 
a sequence vthich may ultimately daapen the 
pa^e of econcMnic development i t s e l f . The 
stiuiy points out that research should be under-> 
taken on the dynenics of doaogrsphic behaviour 
on state and intrastate leve ls* In th i s 
connectiont there i s a pressing need to develop 
indicators for quantitative measurement of 
economic and social development and change at 
the d i s t r i c t level* This being done» the 
dyn£Biic lnter»relationship be tue^ socio 
econcMoic conditions and deoogrephic behaviour 
could be s t i ^ e d and understood well . The 
resu l t s of th i s study point out that only a big 
push -> a socio economic revolution - can be 
esqpeoted to reduce f e r t i l i t y so that f e r t i l i t y 
decline out paces the mortality decline. Family 
planning i s no substitute for rapid economic 
development* 
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POPULATION, GKOVkTH SQ^ RELIGION, 
XOd. CHETHIMATTAM (Jbtan B), Problem of populaUon 
e^^loalon and traditional religion* ftpljgion 
and 3^oct 19» 3 | 1972 September; 29 • 3^. 
Population explosion i s an economic problem* 
Mass of humanity i s increaaini; at an alarming 
rate , far exceeding the rate of growth in 
productivity. In view of the higher standard of 
l iv ings greater cost of education of children, 
and the occupational strains inposed on parents, 
the problem i s more acute. The real tragedy 
i n th i s s i tuation i s that re l ig ion that normally 
provided clear and secure solutions ta the 
problems of human l i f e has be«a in th i s particular 
subject a real obstacle i n arriving at a meaningful 
rational solution. Instead of qpproacning the 
i ssues with a pos i t ive and open outlook, re l ig ion 
has faced i t with a rather negative att i tude. 
Traditional rel igion formed i t s principles and 
conclusions in th i s matter at en early date when 
the real need of society as a wJriolo and of nations 
and families was an increase in population. Thou^ 
th i s situation has drast ical ly changed, rel ig ions 
stuck i n the past find i t d i f f i cu l t to adjust 
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themselves to the changed socio - economic 
s ituation of humanity. 
POPULATION, QlO.TH SQ^ i>OCU\L CH/U<Gi^ . 
106. Ad^i^ALA ( ^ ) « lap act oi' population growth on 
iiocietyi Indian J Soc %<kt 26, 2; 1965 July; 
118 - 25. 
The c r i t i c a l aspect of the population pro hi en 
of the devel(^ing countries* mayv of the conteopo* 
rary world i s i t s timing. Repid poptilation grovirth 
Mould not be a major problem i f i t occurred along 
witii re|>id economic and soc ia l development* The 
denographic dilesuaa which India faces today i s 
typical of the developing countries. A family 
planning programme in India wnich seeks to 
involve a large proportion of the population in 
the regular use of contraceptives should give 
l i t t l e or ao attention to the methods of contra-
ception and siiould largely concentrate on 
launching a coiqprehensive communication and 
motivation progronme with the object of t»*inging 
about suitable changes in the attitudes and 
values of the people through a coordinate grou|>t 
of a c t i v i t i e s employing the most e f fect ive 
techniques of education and conmnjuiication. 
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107. BAhNABAS ( A P ) , Population growth and social 
change t Note on rural society* 5oc Action ; 
24, 1 J 1974 January • March; 25 - 32, 
This ar t i c l e examines the relationship betv««en 
population growth and social change in the 
context of the early age of marriage for g i r l s , 
family s i z e , migration to the urban areas, and 
technological innovation* The thes i s of the 
author i s that social change i s a total 
phencnnenon and that the effort to bring about 
a change in the rate of population growth must 
take into consideration the t o t a l i t y of the 
rural social systoa* 
108. OGBURN (William F)« Population, private ownership, 
technology and standard of l i v ing . American 
Journal of ^ociologvi 56, 4 | 19f»l| 314 - 19. 
Four factors affecting differences in the 
standard of l i v ing : population,natural resources, 
econcMDic organization and tecrinology are examined* 
Conditions i n United s t a t e s . United Kingdom, 
China, India and the ;^vlet Union are discussed* 
^ L 
POPULATION^ GROWTH ^g^ SOCIAL DEVELOPi-iia^ iT. 
109* HERZOC (John), Investment i n soc ia l development: 
Some Inp l i ca t i ons of danographic condi t ions , 
l^ Population Etretegy i n Asia; 1974| p 190, 
The usual approach to the re la t lonsn ip between 
populat ion and soc ia l development has focussed 
on e f fec t s of populat ion growth and s t ruc tu re 
as investment requi r^ ien tsv the acnount of inves t -
ment required annually to maintain or a t t a i n a 
given leve l of socia l c a p i t a l per cap i t a . The 
prper spec i f i ca l ly asks how demograpiriic condit ions 
and espec ia l ly the r a t e of populat ion yrowth -
affect both the r o l e investment p lays in soc ia l 
development and the a l loca t ion of resources among 
a l t e rna t ive social p ro j ec t s and programmes. 
Pa r t i cu l a r a t ten t ion i s given to the fac tors and 
problems t h a t decision makers and soc ia l planners 
must tedce in to account in a l loca t ing soc ia l 
investment. 
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POPULATION, GRO TH jgQ^ SUPEl.JTITIuIM, 
1X0. R/J-lAKRIaHNA (G), Supers t i t ion of popul ition 
esplosion. Mainstreant 1977 Jiane 18; 12 . 14. 
This a r t i c l e deals witli* t h a t how much super-
s t i t i o n i s responsiisle for rapid growth of 
popialatlon i n India . Population problem i s not 
a problem i n i t s e l f i t should be viewed from Vnie 
po in t of view of economic develc^ment. There i s 
a powerful strange hold on our minds which has 
made ua im:orrigiULy s^^ers t i t ious» so much, so 
we do not analyse our economy which has grown so 
wretched t h a t i t goes on swelling the rnnks of 
the l e s s i n t e l l i g e n t and the beggar. 
POPULATION, GROV.IH ^^ Tt.CimuLOG'i. 
111. ROY (luhin K). Technology and growing populat ion. 
S^QCHi 1971 i ^ r i l 1 | 15 - 23. 
Along with the populat ion growth there i s a r ^ i d 
advancement i n technology, with t h i s advancement 
comes the increased mater ia l requirement per cap i t a . 
In India we have achieved some measure of succesi^ 
i n r a i s i n g our food production. This has been 
pos s ib l e through in t ens ive agr icu l tu re using 
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chemical f e r t i l i z e r s and pes t i c ides . A rapid 
increase i n population has resulted in stripping 
forest areas of wood for housing, supply of fuel 
and building of roads* Cutting dovn of vegetation 
not only reduces the earth's supply of grec»i 
leaves which produce oxygen, but also increases 
s o i l erosion. Technological advance has not 
only resulted in the pol lution of water but i t 
often means pollution of the air as well . Vi/hile 
we must work to grow Bore food without polluting 
our environment* we must at the same time try to 
control the growth of popxilation. 
POPULATION, QiO TH ^S^ TO vN, PL.uJlUWu. 
112. SUFiI (KB). Towis : 6 ize , economic structure, and 
growth. Econ and ool wiav ; 3t 32; 1968; 1247-51. 
Article questions and hypothesis that there i s u 
pos i t ive relationship between s ize c\nd town and 
their growth, and attenpts to indicate an alterna-
t ive approach to e3q)laining differences i n the 
rates of growth of towns. Growth of town i s 
related not so much to s i z e as to their economic 
character. 
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POPULATION, GROWTH 3^ THADb UN ION is, 
113. MAPARA (Govardhan), Attitude of trade unions 
towards population growth. Indian worker ; 
18,- 47; 1970 August 24; 5* 
I t I s a generally accepted fact that the ratio 
between the l iv ing standards and the high rate 
of population growth varies inversely. The 
population has been ever Increasing, but I t 
used to adjust i t s e l f due to causes l ike pest i lence , 
natural calami t ies* famine e tc . The advance-* 
ffl^it i n the f i e ld of mirgery and medicine has 
reduced the death rate . laprovemaits i n the 
l i v i n g standards are very l ike ly to arrest the 
peculation growth but the practical question i s 
that the economic growth which i s bound to be 
slow in the prevailing circumstances, wi l l not 
be able to keep pace with the increase in the 
peculation. I t i s therefore very urgent that 
bold and strexng measures need to be taken for 
checking the rapid population inf lat ion. As 
the pressure of the peculation growth i s f e l t 
more at the economically lower strata of society, 
i t i s a practical proposition to begin to take 
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neasures against i t from that sta^e.Henc coaes 
the ( f ec ia l function of the organlzedsector of 
trade unions and other Tarloua organisations. 
POPULATION, CSROWTJi jQ^ UKBANlZATIOiN, 
1I4« BHARADWAJ (NC). Changes In the urban population 
in India, Eastern Econ ; 60, 25 S 1973 June 22; 
1234 - 37. 
An increase i n arbanlaatlonls c lose ly linked with 
industrial izat ion or over a l l econoaiic develop-
ment* The Continuous sh i f t of the rural population 
to c i t i e s for ei^loyiaent in the non agricultural 
industries i s one of the essential conditions for 
economic progress of a country* This causes high 
density of population In c i t i e s* The art ic le 
gives data of urban population of d l f f ero i t 
countries, including India* 
POPULATION, GROWTH, BIRTH ftATU 
115* POPULATION EXPLOSION, National Heraldt 1975 November 
5| 5. 
For a huge country l i k e India, r ich in natural 
resources, a population of 600 o i l l l o n should 
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have be«i th« main source of strength but 
considering i t s l eve l of develapm«it and 
back log of economic and social probleias» 
the population problem i s serious. Iliough 
India has the largest family planning progranmte 
she has not made much headway i n reducing the 
birth rate* In urban families and among educated 
pec^le there i s an increasing awareness of need 
for birth control* I t i s i n zniral areas that 
family plaining propaganda should be intens i f ied . 
POPULATION, GRUV,TH, CAUoLiJ, 
116. AGAR. ALA (3N). India breeds and how. I l l wklvt 
1972 July 23| 8-13. 
India i s a peculation giant» second most populous 
country in the viorld. India's population i s 
continuing to grow at a fas t rate. The main 
reason for the rapid increase in India's 
population i s a decline in the death rate and 
not an increase in the birth rate . Therefore 
the future growth of our population wi l l depend 
largely i^on the fluctuations i n the birth rate -> 
whether i t declines or stays high. There are 
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only tM> ways of reducing the birth ratei 
aiKi increase in marriage age and use of contra-
cept ives , The l a t e s t census figures show that 
the Christians* Sikhs, and Muslims • i n that 
order • are growing at a faster rate th«n the 
Hindus. 
117. CHANDRASHEKHAH (ii) . Falling death rate main 
factor I Radio talk* Population Rev ; 11 , 1; 
1967 January; 60 • 61, 
In a broadcast talk on India's population problem 
Dr. Chandrasekhar said that in the world today 
India ranked second in population numbers. Repid 
growth can be explained i n terms of the high 
birth rate and repidly declining death rates . 
Dr. Chandrasekhar said that the re la t ive 
scarcity of females or the excessive masculinity 
of the Indisn population had always been a 
s ignif icant feature of the Indian population. 
High birth rate, universality of marriage, and 
absence of any ef fect ive wide spread family 
planning progratmne add to popiilation growth. 
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l i s , nrnji^moBia (pc) and BHAITACHAHYA ( D ) , omrwth 
of poptilatlon of India and Pakistan, ld01» 
1961. Artha Yi.1nana> 18, 1 ; 1976 March j 
1-10. 
W.H. Morelond estlmatsd the population of India 
as loo mill ion in 1600. Kingftley Davis raised 
th i s figures to 125 mil l ion and assumed there 
was not much change for 150 years and a slow 
growth there after. Available evidence gives 
a consistence view of a slow growth of papulation 
utpto 1921. A sudden acceleration in the rate ox 
increase started from 1921. Mortillty rates 
were clearly responsible for the observed 
pattern of changes in the rate of growth of 
population. The declining fiatio of land per 
capita as pointed out W.... Hunter i n 1881, and 
by the Census commissioner i n 1951, might be 
ascribed basically to the growth of population, 
and the increasing number of persons engaged i n 
agriculture. Urbanisation progressed at a 
slow rate in relat ion to the total population. 
The urban population in the Indian Union doubled 
between 1901 and 1961. The rate of growth of 
population of towns of smaller s ize was much 
sloweri the smaller the s ize of the town, the 
lower was the rate of growth of the population. 
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119. RAJA (KCKE)» Population growth in India, 
Journal of Family Welfare ; 3 . 4; 19^7 ; 
109 - 120. 
Fc^tor determining population growth are 
discussed end some forecast made re^^arding 
India's population. Teaching and research 
programme are also mentioned* 
120, TALiiKAH (UR), Population problem. National 
Heral<^ ; 1972 October 17; 4. 
Population of India i s large and l a increasing 
at the rate of 2,2 % p^" annum. Reasons for 
rapid increase of populations are superstit ion, 
l l l e t racy t marriage at early age, universal ity 
i n marriagef polygsay e tc , Inspite of the fact 
that the hirth rate has been reduced, India s t i l l 
stands at the top i n the l i s t of countries as 
regards birth rate . Yet the exist ing circuostancee 
favour the growth of population. Though the 
increase has brought (a) an increase in production 
(2) more land under plough yet the birth rate 
remains alarming. The r i s ing population in 
India iiust be checked by family planning, 
education, by Increasing quality of population, 
1 PQ 
CONTROL. 
12I« DIXIT (aiirendre Kunar). Anatoay of population 
•jqjiXoaloiu Sunday Haraldt 1980 Auguat 23| 2« 
Ih« aourt i n population growth in India has 
oainoua implications with catastrophic eonao* 
qta«ioas« Our s f forts in aradieating diaaaaea 
ov«r tha yaars raaulting i n ganaral it^provanant 
of eooaon man* a atandard or l iv ing have be«a 
i n a way raoponsible for th i s ut^rosadanted 
gro%rth rate. I t i s not Just a baby booa. Pall 
i n infant iBortality« ii^raaaad l i f e ^en and 
better quality of l i f e are alao contributory 
f actora* Pov«rty and population probl«B are 
inextricably intamined* India ia the f irs t 
country in the world which realized the iopending 
ealaiBity and recognized the iB|>ortsnce and 
urgency of preventing population proliferation 
froa beconing wnenageable* Reasona for fenily 
planning efXOrts not clicking in India to the 
deaired extent are i l l i teracyt antiquated mipw^ 
st i t ion, ossified tradition* unfounded fear and 
suspicion etc* 
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POPULATION, CJROWTH, CAUS&i, EMPLOYMENT, POLICY, 
122* KHANDEWAL£ (SV)« Poptaation change and e^loyment 
poUcy i n India* ££^ 1% 9f 1970 Mayi 229*36« 
CliAg* in tbe s ize of population i s a function 
of tMO variablea, i « e . birth rate and death rate . 
These variataes are influenced by various socio • 
eoonoaic end p o l i t i c a l factors* A shait> ' a ^ 
i n death rate and a re la t ive ly s l i gh t decline 
i n the birth rate have resulted in population 
e3q[>losion and th is i n t « m has and wi l l continue 
to result i n an e3|>losion in the labour market 
during the next two decades* And bulk of the new 
labour supply wi l l be i n the rural sector and 
wi l l be educated* These fac t s , therefore, should 
serve as back ground for the fomulation of 
Mployiaent pol icy for some decades i n India* 
POPULATION, GROWTH, CAUS£3, PLANNING* 
123* ISnOQiAPHS: SITUATION i n the £CAPE region* J^ 
Population strategy i n Asia* 1974| P 69* 
The four largest countries, China, India, Indonesia 
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and Jipan* tofi»th«r hav« 78 % ot the total 
population ot the rtglon« Ripid daolina in 
Mortality has aiad* a aubstantLal contribution to 
population growth in the countries of the region* 
nhare there has been a decline in f er t i l i ty i t 
has generally been not suffioient to off set the 
decline in mortality* Tkk9 population growth 
trends in the cmintries of the region indicate 
the urgency of the probileni and the need for 
policy • aalcersf plann«>stadBinistrators and 
researchers to coordinate their activities^ as 
i t i s by Mutual st%)port and co-operation that a 
real is t ic solution to the people's problens will 
be achieYed« 
POLYCIMY. 
IZkm CHOJNACKA (Helena). Polygyny and the rate of 
population growth. PffpytHiflttftB ffmOdftl 34, 1| 
91 • 108. 
Itae roots, aotives and feasibi l i ty of practising 
polygyny in societies with a balanced sex 
structure and the effect of polygyny on the rate 
of papulation growtti are considered* The findings 
18B 
imply that during tte transition iroa polygyny 
to MMQOgeay faodXy size idXl t«ii(i to diminiaht 
ail though in i t ia l ly f er t i l i ty nay not declino 
ooneurr«itly idLth changing socio econoodLc 
status. ThiB most ia^ortant effects on tho rate 
of population growth rosuLt flrem ths increaao 
in age at f i r s t marriage eaad deelining propor-
tions to ever married man« 
POPULATION^  GROW^THy CENSUS, 
125* QQsa* (OS). RegionaH a^}eets of population gro^/th 
i n India* 1951 * 6L, ImiVS T^ tW PftMl 3 , 2 | 
19621 87 - 99. 
X&scusses ganeral snd regional population trends 
in the country fras eoosus figures for the period 
from 1901 and particularly the period from 195L*6l* 
Author mentions the continuation and intensificap* 
tion of the developed trend since 1921 and feels 
an esiplosive stage will be reached by 1971* 
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WEST BENGAL* 
126. DAS (Aaal K) end BMBRJEE (Sw^an K)« Certain 
asp acta of population growth anongst the tribea 
of Wost Bangal. a i l l a t i n of tha Cultural Rasaarch 
Inatituta. t 3$ It 1964| 1*14« 
A atudy of fart i l i t jr and norbi l l ty among tr ibal 
oooBunitiaa i n thraa salaotad viUagaa i n 1962« 
Covara t aga« aax and marital atatua pattama« 
ago at marriaga and int«nrala batwaan marriaga 
and f i ra t birth Intarvalti ohildran avar bom 
and duration of marriaga; Mrth rataai aga 
apacific daath rata and cauaaa of deathf morbidity 
and haalth attitudaai attitudaa on number of 
ohildran deaired and preference for the aex of 
the iaauof family platmingi knowledge about 
maternal and infant death, 
POPULATION, GROWTH, CONTR(»^ « 
127* fiOSE (A). Growth of population in India and 
the demographic cyc le . Xft^m fiffgJMfflA^ ^ ffWIlAl 
1904| 5 - 19. 
In thia article, Ite poaaibllity of a new type 
of demogrephic cycle having a aimultaneoua fa l l 
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iB aortcaJLty and fert i l i ty during the procMS 
of indiwtrlalizatioii haft b*«n dlscussad* I t 
suggMts efftctiv* aeans of population control 
and Bodamization of villagaa* 
128, CHADHA (VK). PopuXaUon asploaion, Indiaa 
workart 18» 13| 197D Jmuary X2| 9* 
In India* i f the population goea on increaaing 
at the preaent enoxmoua rate* i t will become 
diff icult to provide enough doctors* houses, 
teaoheratand achoola to aeet the miniann needs 
in future* Population growth dopenda on the 
relation between births «id deaths de»facts« 
Birth rate in India i s very high. Dsaogrfiphically 
%>eaking there are three waya to control the problen 
(1) By raialng the death rate (2) encouraging 
•migration or (3) loiiering the birth rate* No 
ont will recommend the firat method* Qaigration 
does not offer ouch solution* To keep a check 
on growing rate of population i t i s essential 
to Itnhance ^ e marriage age, sand to bring fenily 
planning in regular practice* 
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129« CHANORASSKHAR (S), Billion Indians ^ aooo A«D. 
Population Rmw | Zlf 1«>2 | 1977 January - Docwbori 
129 * 31. 
For UB in India* idth liadtod national land ar«a« 
low Ifvel ojt technology and poor lovola of 
oofivauaption for a najority of tte population* 
our preaont total population of about 6L2 aillions 
has roachod sonothing of a orisis dimension* Two 
facts about the growth of our population flr« 
u^ially overlookod. One i s that the axBiual rate 
of growth of our population i s not unusually high 
coHpared to more than fifty othei* countries in 
the world* Secondly* we started as an independent 
nation with a large population sod therefore even 
a noBinel rate of increase nets us large annual 
additions. But as this fact i s an obstacle to 
our national effort to li(|uidate poverty we want 
to do so something to curb the growth of population* 
Once we reduce the nation's birth rate to about 
25 per 1000 we shall discover to our great relief 
that our prohleBis of food mi^ ply* fusing* 
schooling and health services « d other probleois 
becoiae comparatively easy to solve* 
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130. CHitfiDRASaOiAAAN (C), Indian d«aogrGphlc trmds 
nith a projection Into next 25 years and thdr 
algnlflcence for social welfare* ^mtfiffl ^ Soc MM 
269 2| 1969 JuL/i 126 • 28. 
Since 1921 the population of India began crowing 
at a much faster rate than belbre* India's 
future population s ize v i l l be eoverned by trends 
In the birth and death rates* The e3q[>endlture on 
school educatlont aaternal and child care* housing 
and other Molfare ptuposes will be relatively 
higher i f f er t i l i ty continues to be high* Clvlslon 
of esqpendltures to lomedlately productive puinpose-s 
may not be possible as long as pressive of the 
educational housing and welfare no^Cs of the 
growing population Is not lessened* These needs 
can be reduced considerably by a decline In 
fer t lUty . 
151* D«SOUZA (Anthony A)* India's population probUa 
In perspective* Social Aotiom 23» 4| 1973 
October - Deeeaibert 343 * €0* 
Modem dsstogrqphlc problems in India are varied 
and coi^lex end consequently require a multl • 
dimensional e^proach* Tb meet the challenge of 
population groirtht the author suggests laptori 
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of the standard of l iv ing, the need for 
population education and raising the status 
of woBien* He also recoom^ads v^ious measures 
designed to promote fuller uti l isation of human 
resources* He en^hasises the need for economic, 
social, and cultural changes required for the 
development of a more responsible attitude toward 
parenthood fooily and society* 
132* HAY (Sankar). Population behaviour and i t s 
control with particular reference to India* 
ttod. Hev: 117, 3| 1965 Karchj 2 2 7 - 3 0 . 
The volUBinous influx of the popialation to an 
ever increasing extent has laid clown an effective 
iisprint upon the tranquil totality of human 
species today* Our flow of l i f e over the universe 
i s suddttnly lopeded resulting in a crises in 
cizilisation* Health conditions are appreciably 
liQ»roving* Death rate has come doim by 23%» 
While these achievements in the f ield of public 
health are worth praise, the simultaneous said 
correlated drive for family planning should be a 
must* Regarding growth models, three models are 
iBostly accepted! Malthusisn, Optimum and Harrod 
OiKiier. The f irst two are coiqparatively obsolete 
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and the l a s t one i s In v a ^ « du* to I t s 
preoloion and purpooivanesa, 
133* REVELLE (Roger)* Probleia of people. Population 
Revt 10» 1; 1966 January} 17 - 23* 
Present rates of hiaaoi population growth confront 
us with a problem that i s unique. Although 
pqpulatlon growth c learly cannot continue indef i -
nitely« i t i s equally clear that given the right 
soc ia l end econc»alc conditions* and a suf f ic ient ly 
high technology, the resources of the earth could 
siipport a much large number of hvraan - beings 
thgoi are now al ive . The real and present question 
i s not papulation s ize in the future but the rate 
of increase today. Population education should 
be given at university l e v e l . Our icuaediate 
concerns are family planning^ population controlf 
and the balancing of resources development against 
population growth. 
134. iMMIVAS (MN), Curbing peculation growth i Just 
rais ing age of marriage wi l l not do. Yo.lanat 
1977 November 16; 33« 
Shri Raj Narain* Union Minister for Health and 
Family welfare* recently announced that the cabinet 
17<^ 
had approved of a proposal to r a i s e the mlnlmimi 
age of marriage to 21 years for man and to 18 
years for %i»oman. I f government I s able to 
enforce t h i s measure, how e f fec t ive wi l l i t be 
i n lowering the r a t e of population growth? The 
per iod of high f e r t i l i t y anong vioman i s 2^ -> 29. 
I f the new mlnimimi age comes in to force i t may 
be assumed tha t woman a t marriage wi l l be i n 
be t t e r hea l th . More mother md i n f an t s vd l l 
survive^ and i t wi l l add to the r a t e of population 
growth, 
133. T/LEYASUUii^  (lioml J U). PopulaUon esq^losion. 
Eastern Econ (Annual Number); 1969| 1 2 ^ - 62. 
The roo t cause of a l l our economic t r a v a i l s i s 
the population e^j^losion* Unless we are able 
to control the r i s e in populat ion, whatever we 
do wi l l never staffice to meet the ever grovdng 
requirements of our people* Our per cap i t a 
income wi l l remain p i t i f u l l y low i n con^arision 
with the advanced countr ies of the vorld« One 
of the reason of r ^ i d population growth i s imrjroved 
hea l th se rv ices . According to the author the 
only ef fec t ive remedy i n t i l ls country i s s t e r i l i -
za t ion . I t may further be necessary to r a i s e the 
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present nlnlBun ag« of raarriage as an additional 
measure for controlling the r i s e in population. 
AflOitTION, 
136. MOHAN (Raj Pa l ) . AborUon in India. Social 
Sciencei 50, 3; 1975j 141-43. 
Abortion in India has a history as long as the 
c i v i l i z a t i o n . In ancient and tradit ional t ex t s , 
debate can be found on the exact moment vthen 
l i f e begins. De;^ite wars, famine and diseases 
which extinguish adult l i f e , philosophical 
concern seems centered on the firtal s i tuat ion. 
Itoder colonial rule from Britain, abortion was 
punished, in the abortionist and in the mother, 
by ti:^ Indian Penal Code enacted in I860. 3incc 
then, daoogrsphic and hunanitarian concerns have 
greatly l iberal ized abortion laws. Continued 
population concerns may Induce a l iberal ized 
view of abortion on a global perspective. 
FAi'lILY PLANNING. 
137. AZAD (Amar Singh) and GAiiG (Pyara Lai ) . Fanily 
planning and poverty. Mainstreams 16, 19; 1978 
January 7j 25-29. 
I t I s said that India i s an over populated country. 
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Many learned professors are trying to convince 
us that this peculation es^losion i s the only 
hurdle i n our efforts to f ight against poverty. 
But« people are not poor because they have lar^e 
fatail^res* Quite the contrary, they have lariie 
faoBilles because they are poor. In the given 
conditions, large family i s a need for the 
rural poor* They must produce most chlldroi 
i n order to survive* 
138, BALJIT SBICH, FsBiily planning t CriUque of a 
view point* Mainstreamt 1978 February 18; 
11^14$ 
Several view points on family planning, l i k e 
re l ig ious and, ultra conservative which stands 
for C(»^ulaory s t e r i l i s a t i o n to ac^iieve a 
progressive it>pxx>v&Dent i n the l i v ing conditions, 
develc^mmtalist, Marxist, woiaen*l]>bberti and so 
on, are given* The evolution of faciily planning 
prograQBBe in India has been traced with i t s 
various approaches* 
17B 
139. CHAN0KA3£XHARAN (C). Indian ferUXlty i n a 
changing oconooie tfid social se t t ing , 
Family Plaining Newsi 3; 1962| 228 - 236. 
Discusses Indicn l e v e l s of f e r t i l i t y as co^.ireci 
v i th other countries and says that a do^ tinward 
trend cannot be effected vdthout a large scale 
s t er i l i za t ion coop sign* 
1A0. FmiLY PL^NLNG has i t s iapact on population 
growth, 21, • 1571 iipril 13; 4 i 4-5# 
Family planning has had i t s inpact on the 
Indians population vdiich on P^rU. 1, 1971t was 
14 mil l ion l e s s thai the o f f i c i a l l y pro^jected 
figure of 561 mil l ion. According to Chandrasekhar 
the asstBBption mode by an expert cominittee of the 
very rgpid f a l l in the mortality rate appeared 
to have been soaev^at over opt imist ic . The 
intact of family planning \iould also appear to 
have been is^ercq>tibly more than vHtiat was 
eo^ected, 
141, INFORMATION SEiiVlCE OF LNDiA, Family planning 
progrooM i n India, J^k Population c r i s i s and 
the use of vuorld resotur^es; 1964; 155, 
India ranks secot^ in the vorld p<^ulation next 
only to china. The impact of the peculation 
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problem on reaoiurces i s alarming. This paper 
gives a Ir i e f account of what i s being done 
i n Family Plsaining Programme in India, 
142* MIHDHA (Nathuram), P<^ulation increase and 
agricultural productloni Farmer and Parliament; 
11, 8 J 1976 August } 15 - 17, 
"Population ej^losion", i s a world phenomenom 
which i s causing serious concern particularly 
to the developing nations, l i k e India. Decrease 
i n the death rate and increase in the f e r t i l i t y 
and birth rate are responsible for increase i n 
peculation* The need to stem the growth rate of 
population can not be over ei^hasised. The family 
planning measures must therefore, be in^lemented 
with f u l l vigour and energy. India i s a vast 
country. I t s production potential has not yet 
been fu l ly esiploited. There i s large scope for 
develc^lng the irr igat ion potential of the 
coimtry and increasing production. 
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143* MISRA (HC), Soft approach no remedy* Sunday 
Heraldi 1980 August 24; 2# 
Owing to our huge population base even a 
mar^nal se t back in b i r th control can disturb 
the process of s tabl isat ion of population growth 
quite largely* The planners warn that such a 
g a l l ^ l n g growth of population will adversely 
effect India 's developaent* Hiere i s a fear 
that the frame work of India 's planned develop-
ment may be thrown out of gear by x*yn away 
increase in population* Birth control will not 
re^ond to a £«iteel approach* I t needs from 
handling in Indian condition. 
144. MOHHiNTY (PC). ETahaiacharya or S te r i l i sa t ion . 
I p r r M * 18» 2 ; 1978 Mayj 19-21. 
The weedcness for getting a son at any cost , says 
the author, a national wes^ess. The superstit ious 
belief that only a son can bring about our 
salvation and free us from the bondage of Karma, 
has bidivi l led a l l family planning prograimoes in 
India. Very soon, our fast growing peculation 
i s going to h i t the 1000 million mark. Any family 
planning prograpme In India \«uld fa l l Ao long as 
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t h i s supcratitlous be l i e f has not been tqprooted 
from our national subconscious mind* 
145, POPULATION EXPLOiilON t Is family planning a 
solution? People's Itottocracvt 7,7; 1971 February 
14| 7 - 8 . 
The "population esqploaion" i n India la being offered 
by the ruling party as an excuse for i t s economic 
fai lure over the past two decades. No matter 
vdiich economic problem i s mentioned, the increas-
ing flow of population i s c i ted as something 
hindering i t s solution. I t i s true that a large 
pqpulatlon i s not always an economic 11 ab i l i ty , 
and that i t i s the low rate of growth of the 
Indian economy i n relat ion to population growth 
vMch Is causing the economy to sul fer . 
146, REGION AND country s i tuations i India. j£^ World 
papulation growth and response 1965-75; 1976; 
P 78. 
India i s the world's second most populeus 
country. India's already oiorraous population i s 
esqpwading by 2 % annually. Ttie t ide of population 
increase i s recognised as a ma^or deterrent to 
economic and social developm&it. India's population/ 
family planning programme has grown to a nation 
vide effort of h i ^ national pr ior i ty . 
isn 
147. smHA (JC), Population problem in India. 
Modern Review j 9 4 - 5 ; 1953; 361 - 64. 
Olscusaes different suspects of the population 
problem and concludes that since we are over 
populated we have to report to active fani ly 
planning, increased productory both of industries 
and agriculture• 
POPULATION, GROWTii, CONTROL, FM'IILY ?L/u«Ni;iG, 
and tCONQMIC DEVELOPMENT, 
148. MEHTA (JK). Population, time lag and depreciaUon, 
Indian Journal of econoaicsi 4^, 17/; 1966; 
113 - 23. 
Family planning l i k e any thing e l se laust be 
well planned. For desirable resul t s were must 
cut down popialation in those sectors of economy 
where there i s surplus man power. I f there i s no 
surplus i n any particular f i e l d , i . e . , wl^ ien there 
i s more or l e s s equal distribution, we should 
uniformly cut down our numbers, 
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1A9* NABAYNA (I^L). Economic planning and family 
planning. Indian Worteert 16, 23; 1968; 5 - 9 . 
QLscuases patterns of economic e3q>anslon» 
econonlc planning In India* strains and stresses 
experienced during the third f ive year plan« slow 
rate of econosiic growth, repid growth of population, 
enployment opportunities etc* 
I50. RAJKUMAR (R). Intact of population on India's 
economic growth. AlCC Economic Review! 1967 
November 1; 17 - 22. 
The art ic le outl ines economic consequences of 
rapid population growth. Discuss a c t i v i t i e s 
of family planning programs included In India's 
four f ive year plsoiia. Gives recommnidatlons for 
future pol icy on f e r t i l i t y control. 
POPULATION, GHOvvTH, CONTROL, FMAILY PL.».4NIIJG and 
HEALTH. 
131. TAYLOR (Carl E ) . Health and population, fbreian 
M M D ^3, 3; 1965; 475-86. 
Poses the problems arising f^ om population growth 
and how family planning i s only solution to th i s 
problem since this i s direct ly related to economic 
growth a l so . 
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POPULATION, GROWTH, CONxHOL, FmiLY PL/u^NBiG, 
INDIGENOUS MiiDlCINEci, u s e s Of. 
132. BHATIA (JC) and NEUMANN (Alfred K), Practitioners 
of Indegenous Medicine and India's Family Planning 
Programme. Indiai Jotynal of Social kork« 34, l j 
1973 Aprilt 27-35. 
India's health service delivery system could 
indeed be enriched by integrating indig«ioua 
medicine practit ioners into Family Planning net 
vork of the goverratent. A p i l o t study in whicn 
62 IMP*s were questioned as to their knowledge and 
(pinion on Fsmily Planning, their a c t i v i t i e s or ro le 
i n that f i e ld , what they thought about the 
goverratent prograame i a relat ion to i t and their 
desire or lack of desire to cooperate with same, 
i s stammerized. 
POPULATION, GROWTIi, CUNHiOL, FAMILY PL.4JNII>JG, 
STERiaiZATION, 
133. MOHILE (BY). Population es^losion. Maharashtra 
Medical Journalt 24, 8 f 1977j 355 - 58. 
S ter i l i za t ion of m«n and women affords to be the 
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safe and most ef fect ive method of population 
control* Population control i s necessary 
i n any democratic country on various grounds 
and the axrUior f ee l s that i f cooperation i s 
not forth coming, co«rcin may be used i n 
population control programmes. 
POPULATION, GROWTH, CONIKOL, FBiTILUY, 
154. KAMEKSCHaJ (David R). iitoonomic model of f e r t i l i t y . 
International review of History and P o l i t i c a l 
sciences 10, 2; i973 May| 85 - 132. 
EconcMBists have tradit ionally l e f t the 5tudy of 
population to b io log i s t s , demogrephers, soc io logis ts 
e t c . Partly because of epparoit contradictions 
and the poor prognostic power of the Malthusian 
postulate. I t i s crucial that interdiscipl inary 
approaches be u t i l i z ed in the study of the population 
problem. Population growth vdth f e r t i l i t y measured 
i n several ways and influenced by various economic 
and social forces i s analysed econcHoically. 
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155. SINHA (UP), Fer t i l i ty and mortality in India 
during 1951 - 1971. Artha Vl.manai 18, 1, 
1976 March; 5 3 - 6 1 . 
Population projected in this p ^ ^ y with the 
base year 1951* show that the estimated peculations 
of 1961 and 1971 are very c lose to the enumerated 
peculations. Moreover, the v i ta l rates during the 
period 1951 «> 71 ceme very close to the estimates 
made by other authors and surveys. 
156. SHOLAPURKAK (MV) and RAD (A). Changing role of 
demographic factors in the reduction of f e r t i l i t y 
i n Kamatalca. Journal of Instt of Economic Research^ 
12, 2; 1977; 31-39. 
The paper describes the decline in the birth rate 
of the State KamataKa during 1961 to 1974 in 
India. The data has be^i col lected and analysed 
In order to find out the re lat ive e f fec t s of 
changes in the demographic factors. Four tables 
have been presented In the paper to analyse the 
findings. Table 1 gives the proportion of married 
vomen in the age group of 1 5 - ^ for ^ e c i f i e d years. 
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Table 2 gives the rural urben composition of 
married wMien* Table 3 gives the a e^ ^ e c i f i c 
marital fer t i l i ty rates fbr rural and urban 
areas and table 4 gives the relative contribution 
of each demogr^hic factor and marital fer t i l i ty 
to the decline of f er t i l i ty level . 
PSYCiiOLOGY. 
157« PLEYimiA (George) and MATHAI (AM), ^plications 
of the conc^ts of affinity and distance to 
populaUon problems. Journal of Biological ;jciencet 
6, 3f 1974 Julyi 347 - 56. 
Statistical concepts of affinity and distance w^e 
afjplied to l ive - birth data. Previously used for 
texoi2omic purposes* these measures were used with 
data on l ive births in Kerala. The data were 
obtained in a survey of f er t i l i ty and other socio 
economic variables. The distribution of l ive 
births in the households of the 6 villages were 
examined. Affinities and distances betwe^i 
religious groves were also examined, each religion 
being characterized by the distribution of l ive 
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birtha. Secular trtnds w«re noted possibly 
indicating chenging patterns of groi^ behaviour. 
The method may be relevant to population proble^ia. 
138« Bi^CK (Kurt W). Hunan aature* psychological 
technology, aid the control or population growth* 
Journal o£ Social isaueet 30, 4| 1974; 279 - 93. 
The most devel<^ed area in psychology relevent to 
population control i s the inplementation of the 
use of birth control methods* The development of 
the tairth control aoveaent has exl^dbited an mblQxity 
about ultimate aims and the advisability of certain 
means* Imposition of fert i l i ty standards may be 
technically feasible, but the question remains 
whether this inposition will conflict with other 
human values* The epsychologists contribution may 
be significant in the determination of the strocigth 
and fflodiflability of these values* Looking at 
population problems in a large historical perspective 
will he]^ the psychologist to provide scientific 
knowledge for population policy* 
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PCH>ULATIQN, GROWTH, DATA, 
159. POPULATIUN, Commerce (S^ppl)j U 7 , 3008; 1966 
December 28; 37* 
This gives the cocparative economic data of 
population between fodia and Iron, I t compares 
popxilation, density of population, CNP, per 
c ^ i t a GNP e tc , 
DB:LIN£« 
160. INCLINE IN population grovth rate to be probed. TJ^ 
1971 April 16| 10 I 3* 
Union Health Minister, Mr, K«K, ohah, ;)olned issue 
with those who contttided that the death rate 
had not come dowi to the anticipated action* He 
was referring to cr i t ic ism that the peculation 
r i se was below the projected figure only because 
of the family planning programme. He quoted 
figures from some States to show a marked decline 
i n the death rate . 
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DENSITY. 
161, CSROVER (SR)» Population growth and density, Yo.ianat 
12, 22$ 1966 November 10| 23*24. 
The purpose of th is peper i s to highlight the 
growth trends of population and i t s density per 
square mile end the factors responsible for the 
density in India, Dmsity of population i s h i ^ 
at certain points and declines %dth distance away 
from these points . In generaly the points of 
concentration are zones of f e r t i l e so i l f as in 
agricultural areas* and locations of easy accessi -
b i l i t y , as i n industrial areas, 
ESTLMATEii, 
162, DA3GUPTA (Prithwis), Estimation of demogrsphic 
measures for India, 1881 - 1961, based on census 
age distributions. Population studies; 2^,3; 
1971 Novembers 393-414, 
This paper i s an attempt to estimate some daaogr^hic 
measures for the 9 census years betweoi 1881 and 
1961 by cpplying uuiiform computational methods to 
the data of a l l years. The measures, by sex, 
include an abridged l i f e tab le , the growth rate, 
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birth rate snd death rate, and, as a by product 
off rather than a pre-requlalte ror» obtaining 
other meaaurest the araoothed age distribution, 
The basic assunption under lying the study i s 
that« for all practical purposes, the Indian 
population can be considered as stable or quasi 
stable for a period of 100 years in the iamediate 
past* 
163. SEN GUPTA (Biswatoah), Population pro;}ections 
of India I Alternative approach* Artha Vi.lnanai 
13,2| 1971 June; 237 - 45. 
The possibil ity of projecting future population 
idth the help of replacement indeA has been 
Bxploredm Zt has been observed that the population 
of India i s increasing at a rapid rate as ejected* 
I n c i t e of non availability of sufficient data 
the present method appears to be quite reasonable 
for projecting future population* An att«q;>t 
has been made to find out a relation betweoi the 
rcplacwnent index and the population for India and 
this relation has been used to forecast futtire 
population of India upto 1991* 
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164. WORLD POPULATION ttsUmate. Indian Worken 19, 29; 
1971 i ^ m 19 | 12. 
UN e^qjerts predict that there wil l be more than 
a b i l l i o n people in China by 1990 end more than 
a b i l l i on in India by the year 2000 when the 
world's popiiLation wi l l be total almost 6*^ 
b i l l i o n . Tnese and other projections by the 
l^ Population Division are given in the l a t e s t 
i s sue of the monthly bul let in of s t a t i s t i c s . The 
l a t e s t coDparaULe U.N. estimates of actual poptilaticm 
for mid 1969 are 7A0 mill ion for China* ^37 mill ion 
for India and 3.532 Millions for the world. 
POPULATION, CROVvTH, FMILY PLy^ i^ NII^ G, INCOi>iE, 
163. mKE (S) £aid ZIND (RG). Effect of fewer births on 
average income. ^9m^§^ ffff %ffJ^ 9fAcrf> ^4?n9»ff; 
1 , 1; 1969 January. 
This study analysts, the significance for economic 
development over 30 years of gradual reductions i n 
age specif ic f e r t i l i t y rates . Coi^uter analysed 
resu l t s show very great value to economy and 
individuals of the practice of f e r t i l i t y control. 
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POPULATION, GROWTH, FitfnILY PL/w^ il^ ir^ G, PKUi:Li:.it>. 
X66, BHATIA (Dlpaft). Porbltns and prospects of family 
planning progranme background - Indian e3c>erlence« 
^ Population strategy In Asla| 1974; p 293* 
Tl^ Indian Fasilly Planning Progracaae has a coim^lex 
and diversif ied structure. I t has a variety of 
experiences which merit research and study. 
These wi l l provide valuable lessons for In^rovlng 
various programme a c t i v i t i e s as well as useful 
guidelines for others* Evaluation and as^essm^nt 
are new but d l f f l c i d t functions, not readily 
accepted In goverruaent departments but essential 
tools tor e f fect ive aanageaait* The most c r i t i c a l 
factor In a family planning programme I s the 
consumer* I t I s v i t a l to undertake a ser ies of 
social researches In consumer behaviour and 
attitudes and find out methods of dem^id creation* 
^ e pro|i^ aomke p o l i c i e s ar%i services must have tUiir 
focus on the consiraer* 
WOMEN'S HOLE, 
167. CHANDRASEKHAR (S) . India's populaUon problem -
«/<»a«) should plan families* Commercet 1966 August 
27j 354* 
There are two well known views on the question of 
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the re lat ion between the birth and the standard 
of l i v i n g . According to f i r s t view, the 
govemmtfit aoist help to increase the over a l l 
agriculturcil and industrial production. Population 
i s related to production, but production does not 
necessarily increase with the increase in population. 
Five solutions are usually advocated to meet the 
problem of over population. 1) Sc ient i f ic agricul* 
tural 4level(^ioent. 2) Large scale heavy industr ia l i -
zation. 3) Internal migration to ease regional 
pressures. 4} Eaigration of foreign countries. 
5) Birth control. Through the three Five Year 
Plans, India i s seriously atteo^ting the f i r s t two 
spproaches with partial success. 
POPULATION, GiiOwTH, FEkTILlTY, ^ C l i ^ UEIiJmiiiAii'i:^ 
->• 
168. KAMERiCHEJI (David R). Socio economic determinants 
of f e r t i l i t y patterns. Population Revi 11 , Ij 
1967 January; 24-29. 
Apparent contradiction of Malthusian theory led 
economists to the posit ion that population depends 
on a host of non econonic consideration which i t 
was not vdthin their conpetence or f i e l d of in teres t . 
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This was a amat unfiortunate choice. For the 
vital» ChaUoigLng problem of population requires 
the concerted efforts i n many different disciplines* 
The present papers at te i^ts to follow the lead to 
above economists* ^ e c i f i c a l l y » th i s peper 
const i tutes an econooic analysis of f e r t i l i t y 
patterns^ measured in several ways 9 as they are 
affected by economic end social forces* 
POPULATION, GROWTH, FERTILITY, RUK.AL AHc^ Aii. 
169* KLEINMAN (David S) . Fer t iUty variation and 
resources in rural India* Economic development 
and cultural change: 21» 4 | 1973 July; 679^6* 
The cross sectional relationship between econ<»aic 
resources available to the Rural populations of 
the different d i s t r i c t s of India ore examined, 
as well as their f e r t i l i t y , using indicators based 
on data from the census of India for 1961* The 
objective i s to seetwhether the f e r t i l i t y of rural 
pre«>lndU8trial peculations t^pears to be re^onses 
to resource or economic constraints* The variation 
of f e r t i l i t y between the rural pqpulatlons of 
various d i s t r i c t s was large end average f e r t i l i t y 
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ifM Strongly and posltlv«Iy associated id.th 
ths avaUatilo rosouross* Rural areas with 
Issssr rssourcss tsndsd to have l o w ferti l i ty* 
WULATION, GROWTH. FOOD, WrmXTION.in r e l a t i o n t o , 
170* imAPATHY (KP), Nutrition and population esplosion, 
Sec Welf t 239 t^ X976t 1»3* 
Hie paper presents the well known salient features 
of population dynasios with apecial referwice 
to the dsTiloping countries* In India the per 
ocpita availability of al l food stuffs •»9p% that 
of cereals fa l l short of the reooaiMBided allowance| 
I t has been established that for any given level 
of fanily incone the larger the fas i ly s isst the 
poorer will be the nutritional statue* The 
ehalleate of the future include not only increased 
promotion of food but also in dealing with proble«a 
of transportationt storage and preservation, use 
of non conventional sources of food l ike leaf 
protein oonowitratey single ce l l proteins etc* 
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P<S>ULATIQN, GHOWTH, rUTUKE OUTLOOK, 
X7X* AGAHWALA (SN)* Som* proJ«otloiui of India's population. 
2 | | Zndia'a population! I999f 3« 
Ttaia i a dovotad to a diaeuaaion of aomo pro;)actiona 
o f ttoa fUtura growth of Jbidia'a population. Iba 
diaeuaaion ia vary briaf. The main pitf^oaa i a to 
point out the varioua aaauqptiona on which differant 
proJaGti«ia era baaad and tha aatlaatad to ta l 
population tor diffarant yeara. Iha tachni(|ua 
adoptad i n aaking tha pro;)aotiona haa not been 
diaeuaaad* 
172, BANSAL (PC). lUtura population of India. jBiAM. 
i §1 ABlffMltwra^  ^umimim ^h 3i ^998| 25^3. 
Factor affacting population growth ara raviawad 
and daaographie cycla diaeuaaad. Author aqphaaioM 
aaad to bring down both rata dreatieally giving 
•aaauraa which China haa takan in tha aana 
diraction. 
173* JAIN (ai). FUtura growth of Indian population! 
Analyaia. |B^ India* a population! 1999! 21. 
Ihia glvaa raaaona for repid population growth in 
Indiat ita conaaquaneast Artlela givaa tranda in 
13B 
srowth rate* d««tti rat*, birth rate, and aoraa 
2Utur« projtotlon (after 1961) of population 
esP9 made* 
174, MAUAU^ IN (w Parkar)* Population dynaiiea in 
Asia« a raataroh feous on tte future i Zndi» 
SttbM»ntin«fit. Ai lw SWITtYl 6,3> 1966f 136-74. 
Background and nature of population prolileaa in 
India and Pakistoi are discussed* Indicates 
research needs in five ereas i estiaating birth 
and death rates on a eurrwit basis t studying 
f er t i l i t y level , patterns and trends, including 
the Ma^ or factors associated «ith f er t i l i ty changes} 
e^ploynent end under enploymentf urbanization and 
population redistribution! qitality of population* 
1961*61 AD* 
179* TAfiEJA (KC)* Growth of populaUon in India i 
196L • 81. Eeonomie Weeklvt 16f 196^1 36-97. 
Projections by sex and five year age groii|>8 by 
(pilnquwnnia, on the basis data from the 196L census 
and the National Sanple Survey and Ignited Nations 
Bodel l i f e tables have been presented* I^plicatioas 
for educational planning are discusaed* 
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X9&-aooi ASK 
176* PANDIT (HN)» National population •jpleaioni 
1961 • 2CX>1« idSULEUflUBil ^ t U X96e Harcht 
U3 • 37« 
Iha paper •juniaoa undarlying foreaa of eurront 
national population os^loaion* On tbo baaia of 
a dttailad axanination of tbo intamational data 
of UrthSf iiaathSf Mid nigrationt aaauqptiona 
about futuro eouraaa of fartility« nortllity and 
•icration in India bavo bo«n aada for naxt kO 
yaara* Tarying aasuaptiona about tiia poaaibla 
ehancta in national Mrtb rata and a alngla 
aaauB|>tion about daolino in daatb rata hava ba«n 
Hiada* tba oooponant natted of population pro^tiona 
has boon utilisod to project the ago and aax wiaa 
diatributions of population bjr ttaa and pointa of 
tha Fiva*Yaar Plana for ttm antira pariod bagiaii^ 
in 19€l to ax>l* Implication of population growth 
elao haa baan vorkad out in tama of crucial ago 
catagoriaa of population* 
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1980*s« 
X77* PEEP INTO probltas of •ighU«8« X| | 1980 Jpril 24} 
Population growth «1XI bo tho groatost of tho 
many fbraidable ohallonsos of tl» aightlea 
according to 1^ « JaffMhen^ Oov«mor of Dalhl* 
Rising population croates problais such aa food* 
dlatrltoiitlon of populatlont houalng^ traoaport* 
naturaO. rtoourotat technology* All these 
ehalloagos would s u b ^ t the natlohli aoolal» 
eeonomlc* poUtleal and cultural Institutions te 
oonsldsrable stresses and strains* 
X990< 
178* INDIA'S PQPULAITION • 1000 • Ukely by 1990. 2 { | 
1971 January 8f 6 t 7-*6* 
According to the conclusion reached by tbe 
population reference tareau the population of 
India will reach 1000 al lUon by 1990 or 1995* 
The present birth rate Is between 42 and 45 per 
XfOOO* Ihdla's dea^grq^hlc future was described 
as "bleak" by the study* Study said that Indla'a 
population could reach the stsggsrlng level of 
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1»9)0 ailUoii at til* «ad of t te eantury IX MrtaUty 
ratea oontlnuad thair aodartta dotnward tran4a» 
2000 AD* 
179. M0RAE3 (Oaoi). ItOOO alUioa Indlflna in 2000 AD. 
MX i ^ w 95, 25f X974 Aaguat 18| X7-19. 
Don Noraaa ai^raaaaa tha opinion that* unlasa a 
radiatribution of rasouroaa ia aada» i t will be 
diff icult for am to aunriva. Food, adueation* 
aoployaant, shaltar are tha basic righta of avary 
•ai« Thasa are the riglita vhich are l ikely to 
be denied to noat mmk^ even aore tiion they are 
nowi i f the preaant aituation of population 
•jpli^aian eontimiaa* 
2049 AD« 
180* TF» BXLLKKi Indiana. "Sif 1972 May 27; 4i2. 
Every thing eonneoted with reproduction ia ao 
intanaaly paraonal that i t i s diff icult for aoat 
people to take a global view of tha current 
population eaq;)loai<m. The articulate world haa 
already i p l i t into two eaapat ^ t h taking extreae 
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viswt t ttM mm stands fbr sternly controlling 
tills biological phmtmmnomt the othsr for absoluto 
non»intorfsr«DOt and total parsonaL freedooi of 
etioica. If fartltlity begins ts dsclinst ianodiatalyt 
•v«i to tha replaBanant lairal» India's population 
idll not stop growing until 204? \imn i t will 
havo reacliad 1*2 UUion. lt$ tha prasant birth 
r&tes Goatinua unohockadf th«r<3 \«ill b« 9«3 billion 
of UB in ?3 yaorsf '^iatavar airaclas on tha food 
and housing fronts we aay achievot Taadna and 
lergo 30 ale ioMsm distress are inevitabld* 
181* BOSE (Ashish)* Ekiviroiaant and population t Some 
eeolegical end denogrcphio implications for devalop-
aaot planning in Asia* jyg, Population strategy in 
Aaiaf 1974| P 563, 
the relationship between papulation growth and tha 
degradation of hunan enTlronaant i s a eontrovarsial 
subject* In oountries like India* the aodam 
•amifaoturing sector in urban areas i s so small 
that i t i s inc^able of abaorbing Billions of 
under enployed persons from the rural areas «ho art 
dependent on subsistence agriculture* Debits the 
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aubtt«ntlal inor«a8« in iadiaatrlal out put» India 
i s Xoead wltb tht proVktm of stnsturaX staenatlotit 
and tho proap«ot ot sign! t ic ant transfer of 
popUlatiwi fron tho a^leultural to the non • 
agricultural sector i s far from te*igkit« Migration 
from rural to tirban areas oontinues, bringing 
about a dssogrephie e39>an8ion of the big c i t i e s 
ulthout a aetohing economic e]q;>ansion or develop* 
•«!it of the urban infra structure, 
POPULATION, GROWTH ^.nflu^^ed py INDUdmiALIZATION, 
URBANIZATION. 
182« BOSE (Ashish). Population growth snd the industriali-
zation • Urbefkistation posceso in India* HtfR ^f ^nfttflf 
<a, 4| 19^1 255 - 75. 
caves a deaogrephic picture of the progress of 
urbenizati(m in India during the l a s t s ix decades 
(1901 - 1961) end high Ughts the role of population 
0ro«th in the industrialization • urbenization 
process* 
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POPULATION, QROVIH influancad bv MAHrvlACE AGE* 
183. BASAVARAJAPPA (KG) and BSLVALGZIBD (MI). Changes 
in age at Barriaga of feaalas and thalr effect 
on t irtb rate In India* Bt^ fln**!?! QtTterlvi 
X4,It 19671 14-.26. 
Study based on certain a8Sua|>tlona that i f fron 
X96l» a apecifled point of tioM no fenale narriea 
under 2D yeara of age end aiao that increased 
proportion do ao between 20 to 39 years* Iheae 
feaalea were projected into various marital 
oategoriea using 9 yeara intenrala by using 
constant oohedule of Mortality and marital fert i l i ty 
ratea* By applying a set of age specific marital 
f er t i l i ty ratea to these pro;}ect distributions 
the birth rate was obtainedt changes in i t were 
tlnis studied* Descriptions of these commutation* 
POP^SLATim^ GROWTH In^lmnoed by POVERTY* 
X84* POPULATION, POVERTY and the future of India* JCfiJflBftl 
20,Ut 1976 Ally 1 | 33 - 37* 
Population, poverty end the future of India are 
oloaely interliniced* Since indm»endence of India 
there has bem a tremendous inerease in the produeticn 
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and yt liMn wt woiic out tti» per cepita growth 
wt find that tho roaidt la not ia|>reaslve* I t 
has to bt aeoiptad that ona of tha main raaaona 
for thla la a fast that our population ainoa 
iadi^andaiioa has aiaoat douUlad* Ihia gova riaa 
to probiaaa of floodf houaing* olothing and 
aduoation ate* Tharafora population and povarty 
ara vary oloaaly intar»ralatad« 
FGinJLATZONt GROWTH |lfl!m|ff4ni ^ ^ ^ RAJASIHAN, 
185* ESTIMATES OF populatlwa growth and damand for food 
graina in Ra;}aathan« a.96l<»71« ^fSSi BOQnQpd.c Sgx^jgg 
14, 9| 1962t U - 13* 
A oorraetion factor (population eanaua flguraa 
dlvidad by eorrasponding projaotad figuras) i t 
oaleulatad for tha StatOf aaparataly for naXa end 
fmala populationa md than appliad to off ic ial 
pro^actad flguraa fbr 1961* 
POPULATION, GROWTH toHWIIMrilnfi WOMQI. 
186a BH£ND£ (Aaha A). OMOgriphiG changaa end the 
atatua of woaan. J Fem tfalf t 22,2f 1979 OaoaMbarf 11*20. 
2h thia artiela tha author haa diacussad daaograp^c 
Ghangaa, with apacial fXTwcm to tha atatua of 
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WMMII9 as rapid popuXation ^rovtb* under <lev«lapa«nt 
end th* low status of noasn iavarlataly ofipaar to 
gB togsthar, Iha autlior has studlad tha impact 
of ipatliO. distribution of population* aortality 
and fartility on wMon's status md found that 
all tbasa factors aro raaponsitala for tha low 
status* But planning aids in improving tba status 
of tha w t n hf praaarving har haalth« and foatara 
favourahlo oonditiona for har own advanoaaant and 
har contribution to tha dtvalopaant of har coaaamity 
and tha prograss of har country* 
POPULATION^  (mOWTHt XEHALA* 
187* GOm (NT). Orowth of population in Karala i n 
190i-6ai. f WlAfttfte ^nm 12f ^*2| ^^681 59-47. 
Bxaainas tha roaaons for tha high groiith rata* 
noting tha posit ion of Kerala i n coa^arision tdth 
h othar stataa as to i intarcanaal growth rates* 
age aax atrueture* proportiona aarriad* mmm ags 
at sarriaga* aax rat io and net Migration. 
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MXGRAlIONv KUICH. 
X88, /»imi (PH). PopulaUoa problui of Kuteh. isSUnsL 
ttf QttArat RmMarchM 19» 2/7kl X957| 209->U, 
Study of tiM papulation a^oets of the oconoMy 
and tho n>la of aalgration* Malyaaa t growth 
of population* danaltyt aan • Xand ratlo« aMlgratlon* 
aox ratio* urban rural olaaslfloatlont occupational 
•trueturo oto* 
X89* MXSiJl (V), i^Xlcatlon of son* al^ >Xa nuXtl* 
roglonaX growth and Migration aodoXs to dlatrlct 
XavaXa oanous data In Maharaahtra* JJCSUk Vi-^ gQ«^ a« 
6»3| X96^ X87-aO!». 
A alqpXo population growth and Migration modal haa 
be«i ippXlod to oanaua data on population alzo of 
the dlatrlota In Maharaahtre* to Invoatlgata tha 
dlrootlon of son » Migration trom tho dlatrleta* 
m attaa|>t haa baan aada to atudy tha reaulta tfaua 
ototalnad In relation to tha dlatrlct level Information 
on aome aoelo aeonoMlc variable* The model haa 
aXao been uaed to worlc out the district level and 
zu 
emtpafa with tlM (Ustrlet X«v«l and state l«v«l 
population pro^oetlons tar I97I and thoao aro 
eoB|>ar«d with tho distriet lovA and atata Xaval 
population pro^tiona tor 1971. baaad on district «• 
I«v^ daeianial paroantaga ineraaaa in population 
during tha daoada 1991*6L« 
190. NARAYAN DAS, Populatim projaetiona oS graatar 
Bonbay undar varying Migration pattarna» 1971«91« 
J f 1 %ialf t 3A» It 1977 SaptaMbart }>46» 
In tbia art ie la tba autbor have attvaptad population 
projaotiona of Qraatar Bombay fbr 1971*91 under 
varying Migration aaauitptiona* Ihe age sex returns 
of the 1971 eensust after ad^tataant tar errora 
have been talcan aa the baae population. 
POPULATION^  GROVfTKf MORTAUTY IHENDS 
191. OiELLASWAHX (T). KertaUty and f e r t i U t y trends 
md population growth i n India (1996-76) • J/i 
India's populatloni 1999f P 69* 
The population pro^eetion ftamiahad here i a nainly 
en the l i n e s of d&aaioal approach usually adopted 
i n long range population pro^eetiwis by the co^iioneat 
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B«thod and i s based on four sots of altornatlve 
aaaunptioiu in rogard to aortaUty and fer t i l i ty 
trends. The estiaates of future population 
are provided at five - year f intervals in five 
year age groi|>s siparately for each sex* 
POPULATION, C910WTU, X961-8I* 
192. AHORA (BR)* PopulaUon of India* 1961*^ t Peep 
into the future* AlCC Eoononic Revieitt 16} 196<i| 
27-31• 
Jn attempt is nade to arrive at a set of estlnates 
of the population of India as at 1971 and 1961* 
Survivorship rates of 1951 • 6X. are assuaed to 
remain constant for the population aged and over 
to iqprove for ages • 14* Child woMin ratios are 
assueed to rise 1961 • 71 and to return to the 
19SL level 1^ 1961* 
19^-61 AD* 
193* NA2EKAH (MV) and VISARI (Pravin)* CTovth of 
population in India 196SI-81 t A Consient* BffftllfflJLT 
j^USSLXi 3.6} 40t 196l»| 1609* 
Conments on K*C* Tcne^a'a %orked out population 
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pro^tetioas iS»r India (Qsowth of population in 
Xndiaf 19611-81, JTmWitt ffrMTf ^^ (36.37)) hy 
wmaaiB oX caqponsit netbod* "Tlit assumption 
undarlying tha projaotiona ara rathar aachaniatie. 
Tba prasanta nota attanpta to rtMw that hi a 
aaehaniatie aasunptiona hava ioplicationa that 
ara Ineosuiistant with tha past obaarvation or 
coacluaion that can ha darivad troa thaoritioal 
•athoda*" 
1971. 
194. INDIA'S POPULATION 547 m on ipra 1 . Indian ktorteart 
19t 29t 1971 April 19 | 12. 
India* a population at aunriaa on April 1, 1971 
atood at 547 ailliona ahoidng a growth rata of 
24.57 paroant in a daeada. Artiela givaa population 
of aaeh atata of Indi« in ailliona. Ovar 709( of 
the population eontinuoa to ba illitaratat though 
tha ovarall litaraoy rata has gona p^ fron 2<i.03 
in 1961 to 29.55 pareant now« 
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195. POPULATION OP India i s 947 ii iUion. 2Zl ^971 
fpra 12} X t 8. 
Indiana poptaation i s 947 • i l l i ont according to 
Ham previaionaX oanaua •atiaato of 1971* Xbt 
proviaionai figure of 947 Million ia aignificantly 
loiMftT than oji^actad* I t had ba«n thought that 
India's population vould inereaao to 950 ai l l ion 
and poasildLjr to aa high aa 970 Bill ion. 
196, SIZING UP en oj^loaion t 1971 Census* yja)y 13» 
98i 1971 May 2| 1&.19, 
Census figure seem to indicate that the inpact 
of the fnnily plarinlng prosymm^ has bean deeper 
tiian entioipated. I t i s noted that at the al l 
India level the rate of population gi'owth in the 
decade 196L»71 was 13*6 % faster than what i t was 
in the previous deoade* A study of distr ict wise 
density and population grow^ rate atrihinipLy 
brings out the fact that the hollow basin of the 
thinly populated districta of C i^.8sat H*p, Ra;)asthant 
and Ou^rat has beeu f i l l ing ift> rapidly while the 
densely populat€»d belt of the Gangetic plaint the 
East ooastal region end ti&e southern peninsula are 
ahowing distinctly poor growth rates* 
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POPULATION, aROWTH* POLICY. 
197« CHANCRASEKHARAN (C)« Population policy in India* 
In India's popuXationi 1999) P 143* 
In this paper taalXy planning prograauaes in Five 
Year Plans are discussed* In conelusion» i t i s 
f e l t that the prograsnes eutlined in the f irs t 
and second five year plans are basically sound 
and should be given further impetus in the Ihird 
Plan* ai^ecial attention should be given to 
consideration of priorit ies and the selection of 
areas nAiere intensified prograoaaies should be 
concentrated* Methods should be developed for 
getting larger numbers ot non sedical persons 
associated %dth these prograraaes* 
196* HALLEN (OC)* Population ejqplosioni Need for 
evolving a Scientific population policy for India* 
AlCC econ Revt 18» 20| 1967 Hay If 2>2B* 
Today population eaqplosion i s a groidng peril aore 
fl|»p ailing than even an H-bonb esiplosion* Systenatie 
and 8ci«it i f ic effort has so far been lacicing in 
evolving a proper population policy in India* I t 
i s time that al l such factors • socialy economic, 
demogrephic, religioust etc*, be tdcen into full 
eonsideration and a really wrkable policy of 
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popuXatloR worked out which will te dirtctcd 
toward* tho saintanenco of population aizo at 
a fairly eonatant lovtl in praforenco to aithar 
r^pid incraaaa or daeraaao. 
199. POPULATION PQLZCY« StatatMit X978 January 51t 
et2. 
In an intarviaw titli a Oalhi «aakly» Presidant 
San^iva Raddy haa aada aavwral ol»arvatioaa 
about faaily planning* Ha ia in favour of lagia* 
lation to anatara iddar adoption of birth control 
practica* Ikt indicatad tha kind of lagialation 
by awationing **aoiia aort of panalitiaa or diaineao* 
tivaa for having aiora than two or threa childran* " 
Ha apoka againat forcing an individual to undargB 
ataniization* 
PROBLEMS* 
200* ATTAH CHANO* Population growth i Challanga bafora 
youth* TIN I 1971 Sapteabar 23| 17*16* 
Zha population growth eraataa powarful intamal 
praaauraa %dth in tha poor oountriaat lika Indiat 
and thaaa ara tha eountriaa which can laaat afford 
thaa« Xha acopa and ai^ iiificflswa that oantraa 
21;^  
around population is ao gr%eX that our youth 
organizations Mist considsr i t ssriously and 
dstomino niiat rolo thoy ean play in doallng 
with this prohlsai* 
201. fiHARGAVA (Uraila). PopulaUon prottloBa and 
polioy, ttft^lMtrtMIP ^970 August 8 | 2>»2B» 
Aaong tho aost ioportant protaXms iu>w oonXronting 
India i s ths probloa o£ population. I n v i t o of 
oontiniious efforts in all tho plans* Indie can 
^ t «fford to food two atn in •vary tfaraa of 
tho population* Zho fault l i o s not only in the 
Aov iaerease in agricultural production iMt alao 
in rapidly increasing population. We anist reduce 
the iabalanee bet««en alMndaQt labour force and 
scareoe capital* India i s perhaps the f irat 
coimtry to takle the problea of population at 
Govemaent level* 
2D2* BBOm (LR)* Twenty t%io diaensions of the population 
prohlea* i n Population raports Faaily Planning 
Prograanesf 1976| J 17B»2D4* 
Various facts of the problem of population growth 
are discussed from aocial» politicalf economic snd 
ecological point of view* 
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203* CUAGLA (MC)« Population erlals in India, £ L . 
PopuiatioQ eriaia and tba uao of world roaoureoai 
196(»| P ISI* 
thia givaa tbt raaaona for liieh population 0rowtb« 
i t a inpaBt on ocononie condition of India* end 
tba protalaaa oraatod by rapid population inoraaaa* 
I t ia aaid that tha propar and taUMan raiaadiaa for 
ovar population w not hirth oontroX but iner^eMm 
in food production and induatrialization* 
204. CHANmASEKIua (S), i^v India ia tackling bar 
population protlan? AIBC aoo'^ ffg||^ ^ f^ ify (Bapublic 
day) I 20* 1>-I4t 1969 January 2% 91-97. 
Xba artiela givaa tba raaaona end oonaaqfuMnoaa of 
axoaaaiva population grovtb* Population ineraaaaa 
rapidlyt but tba inereaaa in tba production of fbod 
Old otbar naeaaaitiaa doaa not ka«|> paoa« To control 
population problatt* population polieiaa ara to ba 
•ada* affaetiva vitbin tba frm* «oric of our opan 
aoeiaty wltb oanturiaa old cuatoaa and traditiona* 
a05. CHi^ IXlASEKHAa (S). India*a population problan -
Qiality of population neada iaprovaaant* fiSHtCStl 
1966 JUly 30} 202« 
A population figura i n i taa l f ^aa not naan vary 
•ueb* If India bad tba nacasaary raaourcaa » d 
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tMlinoXofly sklUSf sb« eould posalbly tranati»ni 
th« pr«a«Qt liability of such aaaaiva tauian mnbcrs 
into a positive aaaat* Butt vniOrtunataiyt our 
natural r«aoureea» o^»itaI» a«i«itific» and 
taetanological imow lioir arc savaraly linited in 
relation to utiat i s noodtd to raise our vary low 
iovoX of living. AgricuLturaX production can ba 
inoraasod i^to a point* Laid and otbar natural 
roaoureos do not Increasa tdth the growth of 
population. Ibe central problea of India*a 
•conony i s aioply poverty or the low standard 
of living of a groat aajority of the people* 
Slower the rate of population growthf along ^th 
ateadUy improving agricultural and induatrial 
production, India's standard of living i s bound 
to rise* 
206* dlja^ QftASEXHAH (3), PopuXaUon t Problema and 
prospects* iMtiiH |ftflH (Aamaal NoBber)! 1970| 
1209 - l a o * 
Zn this article major oauaes of population ej^loaion 
are given* !Eloday*s population policy cannot yield 
tall results atones but i t i s encouraging to note 
that a pero^tible beginning of the decline in the 
birth rate Is already viaible in certain areas* 
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207. CHilNIBASEKHAR (S), PopulaUon dtli—a, ^ X978 
ScptMbcr 4} 32 •-li. 
In th« world teda/t India ranks saeond In tha 
population ntnlMra* India's population proULan 
i s ont oX povartyt no nattar bow tbis tam i s 
daHnad or (^ali2iad« Aocording to nunarous 
off ieial and non official astiaataat in tarns of 
par capita oonsuB^tiwn of suoh cownoditias aad 
sanrieas as foody olo-ttUng^ iwusing, aduoationy 
haaltti and eultura and raeraation Indians laval i s 
aiong tha worlds* loiitst* 
208* CHAN£»AS£KHAB (S)« Population a39>losion t India's 
f i r s t and foraaost problan. Cyita^ (Si:|)pl)t 
169» 4a44t 1970 Dacanbar 91| 19 • 25* 
Of al l tha problans tha^ c XnUia faces todayt parhips 
tha aost ia^ortant ona i s that of population 
control* Tha problan of India's population growth 
i s tha aost inportant on«« for on i t s solution 
dapanda to a largar axtant tha solution of tha 
prohlans of food supply, housing* aducational and 
nodical f ad l i t i a s* India's aost urgant problan 
today i s to raduca har birth rata aa aa^aditioualy 
as possibla* 
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a09. CUATTOP ACHY ATA (KaidLa D»vi), Population problw i 
Policy and planning* £2l 9^7D S^ t^onber 14| 6il* 
3.974 i s dooiffiatod as wrld population yoar bf 
Seonoale and aooial Couneil, India's population 
eounoil doals «dtii aXI aspects o£ peculation, 
not soraly in teraa of nunbors tout also i t s 
distribution over apaooy and i t s changing structuro 
which occur alaost uneoasln^y* For ostabLlshing 
a national balcnce, the ^isstion of regulating 
population growth i s bound to cone up* Too big a 
dep«nd«ttt population eats into resources which 
otherwise i s available for progressive national 
build \3^9 Progress i s haspered i f population and 
production do not balance* 
210* FHANDA (Mareus F)* India in crisis* QMOMSa 
173| 1975 Hay»J^ mei 3 6 ^ . 
ABK»ng the countries of the worldf India offers 
mi •xtrene ojumpXe of the iabalance of population* 
resources end tec}inology* What sets India apart 
from other nations i s i t s increasingly unfavouri^ ble 
population * resources balance* whieh will becoae 
more severe as food st^jplies throughout the world 
beoone tighttf** in this sense* India's basic 
econonic problem i s ra^ i^er sinple«i*e*» food 
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produotlon oust •ithtr If iaorcaced at a micli 
f aatar rata tlien tda doubling that baa oecurrad 
in tba laat two daoadaag or tha population growth 
rata mat ba aairaraly raduoad and quiokly* 
211* OQPALASWAMI (HA)* KiUatona round tte naok. 
Swara^ trat 1971 July 5lt 3^9* 
ttiku artiela daaJa with the eauaaa ot repid incraasa 
in popiilatiwi and i t a consiafiunncas and problana* 
Artiela daala with tte aconossic c^infqtimic^a of 
tha pop\aation growth and COOMS to tha concluaion 
that axoaaaiva ciiild baaring haa provad to ba tha 
Billatona round tha nook of tha national aconomy. 
211* (XJVIND NARASt, PopulaUon problM t International 
parapactiva* /"jgftffl 3MW1 I 19«9| 1966 Decembart 
30 - 33. 
FroB tha national view pointt growing population 
ia tha aoat oauoial problaa facing our country* 
studiea conducted at various centres in our country 
ahow that the family planning progranme haa begun 
to aedta an iapaot on the daaographic curve and 
tha birth rate ia tending to fall* l«to faced the 
problea not oaly of national resources and 
populaticm but also of world reaoureea and world 
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population. Ibis i s rovealod bgr dopondoneo oX 
oiM country ovtr tte otfatr aa raXloctod by iator 
country p r o m t s Ad toilatoral agreaaants. 
215« XUIHZALA (SudaraHan)* mtld population diX«Hia 
with r a c i a l rafaranea to India, ftUtta ^ 9 1 
18, 2f 1966 March • i^riXi 93 « 61. 
Thia articla daaXa %dth tlia cmaaas and conaaquaneaa 
of rapid population grovth and auggaata ataps tovarda 
tha a l l iv iat i« i of population girowtli ia India. 
Suggestion ia ttia i|>plicati(m of aoiantiflc aathod 
to tba production of £»od grains and other ess«it ial 
coaaeditias* 
214. NitfiAJAN (W). PopulaUon problaa raconaidarad in 
7 parts. Eoonoaic Affairat 10| X965| 73-«2. 
Tbm quaation vhothar India with death rata that 
wastam paopia had half a oantury ago, tha standard 
of l iving tha wast haa undar tha industrial revolu* 
tion and tha Mrlh of naatarn aiddla agaa, could 
do substantially battar in har economic davalopaetttf 
i f tha rhythm of har population growth ware reduced, 
tha danonatrativa analyaia attam>tad in thia p^ar 
unaaUgaously indioataa that tha anawer ia in the 
affiraativa. 
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219. PAoaitC»<RAR (DUMP)* »mtarto» of tte future t 
Dangers and ehaUtnges aliead* X|| 1974 Noveater 4| 
4t5-% 
It points out liov tho world's paptalatlon» partleu-
larly Ctilana end Zndlat h«vo boon growing Bueh 
faster than Its food auppllart liow natural resources 
are rapidly getting depleted and how the onvironBent 
Is being doiaged teyood rapair* 
216* PERILS OF unoheeked population growth* Poaulatlott 
giXI 21t 1«2| 1977 JamiaryDeeaaheri 16>»67* 
2he population e^ lesion Is a challenging« diatur* 
blngf basic biological problen which haa becoae a 
threat to aanlcind*s proaporltyt peace and evflo 
survival* Mere mttbers need not be a problesi so 
long as the available resourcea In land and alneralat 
^ teohnologieel know how and capital can assure the 
population a dealrable optlaoi atandird of living 
In terns of the minlwuwi requisites of food« clothing^ 
hottslngt education* public health and leisure* 
Agrlctdtural produotiona should be Increased fsr 
tlie growing p^ulation* Not only agricultural 
produotiona but purchasing power of the people 
should elao be ralaed* 
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2L7. PRESSURES OF Uf«» X2l ^973 Oetoter 17| 4t2« 
Bv*ry «h«rc tb* quality of U f s I s getting poorer 
«hil« the nuBbors grow* Xn the villages privation 
and deq>air| in the c i t i e s tensions and agitation* 
All this i s attributable in a large oieasure to the 
pressure of population* iSireotSly involved i s food 
shortage* Much nay be said about drought and 
noodsi but the s tat i s t ics reaains that the 
p9r cepita oonsuBption of basic iteaui of food has 
sone down* Xn urban areas there are the added 
problens of inade<|uate shelteTf poor sanitation^ 
insufficient health services and a grave shortage 
of water* Quality ebbs away from l i f e while 
pressures aount* 
218* P0R£L£H OF Mn i s aen I Zt i s global* and criM 
for solution* JQUttfll ^9^^ ^974 July 15| >*7* 
Article deals with tiie ropid groyith of population 
in India and the probleiM created by i t* India's 
population probleMf l ike that of aost developing 
eountriesf i s caught in a vicious circle of povertyt 
prejudice and insufficient activation, end solution 
for i t i s by no aeens simple* 
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219« RAO (VKRV)* Probl«a of India's InereasiAg mabcrs t 
Ploa for inter state epproaiolu AICG EctMwio Rinaw 
I3 ,9 | 19^1 10*12« 
Coopariaion of cansaa data of 1901 and 1961 for 
fburtaen statas of India on population siza parcant 
increasa* end dtnaity por aqtuora isila^ tba diacuasion 
of tha policy ioplicationa of tha dif farancaa 
obaanrad* 
220* SARKAR (ss}« Population prottUma (fitLjay Chandra 
mmoritl lacturaa 1967). WaB to IVMftt ^ » 1^ 
1969 Ooto)>ar»Daeaab«r* 
Ihia i« i* t any population prottlaBi Wa hava not 
aiploitad our natural rasotroaa end food problaa 
i s bacauaa wa hava not triad anough to incraaaa 
food production by iaprovad Mathods of agrlcultura, 
Birth control and aora food production are the 
aolutiona for the prohlea* 
221. a^lNHA («IC}, Population problan in India* lUSlOL 
JMLSaO 94. 9| 19531 3a-64. 
DLacuaaes different a^eota of the population 
probleM and concludes that since ne are over 
populated we have to report to active f anily 
planalttCt inereased produotory both of fn^striea 
and agriculture* 
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222* SON (Ra^an Kuaar), PppuXatlon trends aid probLaas 
in India* fijt Zndia*8 population} i999f P 99* 
A study of trands in population i s aada* Haasons 
for rapid population growlti and tba problanw 
eraatad by i t ara givan* 
223* SUNDARAM (S)* Biardan oX India's niMbars, JmXiia^ 
10»5 I 1970 Au^iatt 9*10. 
niara i s a population a]9>loaion in India* 2hara 
has baan a l i t t l a industrialisation and ia^provaAont 
in agrioulturat but thara has baan a rapid £^wth 
in population* SOf our total raaouroas ara cut 19 
anong nany aora millions» thus radueing our produo-
tiva dividands* Pocpla in India do not hava protain 
rioh dist* Apart trom aaking paopla aantally and 
physically wsak« protain daiiciaaey accalaratas 
faaala fartiUty* 
224* WANXAH (Kttsua)* Population problaa* jUfifilfil 24» 
Ut 1969 fv^Pi^ % 9*10* 
The advanoas in taehnology and soianea hava 
thraatanad tha axiatanea of man to a cartain 
axtant* iioiantifie advaneaa hava raduoad tha 
daath rata to such an axtant that a oris is has 
raaultad* India i s facing aigration into har 
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t«rritory, which i s addition to the population 
growth* Author haa given many suggestions to 
check the population growth* 
229* WIDENING GM>. ]Jj 1973 JUiM 6| 6 a 1* 
The latest» 1973t United Nations Demographic 
Year Book paints a pretty depressin^^ picture 
at leaaty as far as the devel<^ing countries are 
concerned* In India* the govemm^at has been 
at pains to enphasise that abortion i sn*t meant 
to be part of the birth control programme although 
i t has some effect on the birth rate* While the 
r ich nations in ttno world have got the population 
proU.em imder control and are racing ahead towards 
the ideal 2PG, the poorer ones are stening their 
own Juice* 
POPULATION, GROWTH, PROBUiiMS g^ POLICY* 
226* CHANDKASEKHAa ( s ) . India's pt^ulation i Facts, 
problems and policy* Depograahiai 16, >»4| 1973; 
32% - 35. 
Demographic revolution i s most intense in India* 
This resul ts from a high birth rate , low aged at 
marriage, marital ins t i tut ions and pr&ctic6s, 
p o l i t i c a l s t a b i l i t y , modem public health measures 
and other factors* India's development i s hindered 
by th i s rapid population growtti* The government 
has attetiEpted to develop sn ant ina l i s t i c policy 
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to cope with this protiLeoi* 
227* P.^ DM^ ^^ ABH/^  (BS)* Planning and populaUon. ^ 
1978 August 9| 8 d-g. 
The JenatB Govemsient has attac^ied considerable 
siginifieance to the cnange in n^nencXature, Trors 
faiaily planning to fatnlly «Mirare» and claiiaea 
that i t signiJdes the new concept of achieving tr^ 
desired gockls of population control throu^ i^ a 
package o£ schcKses for the total welfare of trie 
faoily. It has also been stressed that an a:>pro» 
priate populatimi policy should form part of 
the basic developtB«it atrateey* Population ^owtii 
beixig a pervasive phenoiQCHnoiB« effective all 
aspects of developsientf the study teas wants that 
progr@mn%s of different oinisteries should take 
into account the peculation iisplicatians. 
22B* Si'lTA (7£)» Population |^ o%rth and pq.)ulation 
poUcies. feOJ^fft ma t^Um fttvi 6» 20; 1969 
/august 1; 17«>19» 
The article gives in detail the factor i responsible 
for rapid ir»rease in popiilation snd suggests there 
should be a national population policisii aiioed to 
rediKBing the rate of growth of p<ypulation, 
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CONTROL. 
229. GARG (Rat). PopulaUon t Waroing bel ls to l l , 
HftUffftfli^ r Hfra^ iH 19ao September 2| 5 t 2.3. 
India* a population ranks next only to China. 
I t i s a well«known fact that the national 
coB^aLgh to arrest populaticm pressure has los t 
nuch of i t s BontntUB* Thou^ India has made 
ramarlcable progress in agricultural production 
during the past decadet i t s birth rate appears 
to be exceeding i t s ability to produce sufficient 
food» and negating all the gains i t has so far 
achieved. India cannot any longer afford this 
except at the cost of mounting misery^ hunger 
and malnutrition. I t i s necessary to arrest the 
trend of population growth. 
POPULATXONt GROWTH, PROBLEMS, CONTHOL, FAt^ILY 
PLANNING sm EC GNOMIC OLV£LOPM£NT. 
230. NARAYANA ( £ L ) . EcorMMoics of population es^losion t 
Need for a revolutionary programme of fsotily 
planning imperative. Comaercei 113, 2893{ 1966 
October 13f 67A-76. 
High growth rate of population, which i s the 
result of the lag between high and stable birth 
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rate and rspldly falling daath rate In under 
developed countries* l ike Indiat i s generating 
population ejqploaion* Unleas eoonooic developraent 
runa on t>f0 legSf eoonooic planning and taoLly 
planning, i t will not be poaaiULe to raise the 
levels o£ l iving and arrest the danger of famine 
and food scarcity* The sooner the poptalation 
i s stabilised throu|^ fanily plenning pro gramme 
the greater will be the Increase in econooiic 
welfare* 
PCK>ULATION, GROWTH, PK0BLEM3, LAND, 
231. HUTCHINSON (Jos«ph}« Land and human population. 
20. and Cult! 32, 12; 1966 Decenberi 563-75. 
Over population means too many people for the 
resources in land that are available to them« 
At this point of time, the population density 
has reached the cr i t ical level , and the choices 
before the cooaunity l i e between the over 
e3q>loitation of resources to the l<mg texm 
detriaent of tti9 system, the planning of new 
systems of resource use that are both more 
conservative of resources and more productive of 
real income, «id population control. Article 
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glv«8 trimt history of population growth in 
diXfertnt o«ituri*s» Our greatest need i s to 
master the tireat of our ovn numbers, we may 
reasonably hope that our resources in land will 
be sufficicntf i f tdsely menagedf to meet the 
needs of our esq) ending population. 
POVEKTY. 
232* OASAHDA (HM). Is poverty caused by population 
growth? Mainatreasn l^t 12 | 1976 November 20| 
12»14. 
There i s no svMi thing as over population in an 
absolute aena^^ that i s independent of direction 
of the «qpeed of development of the economic 
resources of i t s population in questicm. Land« 
water* mineral and metals are necessary for 
repid industrial growth* I t i s misleading to 
argue that at lower density and slower birth 
rates dev^opment would have been much more 
repaid* besides i t has been powerfully demonstra-
ted that the rcpid rate of growth of population 
has been the prime source of development. Alleged 
over population i s not the cause but the conseqguences 
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of poverty* Ov«r population ia the residt of low 
produetLve eapaoityt Only way to solve the 
pivblen of poverty IB to change the e^loitat ivet 
socio econonie •tmeture which acts as fetters 
on productive j^ Orees* 
233* KAR (Hmoraa^en)* Farm prospects* g|; 1972 October 
31| 20 s 1* 
Th» protil«Mi of povwty and population growth 
attract serious investigation on the part of 
researchers in order to find a level of correlation 
between then* Xhe current assimption that the 
rate of population growth effects the growth 
rate of economy does not seem to stend closer 
scrutiny in case of west Bengal» i f one ccmsiders 
t^ese aspects on a time scale of l a s t three 
censuses starting froa 19S1* Rate of pop illation 
growth in west Bengal had been slower in past tvo 
decadeSf the increase in the absolute number can 
only be eiqplained by influx froa outside the 
state* 
234* MAIXHA (Priyatosls) • Population, poverty and 
pollution* l^ aJLMlF^ ffl^ f ^3»17| 1974 December 2Btll»14. 
Populatitm growth i s generally taken as cause of 
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poverty on on* hand and caua« of problems of 
pollution and rasourec scare!ty on the other^ 
but such i s not the case* Patterns and purposes 
of production end consunptJUm are re^onsible 
for growing probl«as of poverty* on the one 
hand* and pollution on the other» and for that 
matter human being sad not the number of the 
population* i s responsible* In the existing 
production pattern* nhich i s aliented from man 
nature and which i s fed by a craze for material 
goods* any decline An population would* instead 
of solving the problem of pollution* aggravate i t* 
235. POPULATION* POVEHTY and poUution. Population Revi 
21* l - t t 1977 January^Deeea^ert 131-33* 
this i s a simmiary of the Three Reeipure Endowaaent 
lectures delivered by JJr» s* Chandrasekhar. 
India like many countries* facea in varying 
degrees problems of polluted air and contaminated 
water* erosion of top soil* depletion of natural 
resources didndeling wild l i fe* urban ^r«id and 
city slums* Of al l the kinds of pollution* 
poverty low levels of l iving and oonst;raption i s 
the most insidious* aeid this pollutes not only the 
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envlronncnt tout oorrodM the soil* One of the 
cmises of poverty i s growing population* 
236* POPULATION t Protoien, not alibi* fheuehti 24,^2$ 
1972 DeceiBber 23$ 5*6* 
In an interview 41 % disapproved of bir th control 
methods to l imit the family size* The disapproval 
was high among otmplea belonging to lower socio 
econwaie strata* ^ * J*R*D* Tata did well to 
draw attention* a t the intemationaX seminar of 
economic ^umaListSy to the lsi^ort.3nce of the 
po l i t i ca l leadership recognizing that population 
growth i s the prime r e a ^ n for our fai lure to make a 
real dent in the poverty of the masses over the 
quarter century since independence* Kirs* Gandhi 
has said r ight ly 'production and national wealth 
oust grow SRieh faster than population* * 
237* K^ (VKRV)* Population and poverty* Comaercet 
139» 3574| 1979 December 19j U44* 
Vast increase in India ' s population has played 
a crucial role both in the growth of Indifin poverty 
and i t s threatened continuance over the coming 
years* Article gives growth of population in 
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different years trwn 1921 and i t s * f fec t on 
economic devti.opment of India* 
236. tHlAGAHAJAN (K), Ov«r population means contlnxOng 
poverty* 3oc Welfaret 23, 8j 1976 November; 32, 
The author eiqphasises that tiie root cauae of 
poverty i e over population* The persistence of 
a high level of birth rate in the rural areas i s a 
growing indication of tiie a^jreau of poverty* Over 
population Can be checked to certain point by 
introduction of population valiMS in the educational 
ourrieulum, \iy ra is ing the age of marriage* 
HEoOUhCEb. 
239* SETi^ A (Hooi N)* Population end resources* J Q^ 
£em welti 13. 1; 1966; 23-26. 
Article hlgit>»light8 need for popiiLation control in 
view of the fact that otherwise resources wiU be 
insuf f ic ient to cope with the population* 
SOCIOLOGICAL, 
2 ^ . BALAiiOmmmim (us) , sociological a^ecta of 
high birth rat* In India, AlCC Economic Ravlewi 
X7, X9| X966| 15-18. 
Basle reaaon for tho high rate of population 
grovth In India la not only ttie conBeqmnoe of 
drastic end suddtn daeXlne In death rate during 
the Xaat decade but aXso due to the aocloXoglcaX 
background of peopX«|Indian cuXturaX conditions 
are favourable to gro^tth of peculation author 
^Inea* 
iSyoposia* 
241« CHANDBA3i!XHAB ( 6) , PqsuXaUon ptolUmas of India* 
FanlXv PXannlng J^ ewat X0«2| X969t 2-5. 
The text ot this p^er was read at the syoposlum 
li^d at January ^ X969 In the s tat i s t ics section 
of the Indian science Congress at XXI power, Bombay. 
I t deals with the problems of registration of births 
and deaths in the country. The contents of the 
paper have been divided imder various heads such as 
Basic denography, Ferti l ity Hostallty, Foetal Xoss» 
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Internal mlgratloiit Urbanization and Family 
foj:iBatJU>n« Population problems i n reference to 
social ^ d econoalc needs of people have been 
discussed and distribution of population has been 
h igh l i^ted* In the end» social s c i « a t i s t s have 
been eppealed to conduct more and more studies 
on coimtry*s population problrais* 
POPULATION, GROWTH, PUNJAB, 
242* ZFl^ DS IN population dynamics of the Punjab, AlCQ 
Econoalc Revieva 18, 18| 1967t 1 > 1 7 . 
Attes^ts to study (1) Inroad trends in the growth 
of population of the Punjc^ during the l a s t s ix ty 
years, (2) Changes in urbsnization, (3) changes 
due to iamigration and inualgration during the l a s t 
decade in Punjab, 
RURAL, 
243* TAYLOR (Carl E), Population trends in an Indian 
v i l l age , ^^ 223, 1 | 1970 Julyj 106-14, 
Author has taken v i l l a g e s of Punjab for the study 
of population trends, Hore than two thirds of the 
world's people l i v e in rural v i l l a g e s . I t i s i n 
the v i l lages that the population problem i s most 
UiJ^ 
acut«} i t I s there that the sassive propulation 
increase are bound to occur during the trsnsitXon 
from the traditional balance of high birth rates 
end high death rates to such lower baleoice 
associated ndth econo^c development* Hural popu» 
lation probleas can be solved by cmicentrating on 
the villages end by encouraging and uti l izing 
fundamental changes inliving patteras* 
2H« CHANDKASEKHiUi (S)« Carovth Of population in HaOras 
c i ty , POD Reva 8, Ij 196^1 > 4 5 . 
This study i s devoted to a detailed exaiaination of 
the formal dwsaography of the city, the size, 
coBi^osition« f er t i l i t y , mortalityi marriage and 
aigration, pro^t iona and the future growth of 
population and the auaerous related problems* 
It also outlines a policy for the planned 
developaent of the city* 
235 
2k% NiiNDA (i\K), Population trends in India, | I | 
1971 Dcceiaber ^| 8 t 6«7» 
The 1971 census has confirmed the earl ier su^^icion 
of sooe people that the number of females per 
thousand males i s now generally on the downward 
trend* If the sex ratio declines then the f i r s t 
p o s s i b i l i t y i s that the number of reproductive 
women wil l be low* The incidence of r^roductive 
wastage i s l ike ly to go ii|), though the ext^it of 
such iiicrease cannot be uniform for a l l the 
population* This together with other forces 
operating to reduce reproduction will bring the 
population to a dangerously low base. The ^^ rowth 
of populationy both natxtral and due to mi^i^ation, 
has been widely uneven among the s tates and 
Union territories* The addition to India's 
population during the l a s t decade has been of the 
order of 108 millionsf the decenAial growth rate 
being 24*57 ^ during 1961-71 as against the 
growth rate of 21*54 % during 1951-61* 
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246, POTI (SJ ) , Study of the Indian population growth, 
Indian population Bul leUn: 1» 1 | i960; 82-128. 
Presents an<4yses of data on t rends i n numbers, 
o ig ra t i on , Mortal i ty and f e r t i l i t y , d i f i e r e n t i a l 
f e r t i l i t y end mor ta l i ty , urb^:i isat ion, occupational 
conposi t ion, d^BOgraphic e f fo r t of soc ia l end 
economic t rends , future t rends i n f e r t i l i t y , 
247, TAEUBiiH ( I rene B), Futux'e population trends ejnd 
p r o j e c t s , Gandhi Margt 16 ,4 | 1972 October; 
298 - 307. 
Population growth end hence the problems involved 
i n the pro^Jection of future y^ovth are cor^lex 
a t given times and var iab le over t ime. OeclinXn^ 
mor ta l i ty i s an achievement of modernization; 
hea l th a c t i v i t i e s designed to a t t a i n s t i l l lov«r 
l e v e l s are cont inuing. Increasing numbers of 
countr ies recognise the hazards to natlon^a 
developffi«nt and fao i ly vrelfare i n h e r ^ i t i n the 
continuat ion of decl ining death r a t e s to(,,ether with 
unchanging b i r t h r a t e s , Ind ia was the pioneer i n 
p lac ing family planning i n the context of develop* 
mental planning. Increasing r a t e s of economic 
growth and slowing r a t e s oi population fc^ro^ti^i are 
both e s sen t i a l to r i s i n g l e v e l s of l i v i n g , 
37 
POPUL.vriUN, CSKOWTHg TREI^ Db ^ L/OJuUh FOixC... 
2 ^ . CHELLAiiWAMI (T). PopulaUon trend and labour 
force In India i X931»66, POD Revt 2,2 | 1958| 
Tiye iMln object of th i s paper I s to provide 
estimates of the future labour lorce In five yeax^  
Intervals ^pto the year 1966 by the con^onent 
method* Before epplylng the labour lorce 
participation rates to different seat and a&a 
gjroi4)8t the projected population has been dlatr l -
buted on certain simple assus^tions by rural and 
urban sectors for both the sexes In j l f terent 
age groups* 
POPULATION, CSROWIH, THIBAL3* 
2 ^ * KUTHIALA (SK)* Dnographic choracterlst ies of tr lbe l 
p<9ulatlon in India* Indian Sociological Bulletin! 
7, If 1969 October! 57-58* 
According to the 1961 census, the tr iba ls of India 
number over 29 mill ion of the tota l peculation 
of India* An atteo|)t i s made to discuss from 
scanty s t a t i s t i c a l material the gener^il demogr^hic 
238 
Gher&cteriBtieB of tribe! populations in India. 
Tkne growth of sehoduled tribes from 1881 - 1941 
and from 1941 • 61 i s analyzed* Aaong the 
general traits which eaerge are i a high level 
of f er t i l i ty and low survival ratea» i.e» a 
high nor tal i ty rate* a phenonenal abs&ice ol aged 
people versus a very high per cent of childresi 
0«4 years of age ooopared with the general 
population* 
Zi^G, 
250. KIEFER (David K). On the road to ZPG, Cfteaical 
and iiingineerlnf: newas 49t 50| 1971 December; 
20 * 22, 
A declining population growth rate may well be 
beneficial to most industries. In the future, 
business will have fewer customers oat pei' ca^tita 
1^ending will increases labotr vd.ll be scarcer 
laat productivity will soar. Based on current 
figures^ howevert the median age i s e j ec ted to 
rise from 28->37 years and each age bracket of the 
labour force vould have approximately the saae 
nimber of workers, thereby limiting advancement 
opportunities. The developing funds towards ZPG 
i s graphed. 
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